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RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Department of Energy (DOE) has proposed the construc-

tion of an integral Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility in the

Roane County portion of Oak Ridge, Tennessee; and

WHEREAS, the Clinch River MRS Task Force was appointed in July 1985

by the Roane County Executive and the Oak Ridge City Council to evaluate

the proposed MRS facility; and

WHEREAS, the Task Force, made up of three study groups, has spent
several months of detailed study and careful evaluation of the MRS concept,

including numerous public meetings, and has conducted site visits to rele-
vant facilities; and

WHEREAS, the Task Force has determined that the facility could

be safely built and operated in the Roane County portion of Oak Ridge,

provided certain concerns are addressed and impacts mitigated; and

WHEREAS, the MRS would not be seen as a beneficial addition to the

, region's economic base unless DOE is required by the Congress of the United

States to comply with stringent but reasonable conditions equivalent to

those reco_mnended by the Task Force.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MEMBERS OF CLING_I RIVER MRS
TASK FORCE:

That the attached summary of the study groups' reports on the

proposed Monitored Retrievable Storage facility is hereby adopted as the
official position of the Clinch River MRS Task Force.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Roane County Commi_!_sion and the Oak

Ridge City Council are encouraged to adopt and support the reconnnendations
in this summary as the official position of the two local governments.

BE lT FURTHER RESOLVED that the State of Tennessee, the Department

of Energy, and the Congress of the united States are encouraged to incor-

porate and support the position of the Clinch River MRS Task Force within
the MRS authorizing legislation and agreements mandated therein.

This Resolution is approved by the Clinch River MRS Task Force on

the lOth day of October 1985.

Kenneth E. Yager ' /I • t- " _
- RoCounty Executive Mayor - City of Oak Ridge

Executive Com_nittee Executive Committee

Clinch River MRS Task ce Clinch River MRS Task Force

Robert W. Peelle Larry'. Dickens Shirleyj. _lendr_x
Chairman Chairman Chairma

Environmental Study Group Socioeconomic Study Group Transportation Study
Group



NUMBER 10-154-85

R E S O L U T I O N

WHEREAS, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 calls upon the

Department of Energy (DOE) to prepare recommendations regarding the need

for and location of Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facilities to

handle spent nuclear fuel destined for permanent repositories, and

WHEREAS, the Clinch River MRS Task Force has been jointly appointed

by the Roane County Executive and the City Council of Oak Ridge to evaluate

tile MRS facility proposed by DOE to be constructed in the i_oane County por-

tion of Oak Ridge, and

WHEREAS, for several months the Clinch River MRS Task Force has

carefully evaluated the proposal and has arrived at a position on tkle MRS

which identifies the communities' concerns, describes the potential impacts

of the proposed facility, and recommends appropriate mitigative measures,
and

WHEREAS, it is the position of the Clinch River MRS Task Force

that, if DOE is required by Congress to comply with those stringent but

reasonable mitigative measures, the proposed MRS could be safely built and

operated and would constitute a beneficial addition to the region's economic

base with no harmful effects ensuing°

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MAYOR AND COUNCILMEN OF THE

CITY OF OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE:

That he City Council of Oak Ridge hereby adopts tile position of

the Clinch River MRS Task Force as its own and encourages the State of

Tennessee, the Department of Energy, and the U.S° Cong_'ess to sui_port the

incorporation of the position into [he MRS legislation and associated

agreements °

BE IT FURTHE_ RESOLVED that with the compliance oi' the conditions

set forth in the adopted position, the City Council of Oak Ridge would

willingly accept location of the proposed MRS facility within its jurisdic-

tional limits°

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clinch River MRS Task Force is

hereby authorized to promote with State- and Federal-appointed officials

full understanding and consideration of the City's adopted position°

This the 21st day of October 1985.

APPROVED AS TO FORM

AND LEGALITY:

City .Sttor hey -- Mayor
=



iN THE C,OUNTY COMMISSION FOR ROANE C.OUNTY, TENNESSEE

A RESOLUTION adopting the recommendatfo_'s .in the Oc%ob%_r

report of the Clinch River MRS Task Force

WHEREAS, the Clinch River MPE Task Force appointed by the

Roane County ExecuCive and t'he Oak Ridge City Council has submitted

a report to the governing bodies requesting the adoption of a series

of recon_nenda tions °

NOW," THEREFORE, BE' IT RESOLVED that the Board of Commissioners

of Roane County, meeting in special session on October 22, 1985, does

adopt Lhe recommendations in the October i0 report of the clinch River

MRS Task Force. Roane County thereby accepts the position that based

on information to date, the MRS facility _.could' be acceptable to Roane

County and provide a net economic benefit to our citizens if 'conditions

equivalent to those in the Task Force Report are securely satisfied by

the authorizing legislation and intergovernmental agreements provided

for by that legislation.

BE IT FUKTHER RESOLVLD'that the State of Tennessee and the

Tennessee Congressional Delegation are asked to help obtain adoption

of the .requested conditions.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the State of Tennessee and The

Department of Energy are thanked for their strong cooperation with the

Clinch R!ver MRS Task Force.

Upon motion of Commissioner Langley , seconded by

Cor_nissioner Crews :...... , the following Co_issioners voted

Aye: Crews, Delaney, Duttcn, Fer_n_son, Hatfield, Hacker, Heneyc_c_. House.0.
ia_ley, _bney., Renfro. (ii>

The following Commissioners passedz None

The following Commis&ioners voted No: None

Thereupon, the county Chairman announced to the Court that said

resolution had received a constitutional majority and ordered _ame

spread of record. ' APPROVED s

C_0un ty c_ai_an //__--"

The foregoing resolution was submitted to-___unty E×ecutive

oonsld rationthi dayof O , , 198S
• , r

ATTESTED :

Do_r-6t_y M. _a_shall, _o6nty Cler_,

_. e/veto the foregoing resolution this _/7/ day of ;', 1985.

STATE OF TENNESS_ ' V:,.:'_"':W:.'_i '

Dorothy M. Marshall .-, _ '.'

^ertihed a true anti '_
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Clinch River MRS Task Force

POSITION ON THE PROPOSED MONITORED

RETRIEVABLE STORAGE FACILITY

ABSTRACT: The Clinch River MRS T:_sk Force was appointed in July

1985 by t11e Roane County Executive and the Oak Ridge City Council to

evaluate the Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility proposed by

the Department of Energy to be constructed in the Roane County portion

of Oak Ridge. After several months of study, numerous public meetings,

site visits to relevant faci]ities, and careful evaluation of the inte-

grated >IRS concept, it is tlte considered opinion of the Tas_i Force that

the facility could be safely built and operated in Roane County/Oak Ridge.

Howeve.r, an MRS facility constructed in the Roane County portion of Oak

Ridge would not be generally perceived as being safe by the citizens of

Roane County and Oak Ridge unless the recommendations of the Task Force

are pr.escribed to be implemented by the MRS authorizing legislation.

Moreover, unless the listed concerns .are addressed and impacts mitigated,

the MRS would not be seen as providing net economic benefit to the local

communities, region, and state. Provided DOE is required by Congress to

co_q) l.y with stringent, but reasonable, conditions reco_nmended by the Task

Force, the group finds that the MRS facility could be made acceptable to
the communities oi:.Roane Col:nty and Oak Ridge. The Roane County Commis-

sion, Oak Ridge City Council, State of Tennessee, United States Depart-

: ment of Energy, and Congress of the United States are requested to adopt

the recommendations of the Clinch River MRS Task Force.

.

Monitored Retrievable Storage

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 requires the Department of

Energy (DOE) to provide for the development of deep, geologic repositories

for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and other high-level radioactive

wastes and to submit for Congress' consideration a proposal on the need

: for one or more Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facilities. AI.though

the MRS wa_ i.ni.tial].y coL_sidered as a backup for a repository, DOE deter-

mined that the facility would perform a more effective role as a rece.iv-

ing, packaging, and lag storage center handling rue]. assemblies en route

to the repository. The NIRS proposed by DOE and evaluated by the Task

Force is often referred to as an Integral Monitored RetrLevable Storage

or 1-MILS facl].ity.

i



CLINCH RIVER MRS TASK FORCE Adopted 1.0/10/85

The Clinch River MRS Task Force

Following the Department of Energy's announcement in April 1985 that
three Tennessee sites were to be considered for the Monitored Retrievable

Stcrage facility, Governor Lamar Alexander initiated a review of the

proposal to be coordinated by his Safe Growth Team. Roane County and

the City of Oak Ridge, the local governments sharing jurisdiction over

DOE_s primary and secondary sites, were invited to participate in the

state's review of the MRS proposal. A similar invitation was provided

to local governments in the Hartsville area, location of the third alter-

native MRS site. The Clinch River MRS Task Force was devised as a means

of accomplishing a local evaluatLon of the Oak Ridge sites. To defray

expe'nses incurred by the Task Force, a $I00,000 grant was awarded by the

Tennessee Department of Health and Environment from $1.4 million provided

by DOE to fund the state's review of the MRS proposal.

Many issues related to the proposed MRS are being cotlsidered by the

Governor's Safe Growth Team. The primary objective of the Clinch River

MRS Task Force has been to determine whether the proposed Monitored

Retrievable Storage facility should be accepted by the local governments,

and if so, under what conditions. The Task FQrce has not addressed the

question of need for the MRS or tlle rationale employed by DOE in recom-

mendLng that Lt be constructed in'Tennessee. It is the belief of the

Task Force tl_at the.*_e are issues to be resolved by Congress, not by the
local communities.

The 31-member Task Force is composed of an equal number of appointees

from the County a_l(JCity, with staff support provided by the City of Oak

Ridge. ]!le Clinch River MRS Task Force is organized into an Executive

Committee cochaired by t!le Roane County Executive and Mayor of Oak Ridge

and three Study Groups focusing on environmental (including health and

safety), socioeconomic, and tra_s[_ortation issues. Each eight-person

Study Group is comported of an elected County Commissioner and City

Councilman, three citizens appointed by the County, and three citizens

appointed by the City. Fach Study Group is supported by a City staff

person. Additional support is provided as needed by the two local gov-

ernments, interns, and cou,su]tants.

Task Force members have contributed considerable time In evaluating

the MRS proposal. The Task Force as a whole has conducted monthly work

sessions and business Ineetings since its establishment. Study Groups

have typically held weekly work sessions. In addition, the Task Force

and its Study Groups have sponsored several speclal events designed to

involve the entire community in the evaluation process. All meetings

have been open to the pub]lc. To supplement the series of public meet-

i_.gs, Task Force members have visited relevant federal and private facil-

ities, Sites visited have included a fuel handling facility at blorris,

lllinois, operated by General Electric; low-level radioactive waste

- faci].ities in Barnwell, South Carolina, operated by Chem-Nuclear; fuel

handling and storage facilities at DOE's Idaho National Engineering

--2-



CLINCH RIVER MRS TASK FORCE Adopted 10/10/85

Laboratory and DOF_'s Nevada Test Site; and cask testing facilities oper-

ated for DOI']by Sandia National Laboratory at Albuquerque, New Mexi_to.

Cask te_;ting and reactor fuel handllng sites at the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory were also visited, as was the Radiation Emergency Assistance

Center/Trainlng Site operated by Oak Ridge Associated Universities.

The Department of Energy is scheduled to present its recommendations

on the MRS facility to Congress in mid-January of 1986. At the time of

its inception, the Clinch River MRS Task Force determined that its ini-

tial position on the proposal to place the MRS facility in Oak Ridge

shotlld be completed in time to be of use to DOE in the preparation of

those recommendations. Consequently, it has been necessary for the Task

Force to complete its evaluatiot_ within a very limited time frame. The

Department of Energy has not yet issued its environmental assessment of

the proposed facility, and a full environmental impact statement (EIS)

is not required until the MRS is authorized by Congress. The Clinch

River MRS Task Force and the local government it represents, anticipating

full participation in the review of these and other important forthcoming

documents, reserve the right to modify positions taken based on informa-

tion yet to be presented.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act establishes a unique process of con-

sultation between DOE and state and local governments. This is a welcome

step in the improvement of intergovernmental relations. Iu its prompt

response to written and verbal questions and requests for available in.

formation, the Department of Energy has been most cooperative in assisting

the Clinch River MRS Task Force to complete its initial review. DOE and

contractor personnel have been available at most, if not all, Task Force

meetings to answer questions.

Summary of Findings

Based on its review of the proposed MRS facility and its expectation

that Congress and the state will adopt the conditions recommended below,

the Clinch River MRS Task Force concludes the following:

i. Spent.' nuclear fuel and other high-level _'adioactive wastes can be

safely transported.

-Spent nuclear fuel is highly radioactive, and exposure to even

low levels of radiation over sufficiently long periods of time

can cause harmful heal'th effects. However, spent nuclear fuel is

not e×3_losive. Nor is there risk of a self-sustaining nuclear

reaction within a shipping cask.

- Spent fuel shipping casks are heavily shielded and constructed so

as to protect the public from any significant radiation levels.

-3-



CLINCII RIVER MRS TASK FORCE Adopted 10/10/85

- The NRC-llcensed casks designed for shipment of spent nuclear fuel

provide for containment of their contents in the event of acci-

dents. Extensive testing has proven that such casks can provide

for safe shipment of fuel assemblies to and from the proposed MRS.

Any future casks will be subject to the stringent regulations re-

quired of current casks.

-Tlle federal government and nucl.ear industry have safely trans-

ported nuclear waste materials for nearly 30 years, including

hundreds of spent nuclear fuel shipments through Tennessee. There
has never been an accidental release of radioactive material in

the transport oF spent nuclear fuel.

-The state would determine by which Tennessee routes spent fuel

will be shipped to and from the proposed MRS facility. The rail

line upgrades and roadway upgrades and improvements for State

Routes 58 and 95 recommended by the Task Force would support safe

travel from the main rail line and interstate to the proposed MRS

sites.

--Shipments of spent nuclear fuel are already strictly regulated

for safety and security purposes and provide an adequate margin

of safety. If the escort and inspection procedures recommended

by the Task Force are adopted, the margin of transportatLon safety
would be enhanced.

-'rbe emergency response planning procedures and DOE-provided first

responder training program recommended by the Clinch River MRS

Task Force would prepare the state and local governments to dea].

with any accident involving tl_e transport of. spent nuclear fuel.

, 2. Based on the best information cul_rently available to the Task Force,

either the preferred Clinch River site or the secondary DOE Reser-

vation slte could accommodate the proposed MRS facility from an

environmental vl.e_¢polnt.

-Ecosystem damage does not appear so significant as to be an over-

riding factor in determining location of the proposed MRS facility

at either Roane County/Oak Ridge site, Mitigation of ecological

and scenic impacts would be possible following the recommendations
of the Task Force,

- Site design of the proposed 'MRS seems to assure that its component

= facilities would be properly p].aced relative to natural features,

This region is not prone to significant earthquakes, the proposed

sites are located will above flood levels, and the underlyi[_g rock

formationi_ will support the MRS receiving and handling facility.

,-4--
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3, The proposed MRS facillIty can be safely constructed and operated.

- The MRS facility would be fully licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC), whicla would regulate its construction and oper-
a tiotl.

-In addition to NRC regulations, the construction Of the proposed

MRS would be subject to numerous federal, state, and local codo_s_

as well as industry standards.

-The constrt_ctio1_ reel:hods and opet'ating technologies o[ the pro-

posed MRS are already largely proven.

-All fuel assemblies would be remotely handled in "hot cells" to

protect woL*kers and the surrounding population. The facility

would be constantly monitored to detect radiation levels, and

sufficient redundancy in environmental control and monitoring

systems would assure that performance standards are met,

-Con_ared to a conventional factory or processing plant, the MRS

would be a relatively "clean" facility. NRC regulations coatrol

any liquid, solid, or gaseous escapes, and limit such releases to
the Outside environment.

-- Radiation monitors located inside and outside the MIIS facility

would ensure detection and warning of accident couditions.

q

-- Typical_ background radiation levels from natural and medical

sources are between ]00 and 200 millirem per year it_ the East

Tennessee area. Operational radiation e,,.po:_ureto a person living

near the proposed MRS facility is stated to be less that_ an addi-

tional millirem per year.

-Adoption of Task Force recommendations regarding establishment of

an MRS Environment, Safety, and Ilealth Review Board and the imple-

mentation of a Community Environmental Monitoring Program would

ensure, local oversight of regulatory activities. Such oversite

would provide the population sur'rounding the proposed MRS increased

understanding and thus increased conf.idence in the environmental
release data.

4. The proposed MRS facility could benefit the economies of the local

communities, the reg:I.on, and the State of Tennessee.

- The proposed MRS facil:i,ty would employ approximately 750 contractor

and DO_] personnel. Annual operating cost,s, Lncludin Z payro]_l e.,.<-

penditures, would be approximately $50 mi].liot_.

-Const:ruc. tlon of the MRS facility itself would cost approximately

$I billion. Costs for on-site storage casks would eventually

--5--
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amount to approximately $300 million. Research and development

activities associated with transportation issues could cost more

than $200 million. Expenditures associated with transportation

cask production and transport could total $3 billion. With adop-

tion of Task Force recommendations to encourage the procurement

of goods and services from Tennessee vendors, a portion of this
business would stay in the state.

- Potential support and satellite acti_itles associated with the

MRS would include training, transportation, metals technology,

waste packaging, laser cutting, and robotics°

- As recommended by the Task Force, annual impact assistance pay-

ments equivalent to tax revenue on a $I billion industrial facility

would be made to state and local governments from authorization

of the MRS until its operation, and again from cessation of oper-

ations until its complete decommissioning.

- Assuming adoption of Task Force recommendations, during operations

the MRS would pay grants equlvalent to all state and local taxes,

annually generating several million dollars in much needed public
revenue.

Summary of Concerns, Anticipated Impacts,

and Recommended Mitigations

Even assuming the proposed MRS facility would contribute to resolu-

tion of the nation's spent fuel disposal problems, an MRS constructed in

Oak Ridge would neither be acceptable nor provide net economic benefit

to the local communities, reglon, and state unless certain critical con-

cerns are addressed and impacts mitigated. The most important issues

identified by the Clinch River MRS Task Force are enumerated below, along

with recommended mitigating actions. Because the process of'MRS author-

ization and construction would be a long one, it is important that miti-

gative measures be agreed to early and formalized in binding agreements.

8owever, it should be noted that the Task Force is at this point most

i_terested in making clear its objectives, not necessarily in dictating
the specific means for achieving them.

I. Without diligent adherence to rules, regulations, and safety proce-

durei the MRS could a_v_r_9iy [impact the surrouniing population
and local environment. Monitored Retrievable Storage health and

safety issues are considered by the Clinch River MRS Task Force to

be of primary importance, lt is critical that the following recom-

mendations be adopted:

I.I. A citizen MRS Environment, Safety, and Health Review Board

should be established to represent the communities' interests

--6--
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during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the

proposed MRS facility. The Board would be characterized as
follows:

1.1.1. An equal number of Board members would be appointed
by Roane County, the City of Oak Ridge, and the state.

r

1.1.2. The Board would operate under formal arrangements with

responsible federal agencies. It would not supplant

regulatory agencies responsible for activities at the

proposed MRS and, to the greatest extent possible,

would make use of _data collected by those agencies.

However, the Board should have the authority to con-

duct its own inspections and collect additional data
as needed.

1.1.3. The Board shouldpartlclpate in the development of
environment, health, and safety performance standards

and criteria for the MRS facility and have access to

all information on the condition of shipments arriving
at the MRS, effluents released to the outside environ-

mentp radiation exposure to workers and the surrounding

• population, accidents, and incidents as classified by
the NRC.

1.1.4. Procedures should be developed whereby the Board could

cause a suspension of operations if releases at the

MRS are above action levels Jointly preestablished

with DOE and regulatory agencies.

1.2. Management of plant operations should be designed to limit

the potential for harm to workers and the surrounding popula-

tion. Such procedures should incorporate the following:

1.2.1. Local envlronmental and demographic parameters should

be used to evaluate the consequences of air or liquid

releases. Performance standards and graded action

levels should be developed for evaluating and respond-

ing to releases.

1.2.2. Performance standards should require a vigorous "As

Low As Reasonably Achievable" (ALARA) program to con-

trol radiation exposures, and sufficient redundancy

of control and monitoring systems should be utilized
to assure that standards are met.

1.2.3. All information on radiation releases and accidents

should be made available to the proposed MRS Environ-
ment, Safety, and Health Review Board as well as to

the general public.

= aT_
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CLINCH RIVER MRS TASK FORCE Adopted 10/10/85

1.2.4. A Community Environmental Monitoring Program similar

to the one operated by EPA at DOE's Nevada Test Site

should be established well in advance of MRS opera-
tions.

1.3. Research, development, and rigorous testing should continue

on prototypes of spent fuel transportation and storage casks

so that those models put into service in conjunction with the

proposed MRS facility are proven to effectively withstand
accident conditions and contain radioactive materials.

1.4. Transportation safety should be enhanced by means of "gold

star inspections performed at the originating point of each

spent fuel rshipment and again at the MRS facility. Shipments
out of the MRS to the permanent repositories should be sub-

Ject to identical inspections. These inspections, conducted

by personnel independent of DOE, should guarantee compliance

with rigid standards relating to radiological, vehicle, and

personnel safety. Those conducting such inspectlons should

have authority to detain noncomplying outgoing shipments and

to levy stiff penalties for noncompliance with applicable
standards.

1.5. For purposes of assuring continuing communications and rapid

response to emergencies, each spent fuel shipment to and from

the MRS should be accompanied by a single vehicle escort.

1.6. As the NRC licensee for the MRS facility, DOE should assume

the lead role in developing emergency response procedures to

be followed by local and state public safety personnel in the

event of an accident involving spent nuclear fuel. First

responders from local and state agencies should be trained

and equipped by the federal government with associated costs,

including partial operations funding, borne by the Nuclear
Waste Fund.

1.7. The local governments in the MRS site area (e.g., those in

Anderson, Knox, Loudon, and Roane Counties) would experience

the greatest transportation in, acts from operation of the

facility. Formal opportunities should be granted for local

governments in this area to address with DOE such transporta-

tion issues as routes, travel speeds, and operating proce-

dures. The Task Force at this time specifically recommends
the following:

1.7.1. Both state roads 95 and 58 should be designated as

preferred routes for transport of spent nuclear fuel

from the interstates to the proposed MRS. Use of

other existing routes should be prohibited except in
the case of emergencies.

--8--
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1.7.2. Costs for necessary improvements to state and local

routes used for transport of spent fuel to and from
the MRS should be borne by the federal government

outside the normal allocation of highway funds to the
State of Tennessee.

1.7.3. Spent fuel should be transported on railroad tra_ks
in Tennessee that meet Class IV structural standards.

The tall links between main lines and the MRS facility
should meet these standards.

1.8, To mltgate the adverse construction impacts on private prop-

erty surrounding the proposed MRS facility_ the Task Force
recommends establishment of a heavily landscaped buffer around

the selected site and adherence to state and local noise,

blasting, erosion, and other development codes.

1,9. The secondary radioactive waste generated at the proposed MRS

(i.e., assembly fittings, contaminated gloves and protective

clothing, etc.) should be disposed of outside Tennessee.

i.i0, To address concerns regarding long-term site condltions, a

plan should be established before operations at the MRS begin

outlining how the facility would eventually be fully decom-
missioned and decontaminated so that the site can be made

available for unrestricted use at the earliest possible date.

2. The Proposed MRS facility could delay construction of the geologic
repository and become a de facto site for permanent spent fuel
storage. Despite clearly stated national policy to the contrary,

there are legitimate concerns that once in operation, the MRS would

relieve pressure on DOE and the Congress to follow through on plans

to construct a permanent repository. The Task Force recommends that

MRS-authorlzlng legislation specify the following:

2.1. No more than 300 metric tons of spent fuel should be received

by the MRS facility before a construction license is granted
for the permanent repository.

2.2. No more than I0,000 metric tons of spent fuel should be re-

ceived before the out-shlpments of consolidated fuel rods
begin to the permanent repository.

_= 2.3. Any proposed extension of the MRS storage capacity beyond the

15,000 metric tons currently envisioned should be subject to

the same review and notice of disapproval procedures followed

_ to initially authorize the MRS.

2.4. Any spent fuel stored at the MRS longer than 15 years should

be subject to a significant "overdue-removal penalty" levied
by the state.

= _ .u 9-.-
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3. The MRS facility could hinder the communities' efforts to diversif_

and expand their commerclal/industrial base. There is concern that

the MRS, if handled as Just another federal facility, would signif-
icantly impede the local com_Initles' efforts to achieve a strong

and more diversified economic base. In addressing this concern,

the Clinch River MRS Task Force recommends the following:

3.1. With regard to permanent repositories, Section 116(c) of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act directs that host jurisdictions

receive grants equal to taxes that would be paid were the

facilities privately owned. Authorizing legislation _hould

ensure these or equivalent provisions apply to the MRS as weil.

Such authorization should additionally provide for:

-- Coverage for all local and state taxes, including real and

personal property taxes; and

-- Specification of how tax equivalency will be administered,

including valuation formulas, and for an arbitration board

or alternative means for settling disputes.

3.2. Annual impact assistance payments commensurate to grants equal

to taxes paid on a $I billion facility should be provided to

the state, Roane County, and the City of Oak Ridge beginning
with the date of Congressional authorization of the MRS and

continuing until grants equivalent to taxes are made on the

constructed facility. Such impact assistance payments should

again be made from cessation of operations at the facility

until it is completely decommissioned.

3.3. The management of MRS design, construction, and operation, as

well as management of transportation for the entire civilian

radioactive waste program, should be relocated to DOE's Oak

Ridge Operations office.

3.4. Proximity to Oak R_Idge should be established as a significantly

weighted selection criterion for MRS procurement so that, tu

the fullest extent possible, all related research, development,

goods, and services are acquired from within the communities,

region, or state.

3.5. To the greatest extent possible, all MRS related activities

should be conducted in the private sector and on privately
owned facilities.

3.6. A significantly weighted criterion for selection of major

contractors to construct, operate, and provide services _

the proposed MRS facility should be the commitment of those
firms to the dlverslflcat_n of the communities' economic base-

All contractors selected should be expected to bring non-DOE
business into the communities.

-I0-
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3.7. Programs necessary for MRS and transportation system employee

training should be provided through local educational insti-
tutions •

3.8. To assist in the communities' continued industrial development

activities, DOE _should make available for purchase at full
market value an industrial site in the Roane County portion

of Oak Ridge which is equivalent to the Clinch River site.

4. Public trust in DOE has seriously eroded. Environmental problems,

long--standing debates on issues of taxation, and DOE's historically

poor relations with _he communities and state leave many skeptical
that DOE's assurance_s regarding the MRS will be fulfilled.

4.1. Section I17(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act provides for

"consultation and cooperation" (C & C) agreements between DOE
and the state. The MRS-authorizing legislation should provide

for C & C agreements directly betweeen DOE and units of local

government as well as between DOE and the state.

4.2. In its authorization of the MRS, Congress should specify DOE's

compliance with Task Force recommendations contained herein,

whether through C & C agreements or other means. The C & C

agreements must be completed before the state's right to issue

a notice of disapproval expires. In authorizing the MRS,

Congress should provide that the right to issue a notice of

disapproval expires at the end of the 60-day period specified
by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act or six months after commence-

ment of C & C negotiations with state and local governments,
whichever is later.

4.3. The locsl governments should be granted preferred status in

continuing interactions with the state, DOE, and NRC regarding
the MRS. The communities' future recommendations should be

given full consideration and, when appropriate, incorporated

into C & C agreements.

4.4. A _chedule for bringing ali DOE Oak Rige Operations facilities

into compliance with state and federal environmental regula-
tions should be established prior to Congressional authoriza-

tion of the MRS, and clean-up programs should be implemented

to the satisfaction of regulatory agencies prior to commence-

ment of MRS operations.

4.5. Establishment of the aforementioned MRS Environment, Safety,

and Health Review Board and Community Environmental Monitoring

Program should be implemented as means toward ensuring public

confidence in the safe operation of the proposed MRS facility.

-li-
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4.6. A simple and inexpensive procedure to guarantee private prop-

erty values surrounding the MRS site and along the railroad

J spur serving the MRS facility should be implemented by DOE.

5. The MRS may be perceived as a "nuclear waste dump." DOE's environ-,,

mental record has adversely impacted the regional and national image
of Oak Ridge. Although the "waste dump" label already given the

proposed MRS by many throughout the state can be proven erroneous,

it exacerbates the problems Oak Ridge now experiences in maintaining

its image as a high quality community. In accepting the proposed

MRS facility, the local governments should be assured that DOE will
accept the following recommendations:

5.1. DOE should finance a significant preoperational public educa-

tion program, beginni1_g upon authorization of the MRS, con-

ducted by the County and City to highlight progress being made

by DOE in resolving environmental problems and to promote the

communities' favorable quality of life.

5.2. Upon authorization of the MRS, DOE should construct_ support,

and promote new exhibits in the American Museum of Science and

Energy and provide adequate funding for programs explaining

MRS and its role in the integrated nuclear waste system. An

aggressive program should also be mounted to better explain
existing DOE Oak Ridge facilities.

5.3. The MRS facility itself should be well designed and landscaped

so as to be aesthetically pleasing.

5.4. As part of the _fRS, DOE should construct, staff, operate, and

promote a visitor's center for the purpose of explaining MRS

and its role in the integrated nuclear waste system.

-12-
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INTRODUCTION

The Environmental Study Group is concerned with environmental issues and on-site

conditions that might impac_ the heal ti_ and safety of the public a[Id pla[it

workers. In the view of the public, assurance of health and safety are precon-

ditions for acceptability; without such assurance, there i_ no willingness to

discuss economic or social issues_ Citizens have a basic right to protection of

their health a_id safety.

In developing its recommendations, the Study Group first sought to determine

whether or not an MRS could be operated safety and, if so, to establish a set of

conditions that would make the MRS acceptable to the local public. This was

accomplished by cataloging the public concer[Is about the plant and devising

means of mitigating them. To identify concerns_ we listened to public expres-

Sions in forums, studied reports written by persons and groups tending to oppose

an MRS, and held a special meeting in the community closest to the Clinch River

site. To evaluate the importance and likely permanence of the ide_tified

concerns and how they might be resolved, we reviewed the available DOE MRS

literature, formally questioned DOE on a variety of issues (Task Force Memora[18a

3 - 9), and used our Own u11dersta[_ding of the issues. A majority of the study

group spent a week visiting sites in Idaho, Nevada, and New Mexico where related

development work is being performed.

Based on information acquired to date, the group believes that an MRS can be

built and operated safely and without serious envirot_mental damage. The public

concerns are also related to whether the facility will be constructed and

operated in this manner. The study group found that the expressed public con-

cerns, related to a lack of _rust of institutions, are consistent with f_:eqt_ent

public experience with large organizations. The task was then to identify a set

of conditiot_s that would reassure all of us that tI_e _possibili_t_! of an accept-

able MRS wii[ become a reality; we recommend that the authorization of a!_ MRS

in TeK_nessee be contingent upon satisfying these conditions, lt should be noted

that the local public is not very familiar with the assurances instrinsic to the

requirement that an MRS be licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; the

study group believes that the NRC will play a quite positive role in the actual

regulation of an MRS, but a lesser role in the initial acceptability of the pro-

posal.

We are secure in our belief that conditions closely paralleling our recommends-

tions must be adopted for an MRS to be accepted. Moreover, we think the

proposed conditions are reasonable and that adoption of simila_ _ arrangements

for other projects could reduce the public clamor that awaits every proposal

to site a facility that could be noxious to the publ_c. Since other detailed

conditions are possible to satisfy the public concerns that we have identified,

we encourage DOE, and the State, City, and County to improve on the ideas pre--

sented. Communication and support among all' levels of gover'tmletlt will be essea-

tial as a viable proposal is developed by DOE for presentation to the Congress.



In our study group's area, an extraordinary amount of information wlti becom_-_
available as the MRS proposa./ ix _inatized I{or Congressional review arid later

when t-he formal Envi. ronmentai Impact Statement is prepared. The study group_
expects to examine this material to dete,:mi.ne whether our response to LdontLfLed
concerns should be nit.erect and whether there are additional env[ronmonta[ or

health concerns about an MRS that should be mitigated, We expect to adjust our
reco,nmendatLons as informatiort becomes avat.Lab[e.

This report contakns statements and discussions of concerns, statu,,_ summarie,,_,

and detai, led mLtLgation suggestions, A summary of tile recommended mitigations
is given as a tLst of conditions for 'acceptance of the MRS facility, beginning
on the next page, Some of these conditions should be included spectfLcai[y in
any [egislatLon drafted ta authorize an MRS. Others cat,'best be assured by
contract betweenDOE and local or state government under at "Consultation and

Cooperation" clause like that iii the Nuclear Waste Policy ACt of 1982; however,
the importance of tile issues demands that the authorizing legislation or the
documented tegislati.ve history ctarLfy that intrusion of the ILsted items in the

compteted C & C contract i.s requirecl. A few recommendatLons should be adopted

by DOE prior to submission of an MRS proposal, to Congress, Finally, for' solue
concerns no new condit[onTs on DOE are indicated,
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS FOR ACCEPTANCE
, ,

The indicated priorities are based on the need to establish conditions theft may

not already be c,overed by existing [nstitutiona[ arrangements. The priorities
are categorized by the Environmental Study Group in the following manner:

* Important enough to t-equire mitigation measures;

** A higher concern requiring a concerted effort by DOE to in,,.;ti[[public
confidence i.n the operation; and

*** The h[gllest priorities of the study group; critical, to achieve and maitl-

tain local confidence in the protection of pubtic health and saFety.

* I, To Mitigate Construction impacts:

a, Buffer strip around site,' to be zoned for land use consistent in
the area,

b. Sound and sight barriers to protect neighbors,

c, Monitoring results to be made public information, Requit'ements

on contractors to ensure compliance with noise, blasting, dust,

water quak[ty, and other standards.

*** 2, For Management at Plant Op_ierati__onsTo Protect Health and Safety:

a, Use focal environmental, and demographic parameters to evaluate

consequences of air or [iquid fete.ases (environmeuta[ impact

statements and safety anal.ysis reports),

b, To protect public health and the environment_ develop performance
standards with gracled actiori levels for evaluati.ng polluta,_t
releases,

c, Require sulf ici.ehi redundancy in control and monitoring systems
to assure that performance standards are met,

d. Requi. re a vigorous "As Low As Reasonably Achievable" (ALARA)
program to control rad[at:ion exposures at: the plant,

e, Report to a l.oca[ review board on radiation exposure l.evel, s and
environmental reteases,

[, Provide .[[I forinat ion on t.he levels of radiation expc)sure aL

various di.,_tanees that woul.d be associated with an un,:;ili.e].ded

cannister of. spenl: fuel e|.emelits, Beyond this, a tliocough study
of l:he pr:obabiity and consequences of severe acci.dents w[Lh st)v.'tit

fuel ai: iile proposed site will be: s:equired, taki, ng into account:
the specific site and planned facil, i.ties, I,;conou_i,c.s as well ats
hea.lth conseque_lce,<; should be conskderc, d,



su,l,marZ..2_f._.!_._o,l),,_n@!co,__.!Lti_?j__o__A_c_2ta_.L__ (Contin_._d)

* 3. To Assure Tl_at Thel:e Are No Long-Term Local. ilealth hnpacts from the

M1TsPr!..1_2.F.-.t:

a, The possibility that radioactive materials may be released to the

ground and migrate o_f-'site should be consi.dered during site
selection process,

b, All nucl.ear waste from the MRS, inc.[ud[ng low--level waste, should

be disposed of outside Tennessee,

c, On decommissioning, site should be decontaminated for unrestricted

public use, Any significant deviation should be permanentty
placarded and documented,

*** 4, To Assure Some Local Control OverMP__.R_esulation Retail.re to IIeatth

and S;-_fet_ :

a. A citizen board for blRS envi.romnent, sa[ety, and health review

shoutd be appointed, for exalnple, three by State, three by City,

and three by County, to meet openly on a regular schedute,

Responsible Federal agencies shoutd enter into a formal arrange-
merit with this board, The board should not replace statutory

regul,atory agencies, lt shoul.d utitize existing reports whenever

possib£e so as not to unnecessarily increase the regulatory
burden,

b. The Board shoul.d participate in tt_e development of performance
standards and criteria for the facility, and help prescribe a
system of monitoring and a set of co ective actions to be taken
when standards are not met, The l_oard's guidelines and work

plans shoul.d be consistent with a,ational, standards but taiiored
to Cake into account any unique s:[t.e _eatures. New scientific
data should be reviewed periodi.caily to consider updates to these
standards,

c. Ali data on effluent monitoring should be made available to the

Board on a regular basis, Inspectors responsible to the Board
should have the authority to be present during inspections and

calibrations of monitors, to inspect operations[ and monitoring

records and to interview operating staff to t-heextent needed to

verify reported information.

d. '['he Board shoul.d have access to sufficient information on worker

exposure, accidellts, _illd pl. ant upset inci.detlts to verify the
accuracy of the reported informal:i.oa.

e. The Board may issue abatement orders if releases are above action
levels that warrant such action,



Sum,.n+!r_._ of._.._eeom,!._e3_y)+esLC',ot_d_i:.tiS!!_s for" .Ac._cepg._at+ce. (tout inued)

*** 4, To .A3]st}.ri__s2!_!e .Lo_c.al Control Over MRS Regulation Retative to l.teal, th

f. If a lack of corrective actiott or cleetr pt'eseat danger to public
health should occur+ the Board may issue a desist order to halt
incoming fuel and atr ptant operattot_s other tllatx corrective
ones,

g, Board appointments, sta_t_ support and costs shou/cl be: admtn-
isterecI in a tttat_t_er to m[t_imi.ze collfli.cL o_ Lt_terest,

** 5, For Successful. P.ubii._9_e Ij.,;].tjerseu_cf Mat_agement:

Authorizing leglstat[on should require agreemet_t on emergency ma_age-
tltetlt intruding covering of extra local, costs by the waste _.und,

** 6, To Demonstrate Good-Faith DOE Concern for Public Health and
gtlv ironmetl t :

a° DOE shoul.l publicize significance o_' on-going cieau-up efforts.

b, Identify clearly the contaminated areas on the Reservation in
relationship t:o the proposed MRS sites,

c, Adherence to a comprehensive clean-up scl_eduie for the DOE
Reservation sl_outd be linked to the MRS development schedul.e,

d, A community envkromnental monitoring program should be it_stituted

so people will. ktlow and trust: the revel of sat!try,

e, For .futl. public evaluation, atr existing enviroumenta[ assessment
i. nt_ormation about the DOE Reset'vatiou shoutd be made available to

the publ. ic,

*** 7, To Assure That MRS Wil. l Not Become a I)e Facto Permanent Re)_s_iitor_j_.

a. No tnore than 300 metric t:ot_s of spent fuer at MRS prior to
repository construction license.

b, No more th_n 10,000 metric tons of_ spe__t fuel. at MRS before
repository start:s to accept MRS output oil a deffkni, te schedule,

e, Any proposed extension of MRS capacity beyoud 15,000 metric, tot_
to be treated .Li.kt the pr_..,sent decisi.o_ with option [_ot" t_otice,'.;
of disapproval..

d, Any spet_t t."ue/ l. efft: on site subst'al_tia/ty longer than plans
(15 years) subjecL Lo a 1.arge "overdue removal pet_akty,"

i' i_' ' ',_ _,, ,, _ , ,, ,, , _1,_1, ,, , _ '_l_' _,, ii , ' ' ..... ' ' IN,' ,r_ _ '
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STATEMENT OF GONCERNS

Tile outline o[ coriceras below is addressed in detail [n tile remainer of lh.la

report, Detailed mitigation suggestions are provided where appropriate or

necessary to protect tihe health and safety of local residents, Note that the

listed concerns are intended to itlcl.ude those of the .local area public,

I. Concerns about env[ronmc_r_tal damage and about the safety and healtll of

workers and the public, based on current knowledge and engineering
standards. [

A. F'rom construction acti,v{.t[es,

B, From plant operation incl.udirig o[f-nc_rlna[ J.tlciden'ts,

C, From synergistic eiilergei_.c[estriggered by identified tlat;clra],evetlts,

D. From long--term site management.

II, Concerns that current [orlna[ cissessments of environmental and safety

impacts ma){ prove to be far too optimistic, i'Things' wonlt work the way

they Say, 'Iz

A, Inspections inay be inadequate or ineffective.

B. Current federal arid state regulatl.ons may not be suffi.c[ent[y tight

in light of future knowledge,

C, Hi'he frequency and/or severity of plant upset events ace being

underestimated because rea]. workers may not perform as plant

designers [ulagine, 'Ifhese performance failures inay arise because of

worker la×try and/or ineffective ina[lage.meilt,

D. Se[f-pL'otect[ve institutional actions may prolong hazardous plant

corlditions that inay develop from design oc operating failures,

E. Jurisdictional competition may prevent a clear cb.ain of command for

response to a hazardous material accident,

F. Past DOE and predecessor agency programs demot_strated too little con-

cerri for" the environment and public heait;h,

G. Construction of the MRS may de[ay indefinitely the geologic hi,gh-

level waste repository; therefore, MRS wilt become a de facto ]Long-

term storago site.

lTi_ese i.mpacts will be analyzed in the required safety and environmeiltal.

impact reports and receive considerable regulatory attention,

2By defi.ni.t_on, these issues would not: receive agency r,.,view under current

practice,
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[. MRS Construction Impacts

Concern: That noise, floodlight, dust, groundshock, and surface and ground-

water pollution connected with bIRS construction may Unduly impact nearby resi-

dents.

Comments: Nearby residents (less than 0.5 mile) believe that they incurred blast

damage as well as unnecessary noise and dust during Clinch River B _eder Reactor

site preparation. The former Breeder Reactor site falls in an industrial zone

of Oak Ridge, while the adjacent land across the river has residential use but

no zoning status. This boundary and site remoteness make it unclear whether

municipal standards will be enforced as if the residents were within the city,

and Tennessee blasting standards are readily ignored in the absence of ongoing

monitoring. The Bear Creek site is more remote from residents outside Oak

Ridge, but would be somewhat closer to the populated part of Oak Ridge (less

than one mile), lt is unclear what impacts will be associated with on-going

storage cask construction.

Status" Requires mitigation if the Clinch River site is selected. If the

alternative Bear Creek site is selected, mitigation measures may ye_ be

required.

Recommended blitigation: The following measures are requested to control

environmental impacts of construction (and operation) activities"

-- To ensure that City of Oak Ridge standards sh_l[ apply for :_oise, water,

etc. pollution associated with plant and storage cask construction, DOE is

asked to provide a buffer strip of land between the TVA land along the river

and the facility, Lo be zoned for land use consistent witi_ that across the

Clinch River outside the city (presently RG-I).

-- DOE is requested to provide for visual and sound barriers within its MRS

construction specifications to assure that neighboring residential proper--

ties experience noise levels from construction (and operation) that are

consistent with residential standards. Trees, berm, and other attractive

means should be used for this purpose.

-- DOE is asked to provide Roane County and the City of Oak Ridge mot_itoring

reports that demonstrate adherence to noise, dust, floodlight, surface and

groundwater and other pertinent pollution standards applicable to construc-

tion work. Moreover, DOE is asked to commit to explicit inclusion of

applicable standards in bid invitation packages and to require compliance

plans and performance bonds to ensure that contractors will. meet these
standards.

i



2. Damage to the Ecosystem from Construction

Concern: Construction of an MRS facility may unacceptably disrupt local ecology

that is of value to man, including forests, wildlife, fish, and endai_gered

species.

Comments: The concern must be addressed separately for the three sites that

have been identified: the Clinch River site, tl_e Bear Creek Valley site,

and the recently-suggested ORGDP (K-25) site, because the degrees of present

ecological integrity differ. The two alternative designs, above-ground and

below-groui_d, also require separate consideration because the areas of land to

be occupied differ.

The Clinch River site is currently in a highly disturbed state and undergoing

reclamation. Although additional 'amounts of presently-uncleared land will be

needed subject to detailed site design, most space needed for above-ground

storage is already as disrupted as it would be in MRS construction. Below-

ground storage would require somewhat more cleared land. l'he potential for

reclamation would be the primary loss if the MRS were built there. Forested

ridges typical of the pre-Breeder Reactor site condition are an abundant

resource locally, so reclamation would not create a highly valued resource.

Scenic values from properties across the Clinch River will be degraded by both

the present condition and an MRS facility until adequate tree growth can accumu-

late (assuming the MRS facility includes a wooded buffer zone).

The Bear Creek site, in contrast, is now almost totally wooded, and MRS con-

struction would remove a large block of forest ecosystem, This block amount,s

to about 0,53 square miles for above-ground storage and about 0.8 square miles

for below-ground storage, both including an access road to Highway 95 (but not

the possible widening of that highway). Although detailed site surveillance has

yet to be done, the ecosyste_ seems to be p_edominantly second-growth hardwood

and pine typical of most of the DOE Reservation. Some sections have been

cleared and planted as pine plantation by the DOE forestry unit, and a power

line right-of-way is maintained as low brush and small trees, Bear Creek, a

small, spring-fed woodland valley stream, traverses the site. The forested area

probably supports a diverse flora and fauna typical of East Tennessee's ridge

and valley province. The general area has been described in the Breeder Reactor

impact statement, reports for the proposed EXXON reprocessing plant, and local

DOE reports, lt does not appear to contain unique features such as endangered

species, special biotic assemblages, or rare habitat types not available in

abundance locally. The creek harbors a depressed biological community of fishes

and other aquatic life due partly to headwater pollution from the Y-12 Plant and

its associated burial grounds, and partly to variable (often low) water flow.

The whole site, with the exception of that bordering Highway 95, is an area

currently for off!lc[al use only and not available to the public; little of it

[s seen from publicly-accessable areas. More detailed study will be necessary

to quantify losses due to MRS clearing and site preparation.

Should the ORGDP site be used for an MRS, existing cleared and developed land

may be available. This site would use space that is already disturbed, within

a fenced exclusion area, and not now available for public use. Few, if any,

ecological resources or scenic values would be lost.



2. Dama_ge to_,the Ecos>lstem from Construction (Cont'd)

lt is assumed that industry standards for erosion and dust control would be

implemented at any of the three locations to minimize effects on ecosystems away

from the actual construction site, These procedures would require supervision

and monitoring.

Status: Ecosystem damage does not appear to be so important as to be an

overriding factor in deciding about an MRS facility locally. The most

ecological damage and the least amount of information pertain to the Bear

Creek si.tc. Delailed site surveys, coupled with detailed site designs for the

facility, will be necessary before losses at each site can be quantified.

Recommended Mitigation: Some mitigation for ecological and scenic losses would

be possible using state-of-the-art landscape design around the MRS facility.

A buffer zone of tall trees could shield the facility from view, after a period

o f growt h.
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3, Special Nuclear Risks of Construction

Concern: Construction of an MRS may entail special hazards because of the

nuclear nature of the facility.

Comments: Facility construction will not entail the use of nuclear materials,

The facilities themselves will be no more complex than many conventional

manufacturing processes, and far less complex than a commercial nuclear power

station. A high level of quality control and inspection will be necessary for

licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Facilities of a related nature

have been constructed and operated at Oak Ridge facilities in the past (e.g.,

test reactors, fuel reprocessing pilot plant, hot cells).

Special attention to construction may be required if the ORGDP (K-25) site is to

be used. Some community proposals have suggested use of areas having facillities

that already contain significant amounts of materials that could pose hazards to
construction workers.

Status: The hazards of constructing an MRS facility at either the Clinch River

or Bear Creek site should not be an issue, beyond normal construction safety.
Construction at the ORGDP (K-25) site may entail special safeguards due to the

present uses of the area.

Recomme_'_ded Mi.t[gation' No measures appear i_ecessary since DOE has elimilnated

the ORGDP site as a practical location for a MRS facility.
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4. Highway Construction Impacts

Concern: Upgrading of State Highways 95 and 58 to four-lane in association with

MRS construction might cause significant environmental impacts.

Comments: State of Tennessee highway standards require rural highways to have

150-foot minilnum rights-of-way, with a 102-foot roadbed (if grassed median) or

76-foot roadbed (if paved or painted median). If either or both Highways 95 and
58 are rebuilt to rural four-lane standards to accommodate MRS traffic from the

interstates, as proposed by the Transportation Study Group, there would be con-

siderable alteration of the nearby environments.

Highway 95 currently is a winding, two'lane road that would require significant
relocation in the six miles between Interstate 40 and the four-lane cloverleaf

at Highway 58. However, the adjacent environment is largely second-growth mixed

hardwood forest on tI_eOak Ridge Reservation that has no known unique features

in the likely right-of-way. At a ma×imum, 0.17 square miles of forest ecosystem
would be converted to grassed roadsides that also have wildlife value.

Highway 58 currently has a wide, straight right-of-way between the cloverleaf

_ith Highway 95 and Interstate 40. Between the cloverleaf and the Clinch River
(3.5 miles) rural four-lane standards are already met; the remaining four-mile

stretch is two-lane and passes through medium density commercial and residential

development, lt is believed that the State owns the _:eeded right-of-way.

Relocation of highway access would be necessary for many residences and busi-

nesses along the four-mile distance, and the new roadway would be significantly
closer to structures.

Status: Although environmental impacts would occur -- mainly ecological for
Highway 95 and mostly social for Highway 58, they do [:ot seem to co[:stitute

an irreparable loss that is not balanced by advantages in highway safety.

Recommended Mitigation: Design and construction of four-lane upgrades of
Highways 95 and 58 should follow accepted good U.S. Department of Transportation

practices in all phases for maximizing environmental impact.
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5. Radiation Protection of Workers and the Public

Concern' Workers may be exposed to unacceptable levels of radiation during the

handling of spent fuel elements, especially during periods of maloperation. The

public may be exposed to radiation from a variety of sources, including direct

radiation (as from unshielded spent fuel), inhalatiotl of airborne radioactivity,

and ingestion of food and water contaminated through releases to the environ'
ment.

Comments: Radiation levels near unshielded spent fuel assemblies are extremely

high, even after they have been out of the reactor for five years. Therefore,

great care must be exercised in transferring spent fuel from the heavily

shielded shippiLIg casks and _n other transfer operations. Such operations must

be conducted in heavily shielded "hot eel s" and adequate controls must be used

to ensure that workers do not inadvertent y or purposely enter high radiation
ZOIles .

Status: The releases of radioactivity at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility

(--_IFEF)in Iclaho have been very small and the levels of radioactivity in the

surrounding environment are at background Levels. No accidents have occurred at

this development facility that have released significant quantities of radio-

nuclides and no credible accidents have been postulated that would dispense

Large ,'_nounts of radionuclides. Deliberate attempts to dispel'sr radionuclides

from spent fuel casks were unsuccessful in releasing any significant fraction of

the radionuclides.

From the worker's standpoint, the e×perience at HFEF in Idaho indicates that

such operations can be conducted safely. The collective ar_nual radiation

dose for a work force of 114 persons, handling about I00 spent fuel sub-

assemblies (300 kg, fissile material), is about I0 person-rem per year. No

individual received a radiation dose in excess of i rem. A typical u_aximum

individual exposure during a cask handling ope_-ation is of the order of I0 torero,

The major contribution to th_: collective dose (57 percent of the total) was due

to cask handling (29 percent), repair of remote handling equipment (1.8 percent),

. and experimental studies (I0 percent). There are no significant sources of

, internal exposure to the workers.

The HFEF is no longer state-of-the-art. There have been major advances in

remote handling systems during the past few years, and the use of robotics

should even further reduce the levels of radiation exposures in future
facilities.

Recommended Mitigation: DOE should:

-- Require a vigoro_]s "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) program to

control radiation exposures, This should include maintaining individllal

exposure _:ecords ,'__drecords of tk_e exposures received during various type,s

of operations. The operatious making the Largest contributions r.o coil.rc--

rive dose should be reviewed periodically to determine if exposures could be

further reduced;
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5. Radiation Protection of Workers and the Public (Continued)

- Develop perfomnanee standards with graded action levels to control worker

radiation exposures to acceptable levels;

-- Continue to postulate and evaluate the probabilities and consequences of a

broad range of accident scenarios;

-- Provide information to the public on the estimated levels of radiation

exposure at various distances from an unshielded canister of spent fuel
e[ement s;

-- Periodically report to the public information on collective and individua[

radiation doses, including actual airborne and ii.quid releases, and tra_slate
the radiation doses into estimates of the probability of causation of health

effects,
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6. Airborne Effluents

Concern: Radioactive gases, vapors, and particulates may be released during

plant operations and impact both public health and environmental quality. The

major concern is the level of releases and resulting consequences that might

occur if control systems fail and the operator is unable to take mitigative

actions.

Comments: Based on e×perience at a similar operating facility, the Hot Fuel

E×amination Facility (HFEF) at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, it is

anticipated that small amounts of radioactive krypton, tritium, and iodine will

be released to the air during normal operations, These gaseous radionuclides

will pass through the High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters, but

particulates are retained with an efficiency of 99.97 percent. The hot ceils

are operated under negative pressure to prevent any releases to the atmosphere

except through the filter system. The beta-gamma exposure doses in the area

surrounding the HFEF are less than O°02mR/h.

Recommended Mitigation: DOE should:

-- Use local environmental and demographic parameters to evaluate the con-

sequences of anticipated aL_d inadvertent releases;

-- DeveLop performance standards with graded action levels designed to protect

public healt'h and etivironmental quality for use in evaluating releases

during operations;

-- Require sufficient redundancy in control and monitoring systems to ensure

that performance standards are met; and

-- PeriodicaLly report to the public the quantities of specific radionucl, ides

released and discuss tlle likely co[_sequences.
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7, Aqueous Re ieas_cs

Concern: Various operations at the MRS may result in the generatiotl of slgni-

ficant volumes of slightly contaminated iiquid effluents. The contalninaats may
include both radionuclides and chemically hazar:dous materials, Releases of the

liquid effluents may constitute a potential risk for contaminating ground or
surface water.

Comments: Liquid effluents are produced at the HFEF facility in Idaho from

laboratory and decontamination operations at a total rate of about 16,000

gallons per year, At the MRS additional liquid waste streams may include

cooling water_ steam and condensate returns from evaporators and heat
exchangers, and treated water from the mixed-bed ion exchanger,

The DOE response to an inquiry by the EI_vironmental Study Group indicates that

all of these waste streams will be treated by the liquid radwaste system and

will be recycled after treatment, Other liquid effluents from the oily sewer,

process sewer, and sanitary sewer systems will be monitored for radioactivity

prior to release to the drainage field.

Status: The surface water hydrology at the p['oposed MRS site is well documented
_i.e. the flow rates of the Clinch and Tennessee Rivers are weil. known as are

the location of intakes for public waker supplies); however, the regioL_al ground

water re_-_,_imeis not so well documented, The near-surface ground water is

limited i.n lateral e×tent due to frequent interceptioc_ by surface water" streams.

The presence and extent of potential, deep regional grouted water aquifers has not

been investigated thoroughly. This [s of some public concern even though con-

tamination of deep aquifers due to the operation of at_ MRS i,_ highly unlikely.

Reco,mnended Miti.gat[on' DOE should:

I. Use local envirot_mental aI_d demographic pat'ameters to evaluate tl_econ-.

sequences of anticipated and i[_adverteclt tel.eases;

2. Develop performance standards with graded acti.on levels designed to protect

publi.c health and environmental quality for use in evaluating releases

during operations;

3. Describe processes and operations which will be used to to treat and monitor
effluents prior to release to the environment to ensure that they comply

wi. ttl the l)erfo[_mance standards.

4, Periodically report to the public the quantities released and discuss the

likely consequences during operations,

=



8, Magnitude of Hazard from a Cask, Rupture

Concern: There have been a ntmlber ot7 questions concerning effects of a _Iserious't
acoid'e-_{t with spent fuer etentent:s to be handl.ed at ti_.:: MRS facility, An aecL-
dental, rupture of a transport cask or sltorage cask might lead i,o si.gili.f[cant:
cot_sequences, The concerns deal. wit:h posstbl.e acc:tdeitt scenari.os, degree of
contalni_nal:[on, need for evacuation, doses of radiation to the public, and

property decontami.naei.on, A,tthough usual, ly stated as a concerti for transport
of spent fuel, it is al.so a potential, concern for tl,e MRS site and environs,

Cotnments: Much attention has been g[ven to the {tke.tthood of cask rupture_ but
we have seen ltttte data on rad[onuct[de inventories or quantified hazard of the
materials contained in a cask, Risk assessments typical, ly must consider i.nfor-
tnation on both e×posure probabtJ, ity and the inherent: hazard of the material, s,
The Nuctear Regulatory Commissi.on reported on a hypothetlcat accident with a
water-cooled cask in a metropol, itan area (not anatogous +to our region) that; i.s
cited by the MRS opposition as the I,_asis for thei. r concern,

En a generic sense, tire worst analogies raJ+sed by the MRS opponents have been
shown to be not app.l, icable, Spent l_ue[ witl not undergo a chain react:i.on,
Ali of the fuel pellets will not be turned ro dust and di.sperse radJ+oaot[ve
materiats,. Health and property damagt_.s of a worst case situat:i.on eal.cutat:ed
for a metropolitan area are not l_i.kely to pertain to a rural, set_t:i.ng i.n t_ast.

Tennessee, Nonetheless, a detailed st:udy of iire effects of a credi.bke ca,,.._k
rLtpture has not: beeu done £or the local si. tuati.on,

Status: DOE anticipates conducting such an eval.uation as part o_ the t'Jnvkron -

mental llmpact Statelneut p_.'ocess, However, the l.i.keiLhood ot_ compl, ete rupture of.
casks with dispersa,l, of f.'ue[ element materials appears to be e×ceptionatky Low,

and the risks aceepl:able for conti, nued MRS pl. annl.ng to proceed,

Recommended MLt:i.gati.on: We need a l.hoL_ougi_ study of probabit/ties and con--
sequences for t_ossi.b/e _:tcci.dents at the MRS site or on 1.ocal. roads or rivers,
Lidar uses:

-- Dry casks actually planned for l:he MRS;

-- EPA's recommended residual contamination levers after the accident:;

-- Real. ist:ic times and manpower required l_or the cl.eanup, i.ncl.uding c.teani.ng of 5
i. nsi.des of buil.dings contaminated through venti, lat[on;

- A variety of weather scenari.os usi.ng local meteoro[ogica[ data;

- Deposi. ti.on on ve.getati.on and so.[ks typical of the local, rurat environment;
a ,ld

-- Food chain accumulation and transfer of res.ldual_radioactivity,
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9, Ear tl_c.[uakes

Concert_: Based upoLi existing s_.[smic records of th,_genersl locations which

have been cho_et_ as the pref_rred at_d alterrlato sites foL-the billsfacility in
East Tenllessee, DOE has concluded that damage from earthquakes is ", , , highly

unlikely to occult,'' However, recent[y the United States GeoLogical Survey
(USGS) has released data suggestLt_g a strong pL_obabi[ity of a major quake in

the New Madrid fault zo_e nea__'the northern boundary of West Tennessee, The

projected effects of the quake and resulting aftershocks aLoe e×pected to be

catastrophic in West Tet_nessee near the epicenter, and large enough to cause

displacements i_ East Tennessee that may cause damage to foutldations and other'

rigid structures,
J

Comment: Two points are worthy of mentlotl, li'irst_e×perie[_ce in Califo_'nia and
elsewhere suggests that in a very Large quake theL'e is probably t_o such thing as

an ifearthquake-proof'e structure, Fortunately, the likelihood of extreine dis-

placement in East Tennessee is probably minimal, Second, at_d perhaps more ger-

mane, is that structures built directly on bedrock usually wiLL be damaged less

by quakes than those built, on Less consolidated, easily deformed material such
as tlaturaL or artifLcial flits, because the soft_r material slows the waves,

causi[_g all increase i_l amplitude,
i

W_.th the above commetlts in mi.hd, tile _oLLowi.tlgquestLous are pertinent:

A. I)o the DOE i)ro.iect[ons include seismic data from the latest USGS f[ndiL_gs

L'egard[t_g tile New bladrid fault zone?

B, Since the billsfacility will be built al.most entirely on unconso[iclatt:d fil.l
material, at the old Breeder Reactor site, what is the degree of certai.nty

that dispLaceme,lt of the faciLi,ty by amplified surface waves from a major

quake [n the New blaclriclzone would not cause rupturing of water pipes irl the

RI-Iunit atld/or fractures to the structure of the facLLi,ty, thus compromlsi.t_g

cotlcainment capabitlty?

Status: According to information preyideal by DOE, it appears that the blRS

facility has been designed wLth adequate provisions for earthquake clisptacements
as calculated by USGS, Further, critical parts of tile facility (R & H Building

and Cask Storage Yard) will not'be located in the fil.L area,

Therefore, environmei_ta], hazards at the MRS site brought about by earthquakes do

not appear to pose a reallsti.c threat to the facility,

Recommencled Mi.tigatiot_: No_e.
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LO. Flood[!! _

Conce, ra: The preferred MRS aLte (former C.l.Lneh River Breeder Reactor Location)
is contained witll[n a large meander (llbetldll) of tile C[l,|_ch River, River mean-

ders arn often unstable, and, {n the event off flood conditions, a river someti-

mes will cut across the neck of the,mearldur thus by-passing the meander and

creating extensive inundations to adjacent areas,

, Comments: Using the DOE elevatlon-to-flood figure_ the likelihood oi fLooding

of the CLineh River site under foreseeable flood conditions seems unlikely,

However, an off-norms[ circumstance that specifies a failure oi Norris Dam (and

possib[y Melton IIil.[)conceivably could create flood conditioils at tile CLinch

River site,

The alternate site. lies adjacent Lo a sinai[ stream and could be subject tc)

Local flooding,

The following informal[Oa is pertinent:

A, '['hepre.dieted maximutl,flood crest thai: would occur at tilepreferred MRS site
in the event of a catastrophic flood brought by failure o[: Norris-Me[ton

Hil.L dams;

B. 'I't_e projected impact of the catasl;,roph[c f[oocl 'mentioned above, or of a
Large but "normaL" [/ood, on rail atld highway transport into the MRS.

facili,ty,

Status: According to informat .[on provided by DOE, the structures of the MRS

faci[ity at the C[{.ncllRiver site are. to be construct'ed at several, different

el.evat[ons: support bu[l.ding at EL 8},3MSI.,; R & H Bui. l.ding at El., 820 tdSI.,; and

the storage area aL EL 870 MSt, The lO0-year flood [eve[ for the C[i, ncll River
i.s El, 750 MSL; tl_e Probabl.e Max[Inure FLood level [s EL 782,6 MSt, A catastrophic

flood surge whi.ch includes the f,a[ture oi Norris alld ble,l. ton }1[1. l dams, piLlS

wind, wave, and run-up would reach a predicted l.evel. (FLood Surge Level,) of EL
809,2 bISL, Interceptor ditches on both tile ilorth and we:lt sides o[ t.he facility
wi.[[ be designed t:o divert runoff fro,, local rainfall aud surrounding uplands,

'['hus, since the structures o[ the MRS facility- especiaLLy the critical. R & I1

Building and storage area- are to be sited welt above flood l.eveis under pro-
jected catastrophic conditions, the l. ikel. ihood of flooding is e×tremeLy smalL,

probab.[y negligible,

In regard to rail access, elevation,,; o[ the track would exceed the lO0-year

flood l.evei of El.,750 MSL, according to DOE, WhiLe a par.'t:of tl_e rail Line
would be more subject to flood than the MRS facility itself, the probability of

flooding woul.d be Low, ShouLd such [:[ood[ng of tile [rack occur, the resulting

circumst:ance would probably prove to be at_. inconvenience more .so than a l_azard,

Loca[|.zed [.[ood projections for the Bear Creek site have uot bean provide:d,

Recommende.d M.:i_t.'tjla t,ion: None,

.._._ _.,,.u,a._ ............. :.................................. F, ................ -"........... f .................. _']11[.............................. I ........... IIit .......................................... 1, Iiiiiiii1".............................. I1|11................................................ _...._L ..........
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COtlcern: The two sites for' tileMRS may differ in their capability lo{: Long-term

_-_nt_i'nment of t'adiotxuckide spiJ, is and DOL,;may not have adequately conside,:ed
this fat]tor irl_,ite selection,

Comments: Processing of spent fuel elements at tileMRS 81ts may .Lead to some
ot't-s_tecot_tamiuation) although DOE)s proposals show attempts to ensure that the
potential iu Low. This conta,uination may reside in fleet's, walls, drains, etc,

of structur'es, and may include envicontt_entaL matarlal.s (e,g,, soils), The

possibkki,ty of Long-term MRS site management including operation, decontamina-

tiotl) at'tdutaitatenance/ttloniCot'ingof the s[lJe (typically to l,O00 years) to con -_

rain any residual, hazardous materials may differ among the alternative mites,

The Ctincl_River site, for example, iu surrounded on three sides by river.

There would be only a short pathway to w[despt:ead contatn.inant dispersal, pri-

marily via water tt:ansport, The ORGDP site is traversed by Poplar Creek, and

the contaml.nant disposal pathway could also be short, depending on act.ual MRS
location (Locations that offer suitable containment tuay be available), The Bear

Creek situ, although located in an isolated valley in the center of the Oak

Ridge Reservation) is known to contain some zones of permeable geological
substrate,

Expet'ience at existing DOE sites included i,n its Surplus Faci.l[t[es Management
Program suggests t:hat concern for this is:3ue ks war):anted, even though DOE plans
total containment ant-{cleanup at the MRS site, Nun_eL"ottssites across the

country corttain residual radioactive mater'{als [n concentration that require

long-term management, Some Loss of control is documented for marly of the sites,
even under conditions of maintenance, and monitoring, Selection of a site where

cont:ainment t._) eas:[est woul, d seem prudent,

Status: 'l.llel:ei.sno evidence t:tiat I)OE has considered tl_is isstle,

Recommeltded M.i_ti_ation: The l)ossibiii,ty that radioactive mate.rials may be
r'eJ.eased Lo tl_e ground and migrate off-site shoul.d be co[lsi.dered during the
final site selection process.
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Concern: The rod consolidation and repackaging procedures associated with tl_e

MRS WIll produce a seco,dary radioactive waste stream consisting of fuel

assembly hardware, shoe covers, air filt'.ers,decontaminating materials, etc,

Responsibility for care of thi.s waste might complicate the task of providing for

proper disposal of Tennes,,_ee's low-level waste from nuc iear medicine, university

research, and power facil,ities,

C,omments: The impact of this secondary rad[oactive waste stream must not

jeopard ze Tennessee's participation in a regl.onai nuclear waste compact which

it in currently negotiating With other Southeastern states, Neither should tlie

waste put a burden on the other member states to accept radioactive waste from a

facility that processes nuclear materials generated in non-compact states,' The

MRS host community, likewise, must not be burdened by permanent disposal of
these wastes.

Star:us: DO[.,',response (9/16/85) to Task Force inquiry indicated that no final

decision has beet_ made, but current assessments are based on sending ai.[ such

material to the repository, An add[_.ional, respoose (9/30/85) indicated that a

previous DOE study determined that any low-level waste generated would be the

responsib[ity of DOE (i,e, federal waste rather thau commercial waste), it

would be expected to be buried in the permanent repository or in an approved

site on the Oak Ridge ReserVation,

Recommended Mitigati.on: The secondary radioactive waste streams should be.
clisposed of out,,._i.de Tennessee.
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13, Documentation for the Future
1
_J

Concern: There is fear that future societies may become unaware, through time

or calamity, of nuclear activities of the present; future generations should

have adequate documentation as a basis for action.

Comments: The MRS facility will handle approximately 70,000 metric tons of

spent fuel over a more-than-25-year operation lifetime, lt is conceivable that
accidents involving radioactive materials could contaminate areas of the facil-

ity. lt is also possible that records of contamination could be lost through

personnel changes, incompetence, or willful neglect.

Status: DOE has not established a good record of documenting contaminants on

the Oak Ridge Reservation. Current regulations under RCRA and CERCLA require
site decontamination.

Recommended Mitigation' DOE should decontaminate the site for unrestricted

public use. Should this be impossible, any significant radioactivity remaining
on-site should be permanently posted and placarded, and permanent records kept

of the levels, amounts and locations.
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14. Influencing of Inspection/Regulation Teams

Concern: Inspection/regulation teams may identify with the MRS facility and

personnel and thus not enforce compliance with regulations adequately.

Comments: Over time, such teams working closely with the facility tend to iden-

tify with the .facility members. They find difficulty in enforcing some "gray'-

area" or "noncritical" infractions, and may be inclined to overlook them.

Likewise, time, costs, and other limitations that block achievement of organi-

zational goals over a period of time tend to focus attention on achieving the

goals at the expense of the framework within whicl_ the goals were developed.

In both cases, the public perception of the consequences of these behavioL-s is
that the organization (MRS) as well as the watchguard (Inspection/Regulation

TEAMS) will act in a protective-of-the organization rather than a protective-of-

the-populace manner.

Status: A September 18, 1985 letter to Robert Peeile from Peter J. Gross

(response to Task Force Memorandum #4) identifies standards by which an MRS will

be designed, built, and operated. The response does not identify any plans or

procedures to develop cooperation between the various interested parties in

managing the oversight responsibilit/es. The assessment documents prepared to

date have yet to indicate recognition of the organizational and human behavior

aspects as a component to such situations. Furtl_er, they have yet to identify

plans for developing a framework to anticipate and prepare for humatl and organi-

zational behavior patterns as they relate to the interrelationship among the

various part[cipat_ts: e.g., the MRS, the various governments, and the public.

Recommended Mitigation' DOE should:

Set up a study team of respected professionals in the areas of human behavior,

organizational dynamics, organizational structure, govert_ment and institutional

structure, public participation, education and perception, etc., to determi.rte

new participative structures that avoid the traditional polarizing that occurs

between those within the organization and those without, those closely aligned

with the institution and those who are affected'by the institution.
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15, Local Control

J

Concern: Local destiny is perceived as being usurped unreasonably by others.

The MRS is viewed by many people as a facility with national significance

(although debatable) but serving no or little local need. Local residents are

being asked to accept environmental risks while others obtain the benefits.

Comments: Decisions about whether our risks should be acceptable are assigned

to others- the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Washington, D.C., for example.

Such agencies can be seen as bureaucratic and unresponsive. Even the Tennessee

Department of Health and Environment is seen as remote and inadequate, based for

example on actual local performance in regulation of private radiological
industries.

Recommended Mitigation: Any federal leg ....!.ation authorizing an MRS or con-.

sultation and cooperation agreement should provide for an MRS Environment,

Safety,and Health Review Board to be composed of citizens, for example, three

each appointed by the Governor of Tennessee, the Legislative Body of Roane

County, and the City Council of Oak Ridge. This Board should operate under the

open meeting regulations of governmental entities in Tennessee.

The purpose of this Board is to provide for ongoing safety, public health, and

environmental review of the MRS during the period following licensing. By this

means the continuing safety of the facility can be assured throughout plant life

considering local concerns, new knowledge, and without exclusive reliance on

standard federal and state authorities. The board should not replace statutory

regul'atory agencies, lt should utilize existing reports whenevel" possible so a_

not to unnecessarily increase the regulatory bu_'den.

In consultation with DOE and other technical sources, this Board shoG_Id

establish a set of health, safety, and environment performance standards and

criteLia for the facility and prescribe a system of monitoring which will deter-

mine whether or not the performance standards are met. Additionally, the Board

should prescribe a set of corrective actions to be initiated when performance
standards are not met. These corrective actions should be colmnensurate with the

risks involved. The performance standards, monitoring requirements, and correc-

tive actions should be in gener, al conformance with those prescribed by federal

environmental and health authorities, but take into account any unique features

of the site. Early warning levels may be prescribed by the Board to allow

orderly preparation for any majo_ plant maloperation and to provide for recogni-

tion of inadequate operation characteristics prior to any real emergency.

The authorizing legislation should provide that data on the monitoring of all

effluents from the MRS be made available to the members of this Board, a[id

thereby the public, at least quarterly. In addition, DOE should arrange that

the Board have access to basic sources of ].nform.atiorl, including access to

operating perso_ne]., in orde_ that they can independently verify the reported

information. In the event that warning or emergency levels are recorded on any

of the effluent monitors, complete data related to any such event should be pro-

vided the members of the Board within ten days. When corrective actions are

indicated, regular public emergency staff si_ould be notified hlmlediately by the

MRS management.
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15. Local Colltrol (Continued)

DOE and MRS management should consult with the Board at least annually to con-

sider whether new scientific information or the observed pat-tern of releases

warrants new operating specifications for the facility oi! ea_'.ly warning or

emergency levels.

The legislation should also provide that the regular information releases to the

Board include records of plant maloperation and worker accidents even when no

L'ecordable effluent releases are involved. Plant worker radiation expo_ure

records should also be released for any workers who receive over half the annual

dose limits in a_ly qua_'ter.

The authorizing legislation should also provide that if, following review of the

record, the Board finds that the plant is operating in a mode that is apt to

cause repeated releases of effluents above the established action levels, the

Board shall issue a warning to DOE and MRS management calling for prompt abate-

me_t of the releases. If after 30 days the management cannot report that

corrective action has been completed or that operations giving rise to the

releases have ceased, or if continued operation of the MRS plant otherwise

presents a clear and present danger to the public health, the Board may issue a

desist order to terminate plant operations associated with the effluent

releases, other than corrective actions. The Board shall carlceL the desist
' _order when correcti.ve action has been compl.eted, pending results of ongoLa_

monitoriag. Duriag a period of a desist order no spent fuel should be shipped

to the MRS facility.
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[6. Off-Site EmergencyResponse

Concern: That the number of state, federal, and local agencies that will be

involved with an MRS may lead to indecision and uncertain performance if a platlt

incident should occur requiring off-site emergency response.

Comments: In addition to the agencies usually involved in local industrial

accidents, the DOE and NRC would also be involved in any potei_tial or actual

emergency at an MRS. A very clear plan for the distribution of authority and

responsibility will be required, even though the likelihood of emergencies with
off-site significance presently appears to be quite remote. The plan, including

financial responsibility for costs, needs to be defined in a consultation and
cooperation agreement (C&C agreement) between DOE, Tennessee, and the nearby

local governme,_ts.

Status: Scoping discussions on emergency planning have so far concentrated on

transportation acciden_ s.

Recommended Mitigation. Roane County and Oak Ridge should request in the MRS
I!

authorization legislation or through a '!C & C agreement, a clear division of

responsibility among agencies for planning alld carrying out the public response

to any plant emergency. The agreement should include immediate notification to

the primary response authorities if any MRS incident occurs with potential to

ultimately require action by public agencies. Ti_e agreement should provide th._

emerge,_cy respoL1se system costs incurred by public agencies to meet the terms of

this agreement shall be borne by the nuclear waste fund.
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17. Past Contamination of the Oak Ridge Reservation

Concern: Citizen groups have: raised the issue of contamination of the Oak Ridge

Reservation with heavy metals, organic solvents, and radioactive wastes as an

obstacle to successful licensing of an MRS facility. In their minds, the MRS

proposal is fully intertwined with past DOE and predecessor agency programs now

viewed as having demonstrated too little concern for the environment and public
heal th. r

Comments: The history of contamination problems on the Oak Ridge Reservation

associated primarily with defense activities during World War II and the cold

war era has been clearly publicized in East Tennessee. Contamination of the Oak

Ridge Reservation is limited to discrete zo_es in the 37,000.-ac_e area. None of

these contaminated zones coincides with the Clinch River BL-eerier Reactor site or

the exact Bear Creek Valley site. Bear Creek Valley is contaminated upstream

near the Y-.12 area and there is some evidence of depressed biological popula-

tions in the creek near the MRS location. This is not the location of the pl:in-

cipal metals contamination, however, There should be no interaction between

development of the MRS and the contaminated zones if the Clinch River site is

chosen; cognizance of some downstream movement of Y-I.2 contaminants will need to

be taken in development of the Bear Creek site.

Whereas the MRS wit[ be sited on uncontaminated land, the DOE's poor recoL'd for

envirotlmental stewardship on the rest of the Oak Ridge Reservatioc_ is cause for

concec'n about its actual perfo_'mance in developing, operating, and deco,n-

missiot_ing an MRS. A phiLosopily of "contaminate and move to another site" is

not acceptable today. Public confidence in the assurances by DOE regarding an

MRS will be improved when the existing contamination of the Oak Ridge enviorns
is rectified.

Status: Contamination issues related to the proposed MRS mites are resolved

sufficiently for facility planning to proceed. Significant effocts toward

clean-up of contaminated sites on the Oak Ridge Reservation are underway though

they are poorly understood by many in the public. Oral information from DOE

indicates that a community monitoring program is under consideration at present.

A comprehensive g_oundwater monitoring program is planned.

Recommended Mitig_ation: An imperative for environmental acceptability of the
MRS is an aggressive and fully explained effort by DOE to identify and clean

up contaminated areas on the Reservation and the provision of monitoring results

from off-site locations to demonstrate the presence of healthful conditions, A

community monitoring program similar to that diree.ted by EPA and funded by DOE

around DOE's Nevada Test Site would meet part of the need. In particular,

results should be given on the present statu_; of aquifers used by neighbors of

the proposed plaint. Adherence to a comprehensive cleanup schedule should be

Linked to the MRS development schedule.
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[8. Environtnental Data from the Oak Ridge Reservat[otl

Concern: Although DOE criteria for selection of at_MRS site included ready

availability of environmental data, the Oak Ridge Reservatiott was developed

before NEPA was passed and the area has no et_virot_mental impact statement.

Commeuts: Abundant et_vironmentat data exist for the Clinch River Breeder

Reactor site because that project included preparation of atl environmental

report and impact statement. There are also considerable data available for

the rest of the Reservation, even though there has been no impact statetuent

prepared. These data l_ave been collected for each of the three plar_ts (ORNL,

ORGDP, and Y-12) in anticipation of impact statement preparatiot_ at_d genera[

environmental accountability. Much new data will be needed, both as updates to

the breeder information at_d for areas not already covered. However, the reseL'~

vatiotl studies do provide az_ importat_t head start.

Status: Resolved sufficiently for MRS to proceed with collection of additiot_a[
data.

Recommended Mitigation: For full public evaluation of envirotlmentat

assessment,s, ai[ existing envirotlmenta[ information about the DOE Reservatio[_

should be made available to the public.
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i9, MRS [,'acility_,_J_]yBecome Permanent Waste Storage Site

Concern: That if an MRS is cottstructed, the geologic high-level wast_ reposi-

tory program may be delayed indefinitely and that the MR,S migilt therefore become

a de facto long-ternl storage site of ever-irlcreasing capacity and hazard to the

public safety,

Comtnents: The DOE p.[an is for a definite capacity limit of 15,000 metric tons
of uranium, and congressional reauthorization woul.d be required to extend that

capacity, However, the fear that an MRS could relieve the pressure frotttnuclear

utili,tles for a geologic repository and thereby sidetrack the latter i_as been

expressed both locally and sartorially, Many [n our area believe that some
storage containers wit[ eventually leak contaminatiot_ into the groundwater if

loaded casks are held indefini.tely on the MRS site,

Status: The site coul.d be extended for greater capac+ity, and delay in removal

of spent fuel to a permanent repository might seem cost effective to some future
generation of leaders, so firm legal or contractual measures are believed to be

required to ensure that the facility mission wilt not be changed without local

assent, lt is a high priority fro,n the Roane County-Oak Ridge view that the

facility's main purpose be spent fuel consolidation and handling rather than
long-term waste storage.

Recommended Mitigation: The authorizing iegi.station or consultation and co-

operation '', ea_,re merit for an bIRS in Tennessee should be coaditioued as below so
that i.t will sot become a site for [oag--term nuclear waste storage without Euil.
considerat:i.ot_of the views of Tennessee and tlle locales involved:

-- No more than 300 metric tons of spent fuel (for equipment clmckout) shall be
received by an MRS pr[or to tt_e time chat a construction l.[cense is gr,-_nted
by the Nuclear Regulatory Comm.LssLon for the long-ternt st:orage facility that

wi.l.L receive tile spellt fuel from the HRS,

-- No more than 10,000 tnetrkc tons of spent fuel shall be stored at an MRS in

Tennessee before the time that a long-term high-level waste reposi,tory
begins to accept spent fuel froth that MRS on a regular schedule,

-- Any proposed extension of the maximum storage capacity of an MRS in Tennes-

see beyond 15,000 metric tons of spent fuel shall require a Presidential
certification of need and an opportunity for Tennessee to iSSUE a notice of

disapproval. This opportunity shall be substantially of the same form as
that provided in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 for initial authoriza-
tiort of an MRS.

-- A penalty mechanism should be established to discourage long-term str)rage of

spent, fuel at the MRS, For exampl_e, any '_pent fuel .rod.,; or rel. ated high
leve.l nuclear waste t:emaini, ng at an btRS [n Tennessee for more thaa 15 years
should cause an overdue removal penalty_ of $10,000 (1986 dol. tars) per metric
ton to be paid to the general, fund of the State of Tennessee for each such

f,,.tl[year of overdue outshipment. Each year the MRS should provide to the

Department of Ilealth of the State of Tennessee an inventory detai,iing any

+ t _ _s_eclt fuel and otn_r nuclear waste that: has been held at the MRS for longer
than ten years,
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I!IXhI(IlJT1 Vl,', SlJblI,IAI_.7

'l.'lm _-loetoe_eonom:[e Bl:udy (_It°oup ot! tllo Cl..[ncll R:l.vel: 1,11t_;'.l,'_l_tl,_b'oree hn,u

exam;l.rmd l:h__ .t:l,t<,L_l.y :l.mpne, l;t.I off eL mon:tl,_red, retrlovttt_l.c_ _t'.orltF, c, _ltel.lti;y

(HRS) oil l:hi:_ economy oi: Oak Ridt, e and I{o,,'lrie gourity, We .'l.dl:rlt:ilS:t.t_d a numb{_r

ct c.orleerrm _-lnd p(._tent:ta.tl.y rit_l, at:i.ve :[.ulpnei:s o.t: i;[m pl:opo,,itod bll,',q _.ltld a.l,t_o

tdent:t_it:._d c.c_nd:l.t:tomx that, eoul.d o_;_c:t', tlm l:tabi.l, it:l.e_t it prez:_enl,'s to the

local commurlit:le,_l, On the bnsis o_ its caref.'ul con,aidorz_t:ton o1! tlm HItS

proposal ;:_ncl o_ its very d_, .l :t be. ra t,e review o_ the role wtiieh 1)OI;_ ha,q pl.ttyod

in br:Ln!.tiru.,, tlm _lEE_at:ed eorillnutlic:Ll_s Co the prt_se;nt set ct: real _:tr_d

perct_i.ved soc:tat, eeoi_olttic t_ll¢l eilVil?Oilulc:_qggtl, eircumst<_lneus_ we _'ecommer_d

t:h_:lt the l_ropose.d MRS t_.te;tltty not be necepted ].ri O_:tk R:tdge/Ro_._ne Cottnty

, t.i_l.l.eS8 the f.<c;tlowtng tend:l, t ion<a _il:e: .lliel:: i

[) 'l'l_it HItS atlt;liot'izielli l.e_,,.tstat:ton wl, l.l.

(a) llnclude ;.l sect:l.on sim:l.l.ar to Nilclear W_.i,.qte l"ol:tcy Ac, t Section

116(c) tc_ perm:t_, ta× equival.erlcy payint_i_t:_ on real and persotmJ.

property _,i_d other P.._,il_._ilc.lgtk t,nceni::tves to t.lrtits o.[ lice, g..1.1.

}1oVf:_.l:tliilelll" (1)aylflellt.s tc) ooltt:l.iltle throul.,,h deCOlllfniss iol'l:lnt.,,) ,

(b) [Inpo_c,. a f_tor_.ii(e ]. :l lrl t. t: ot7 15,0()fJ lllet;rJc tot'l,_.l,

(o) fgpec:l.t!y l;tl;.'it hilts c.ttrlrlcl_, operaee tll.ll, i]. i.l peUIll,_iloilt, repos:{tory s:l, te

h_:is be{_,rl autl-ior:l.zed l-tnd aplJroved by Con,vi:e<,;,.q._

(d) Specif!y t:h,:.lt _iny fcifiur¢_ pI:opos_-t.t ¢o raise lghe {5,0()O mettle l'on

.llm:l.t or to a.l. ter tll{_ autlior:lzed ptirpt_ses and tise_ o1! t;l_e f.'actl{,ty

wi.tl, grant Lo the St:ate of 'l_ennes_ee, the _l_:tuie l:igllt:s to conBul.,-

t_.ttiolt arid eooperatLon and to issue _t iloLice ct dl,,.-tapprova.1 ;sls :l.t

e.t.irren¢.ly ha<q under the Nucl.t_ar Wuste Pol:l.ey Aet,

(e) Prey:tale _or d{_cOllUn:l.sSiOllki;ll r and dec.'oilt:_.iinltla!:::toil .7.miedial::e.l.y upon

cOlll[:l.l.e e.l.Oli O.[: HRS ' lllt_ts 1o11 l

([) lJt'OVi(.iC _ fOr" /.ll_FelSfllOl'lt_7 wit;h tlll:l.t,_.; ot7 .toca.]. t4oVc. I.'illllelltl f:llinJ,.l.;-lr.' t;o

till:let:.: atithor:l.z_ad under Nuc:l.ear Wasi:e t'o;l.:[.cy Act Suc.t:l.on [I7(c),

(_) Specify tih':i_. (:ltr t' c.'C::fllt'! l] ¢ :3 rllti<51[ be compl.el..l:_(l bc:f!or.'r.,, t:he ,<-}t:;.:ilc._'s rJ.t,ht

to Lssiue a not;ice, of dls;-lt:,l._i.'ovr:lJ. ,:.,}:piers ({[i'i aut:hol:'izt.n,,_ the l,lt,'<t.l,
C'origres,a _hould pi.'ovlde th_tt, t:he rLl4tit t'o :l.,<.-if-_tie_:t not:i.e,: ol7

.
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d.l,_.lappt:ova.[ +.-_,p:Lt"e,,3nt tlm orld oi" tile. (i(),-day pet:t+od t_[,_.;c+Lf_:l.t_tlby
L:l/c_Nuu.Lear I,In_lt;.e PoLicy At't: oi+ s+i_ monchtt nf _.Ut; c,t_,u,(_tlc.em(,n_ of_
(,,&(.0 I](!ji((;Jl.l.Rt_,|+(]ll_t _¢;[I_1| Hl_ll',e lllld _tJ(.',II+], _(JVOFIIIIIOI'I['._Ij wh;lc'.hov_ ;III

]/lii[_I',) ll|ld,

(it) C:ivu I)Ol!'0I.ttLl',ho?;lt:y L',o lliilkc_ I,,,:tym(sni:,,-tt'_:.t_tLLvu tc,_ _,ll,',_:_upun
(]i)ll_._Vi]t|EI Iot_,'_tl. ;ttitilt_t"J._',ltt'[ott o1.' l._'.ll(:,_pl,'o_lt'._t+'.l_,

2) 't'hnt: t:ht:_ I)up_tL+t:ment, o,f I!',rtul:gy _i. Ll, ent:t_r :it_t.cu bind;l.t_!_ ngr__munt:.l wii_h
t',l_e ,gt:;it;e o1! 'L'etttlm,q,qem _.+xnd]t_t'+al. tttl:l.._-i oi! _+(ovot+tllut+L_r_t:_,_L,'.+nl+_l)ropt:_.tt:e_
Lneluti[nl!,, but: l_ot: .I.:l.ul;Lt:ud tirl,

(_) Spt_eili:l.e/lt::ion <')1_how tmx equ:ivn].e, rlc.y w:Ll.], l)e ndlnil+lLt_t:t_t'ed,
lr_cl.u(l:l.rtg vdt.]ll,_lt|oi1 [, O r littl ]. /i ,':lI _llid [1Fov:[,_:Loti [oL" _lt'l at'bit:t',':tt::l.on

b()/-] ltd ol; till+ El), Pll£1 tl [.V(; LIII:_ItII,_.t [!Oi: t_L_.t ['. I ] I:1_ d:[_3pUt:e_.l

(b) A pl,::<ll'_ to tnt'.Jtldt, pt.'ox,].llll_y t_ Oak RLdge ,ma d(_(:;l._t;Lc)rl f_Lcl:or iri
P'LI_.+:+l+l'ot._tlPOlTi<i+lli +. _+Io t:h,:tt.: t I_o t:lie I!LiLLenL'. exterlt: pos_:[bmL._+ EL.II.'

relat_ed i:e++e;tt'c.tt, +leve.l.optt_erlt:_ ,_oodt]_ and t_erV'ieB_] itr,+ 110qLl;J.L'(._d

w.l.t.hLt_ the +.tt!l!<.,.eted L',OLTIITILLLI_J, UF_ I (_'_+._][Ot+ti OL" BtlLte}

(c) g. pledt,,e, t:o tna?,e availnb.l+e for pt;:l.vat:e £r_du_t:t':ia]. devel.(_pltietlt:
" wh:iehevr.+r ].::_ not:e..t.thet7 t:lle l]+::a'_:(.,'reek. sil. te or t:he (,kllR /+:II;e,

e.ho+;r+,na,,+.;the biRS mito, t+r. oi:her e.ompaffab]+e site,,+ ill Roarm (',OtLttty+

(d) A sc'hedu.le fur bl:]ll__'J,t+ff, +iL.l DOI'; Oak R:l.d+._e Eac::l.l:.l._ie_++ lnt:o
c,ollipLJ.atlC, e. w:ttt+ _it:,.+tte fltid i!l_dt++.P;1], eilv:It'ortltlent:,+:tl rG!_+,ti.l.,_tt_oI+xt]_ at|d ;++.

pt.o+d+;_:::t:u t++++,_ ;+'tt:Ut+'ilt ;.tri N}_,(_ e+orlst:.rttr..t.'[on l+et+mJ.t_ /.'+or.'HI,rB unt.l..|.
c,olut_l J_flll('(: hRt.l be:(!i'! l:ichl(',ved 1

(e) l;',,_.+t,:ti>l.l.._.ihu_e+,tlt.:rill a +_o;[t_l_ _:;t.+.,'tte.;.trld ].Ot_,;t.l, board v,,:l.th atlt:llor:l, ty t:o
tuorit.tor alu.l (]_ll[+LJFC.'.L+lql'tg eoml+t:t.nnu.u w:tt:i+ a11. ,,+t:at:u and l!udu.t'a].

ret;ulat:Ion+.i ntxd_ |_or catt,_:le+, to te[!uHe additrl.onal sti:l.pment+:;,

(f) A sclledulLe of. ,_I'IIILIZL]. :[.Ittp+)ct; ams:l.mt:ni+ce paylnunt:a to be lipide t:o
state _nd l+oc.al gf)Verlltll_:[lt;] _FOili attthoriz_tt:io[_ un,li, operant.ton,
and from ee,_]_:+at: /on oi! c)perat/on,'_ un_:l.k f+uli de¢.'olntll:Lt_siot_i.t'tg _tru]
decoritamlnat.Lon, l_oi: purpo:]e+_ o1! reg.Lona.t dev,:._/opment: (Roat-m
County and Oak Ridge payl[l+ztxt_ to be (_qua.1. to the+ tax equ:l.valer_cy
grant_+ general:cd by +t ,_[ bL1..l.l.ori HI{S f+tc.L.l.:l.Ly),

(;+,) A pl+t:+dge to coristr_tct, SUt[Jpoi;t:, arid prom()t:e, tlp(Lil"iHIIF_ aut:.hor:t-
znt:l.on., new exh:l.bJ.t.,-I _.n t:lm h,_er;lc'.+tn 1,tt.t,_Jettll_(+)t_S(::l.ence _.tl'lct }'?,ilC!l:_.!,y_

l}O[" t'ho- l)llrl_o,,Je ,:,t: e'.xF, J.a:l.tlli_', HI{:; _xltd ;I.E_ role in the :i.ntt:.,grat:etL

ttuOLeal: l:ue.I, cyc:l.e ,'.ind for expl a irl t.rl_, and :tnt:f+'rpre t:Lnb; e+x1_+t_itlg
DOt!; Oak li:I.d,.,,,.::t:nc: I.l :lt: :l.e,,._,
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(h) A plc_di_e _o c',on;_ruc_t, staff, operat_, and promote an I,IRS vls;Ltov_

cent_,,r L_or t',tl_ purpo,,_e o1! e×p].ali'ltn_ blRS and its t:ole in l',ll_:]

;l, lltUt{t';ltOd iltlC ],eLl t" tTi.iC.:l, e.yc. lf+_j and to aef#the, t;ie.al.l.y des:l._In and

1.ail(ltit.',ape l:hc, erit.t,l:e l'llt<.q eoulpiexj

(i) A _t:l.llll'.,.l.l! l.lrid iilc_,Xli.etl;JiVe pl:'ocedtll'u Lo k_,ci,'.:lt:i,lnt:l_o Dropc_rt:v va]tle,_ of:

i:>l'cJi_ertv c_wllc,.r,.q n_at" t:lla I1R:LI,q.{te oild alorl!l thr., l."aiJ.way _llJtit"

_te.t'vJ, ri!4 l;llo t}ae].l, ityj

(.7l) A ple.dl,..e to e<<:_c:abl,ish l:l:'atlltril.J, pl,'Ogt'_tlllS {lt ].oc2a]. edtlc.attOl_al.
insitittlt:loil,q to pl;ovido necos,<Jai:y elllployee training for l,ll{,.q aiid

i:tle tl'_ll._Sl._OFtt.ll'-ion <,:ty.qtleln I t, nel.udii_i.,, pt'O_lT.<;tlliEl :iri llea].l_h ancl s_:ifet),
I[IOPli_Ot';[lll41 r_illiote h_llldTL;itlk, r, ;_ystems opc_.t*al_iott arid lllairl{_llSitlc'.e l

(2Olllllitillit]_l|-Li.orl.q k_y;3tetll opo.r.'atiol_ al_d Ill,'.linEc:_tlL1FIuf2_ sl_Ol,"lt!_e oi:l_Ik

lllltl_tif.'llo, tt_i'o and liiCi;{,ill'.t_,_tl_lllC.Ie_ tlTallt;alpot't_ltioll .ill.ect BolT. vice and

in<'-l;l.r_l:ca.llarl¢_7, tt',.'..ln_Jpoetatl.oIl cask set'vice, fllld lliaiiltellal]c_,

(k) A tJl.edi4t_ l-o MOVO llial-l_:lf_lelrlent oF. HRS d_;,,_it!:_ril coil_ltl2uotiol_, al'ld

operation t:o t:l_(!: Oak R:l.dt..(e f.)perat:[ons otTtTlce arid to retalit manal_e-

lllelit ()t_ l;17ai_spol:'l;,'_il;ton o[Jl2_'atiOllf:l f.'o17 the ellt:[17, e lqaBtel ltlal]<':ll_E:l[ltT!l_t

{tystl21li at f)ak tt;l.d_e Opt-.'t';ltJ.oll,q I

(.l.) A pl.e.dt.4e, to r,_,qt.li.r_, to t;he.._;re.at_ .qt extent po.<s_ible._ that all
HRS-_lll<l tran;:tpori:ation-L'el,_lte.d a_ tivitt.e,<.t De coFldt.lctt:.,.cl iii til('.

local, lJri.vatc , ;_ec, tor.' _ll-id o[1 {Jrl.vate, l.y owne.d landt

(m) A pl.ed_e, to re.qul, ce. tran,_l)ortatton sv,qt.em opet'ators to establ.:ish

HRli--rel.ated ,<_ecv;lce gind operatiolat4 fa{::l.]ittesi in East Tenrie,<!lsee,

(,_,) A D].t_:lr._C' t:cJ (I) inc'.ludt:, stie.c.F,a:._ in at._'_4.[st.trl;.; Oalt Irtld.l_e ;lt_e.I Roane

(]cltll'itv t':e)w,'.li'Cl l.:!le:l.t" ,qC'l.f-fitltTf:l.c:{ellcy ;_'O,.':'tl,<.S_l,q a faCtCP il'a the

colll2i';.i(?.l; !_itt'l.it"ttlFo ['ot" MI'(S and [V;.lll,qpoCl;at:[otl system operators,

(2) i'Oqt.tJPe! t'ho,.qe c)perator're t:o 1.ocat:e other, non-l)Ol{ btlt.4[t]tkB,_7t iii

t:t'le Oak Rl.di;e/Roane (Jotlrlty acea, and (.3) require t.llose conti:actolTs

tO erlcoul?<'li(e [h_.:::l.r.' einp].oyees I.:o settle in Oak ttidl;e oi: Roalte

(70tl I1 I_y I

(o) A p.l.edge to lfinartce a si;.,,n:tficant preoperaOional pub].te education
program, beginnirlF upon at.tLllorizattori, coridt.tcted by tile city and

count:y to addces.<J progress being n_':tde by I)OI{ :l.n resolving

env:l.conmentaJ, prcJbl.eln,q arid I.:opromote the communitie,,_' general

quality of 1. iie,

(p) A p]ed,_e to re:lillbtir!-te ttl(-, U,',:;, l{nviroriinental Protection Agency or

appcopr.i.ate ,qt:.6itt_ aF, ency t7(}1: a i,ro}s,l:am to e,';_tabll.st_ a netwock of

iliol]:l_tot"l.r_f3, ;:l{;it:J(.){l_;_ i.1_ till,. .[c_o;i.l. Cc)lstrlit.ititg:i,:'q_ pr:lot t;o ,-':lilt] dLil?ing

CoIlstrtl{2l.i;(ol'l_ 011ld {;r/'ll.l;l (1Oll-'C'llip].t_y_,lt'. a. (2_[.L:IZ(-.',I3S t(_ ()l.'J_:r_.t._:' tll_:

OClt.lTl.plllC;l'lt _ll'ld tFl{ili{171}ret itri lllt2_lf#tlFI2lliC!lll:,_71 1 &lilt1
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INTRODUCTION

The Socioeconomic Study Group of the Clinch River MRS Task Force

(Study Group) has examined the likely impacts of a monitored retrievable

storage facility (MRS) on the economy of Oak Ridge ancl Roane County. Our

investigation has included trips to Morris, Illinois and Barnwell, South

Carolina, where other nuclear waste facilities are located, two public

forums to solicit input and discussion from the community, independent re-

search by Study Group members, and regular meetings to share information.

The Study Group's approach is to answer the followin_ question: Under

what conditions will MRS be an asset to the Roane County-Oak Ridge commun-

ity? We believe that MRS can be an economic asset if and only if certain

conditions are met. The MRS will be detrimental to the communities' econ-

omies if they are not. Identifying potential problems and specifying

conditions that offset these problems is the task at hand.

Two major assumptions shape the boundaries of our effort. First,

health and safety issues are outside the Socioeconomic Study Group's re-

sponsibility. These concerns are the specific responsibility of the other

two Study Groups that comprise the Task Force and, while they must be a

part of the deliberations of the entire Task Force, need not receiw_ this

Group's attention during this phase of the study. Second, the need for and

purposes of MRS as stated by DOE are accepted as given. These issues are

best left to the forums where they will ultimately be decided; our respon-

sibility is to look after the economic interests of the Roane County-Oak

Ridge community.

lt should be noted that evaluation of the proposed MRS facility is

being undertaken by the Study Group within a very limited time frame. The

Department of Energy has not yet issued its environmental assessment (in-

cluding socioeconomic impacts) of the proposed facility, and full environ-

mental impact statement is not required until the FU_{Sis authorized by

Congress. The Socioeconomic Study Group contends that the Clinch River MRS

Task Force should be afforded the opportunity to fu].ly participate in the

review of any environmental impact statement eventually prepared and

: reserves its right to modify positions taken on the MRS at this early sta_e

based on information presented in that statement and other information that

may become available.



FINDINGS

The Study Group identified a number of concerns or potentially nega-

tive impacts of MRS. These impacts and the conditions that would convert

the facility's liabiliEies into assets are described below.

Business Recruitment and Expansion

Impact or Concern: MRS could hinder the community's efforts to diversify

and expand its commercial/industrial base.

Discussion: DOE dominance of the Oak Ridge economy hinders both the sta-

bility and growth of that economy. Community assistance from DOE are far

below what a comparably sized private firm would contribute to the local

tax base. The size _ of the payments has been an unpredictable element of

local government budgeting. The local economy is subject to large swings

as its dominant indu:]try shifts priorities. DOE controls much of the land

suitable for large industrial users. While DOE has in the past sold some

parcels to the city for specific private developments, the procedure is

cumbersome and time-consuming. Lack of already available parcels has dis-

couraged potentlai recruits. Consequences for private businesses are a

hiRh tax rate, considerable uncertainty about the level of future taxes and

stability of the economy, and added impediments in makin[_ a location de-

cis ion.

As presently constrained by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA), MRS

is another government facility that makes little, if any, contribution to

the local tax base. MRS is funded off-budget by the Nuclear Waste Fund,

but is still subject to ual Congressional appropriations. MRS is tied

to the fortunes of energy supply and subject to many of the same cyclical

forces that affect the level of DOE activity at existing facilities. Thus,

MRS exacerbates the community's dependence on a single industry, while

using one of the few large sites suitable for private industry. It renders

diversification and expansion of the economy more difficult.

For repositories, but not MRS, the NWPA establishes a new concept,

grants-equivalent-to-taxes. "The Secretary shall grant" payments from the



Nuclear Waste Fund to state and local governments in the amounts they wot,ld

receive "were they authorized to tax" repositories as they tax other real

property and industrial activities." If ConBress were to extend the ta>'_

equivalency concept to MRS, the p_oject could become an asset to the com-

munity's diversification and recruitment efforts, lt could expand the tax

base and both lower and stabilize the tax rate. But the tax equivalence

concept also raises many questions: }low is the MRS' assessment value to be

determined? flow are disputes to be settled? Is personal property to be

excluded? Grants-equivalent-to-taxes are of unknown value until these

issues are resolved.

The relationship of MRS to the local business community will have a

significant bearing on its ultimate local impact. Local business

relationships and community service are to be encouraged to the maximum

possible extent. For instance, proximity to the project is an established

precedent in federal pmocurement practice, In the very important and

relevant example of its llanford operations, DOE required operating

contractors to also locate some non--DOE business in the community. DOE can

and should apply both principles to MRS procurement and c.o_tracting. MRS

and the related transportation system operations will require extensive

employee training programs; use of the area's established educational

institutions foL" this purpose can help the local, communities attract

additional private investment.

Offsettin_ Conditlons:

DOE should

I) Extend the grants-equivalent-to-taxes concept to MRS in the

authorizing legislation,

2) Extend the grants-equivalent-to-taxes concept to all MRS-related

property, real and personal,

3) Reach a binding agreement with the State of Tennessee and local

governments, as appropriate, detailing how tax equivalency will be

administered, including valuation formulas and provision fo_ an

arbitration board or alternative means for settling disputes,



4) Include proximity as a decision factor in MRS procurement so that,

to the fullest extent possible, all related research and develop-

ment, goods, and services are acquired within the affected com-

munity, region, or state,

5) Make available for other industrial uses the Oak Ridge/Roane

County site not chosen for M_S,

6) Move management of MRS design, construction, and operation to Oak

Ridge Operations,

7) Retain mana_ement of transportation operations for the entire

waste mana_ement system at Oak Ridge Operations,

8) Require, to the greatest extent possible, that all MRS-and

transportatlon-related activities are conducted in the local

private sector and on privately owned land,

9) Require transportation system operators to establish MRS-related

service _and operations facilities in East Tennessee,

i0) Include success in assisting the Oak Ridge/Roane County community

toward its self-sufficiency goals as a factor in the contract

structure for MRS and transportation system operators,

11) Require MILS and transportation system operators to locate other,

non-DOE business in the Oak Rid_e/lLoane County area, and

12) Establish training programs at local educational institutions for

training MRS and transportation employees, includin_ programs in

health and safety monitoring, remote handling systems operation

and maintenance, communications system operation and maintenance,

transportation fleet service and maintenance, and cask service and

ma intenance.

Residential Recruitment and Retention

Impact or Concern: MRS could make more difficult the community's efforts

to recruit and retain new and younger residents.

Discussion: High and uncertain tax levels discourage potential residents

: from locating in Oak Rid_,;e just as they discourage potential business

location. Lack of diversification in the economy forces many of _the young

people who grew up here to move elsewhere for employment. Oak Riddle popu-

lation has been declining for some time and the community wishes to reverse

this trend.
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Residential recruitment is even more difficult in light of recent

years' revelations of DOE's past environmental practices. The perceptions

that Oak Ridge is dangerously polluted and that DOI_ is insensitive to

environmental concerns will be very hard to alter. Adding spent nuclear

fuel to the local inventory of hazardous substances can only intensi[y

concern abou_ the local environment.

MRS' impact on residential populations has Both economic and per-.

ceptual roots and DOE must deal with both. The economic remedy is_ in

part, tax equivalency. Lower, more stable ta× rates and _reater economic

diversity will help attract and retain residents. Efforts by operatinN

Contractors to encourage local residency can also be helpful. To help

counter the perceptions that Oak Ridge is po1.1uted and that DOE is in-

sensitive, DOE must clean up existinz problems and concede some monitoring

and enforcement authority _o state and local governments.

Offsettin_ Conditions:

DOE should

1) E×tend the grants-equlva].ent-to-ca×es concept to M[{S in Lhc

authorizing legislation,

2) Extend the _{rants-equJ.valent-to-ta×es concept to all property,

;real or personal,

3) P,each a binding agreement with the State of Tennessee and local

governments, as al:)propfia[e, detailing how tax equivalency wi].i be

administered, including valuation formulas and provisiot._ for an

arbitration board or alternative means for settling disputes,

4) Reqtlire MRS operating contractors to encoura_re enlployees to settle

in Oak Ridge a_d/or Roane Coutlty, and

5) Take immediate steps to clean up existing environmental prob].ems

and to reestablish trust in its sensitivity to .local and regional
environmental concerns.

Institutional Trust

Impact or Concern: DOE's environmental record has severely eroded trust in

federal institutions and has damaged the regional and national reputation

of Oak Ridge; M[{S would add to these burdens the public anxiety over spent
nuclear fuel.
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Discussion: As DOE's environmental record has come to fig.ht in recent:

years, its credibility and trustworthiness have been damaged nationally,

regionally, and even in the Oak Rid!le/Roche County communities. In turn,

the local communities' reputations also sui:fered.

Trust in DOE nlu_at be restored before a facility so contL'oversial as

MIIS is acceptable in Oak Ridge and Roane County. Reestabilishing trust will

invol.ve correcting current problems, a willingness to share authority, and

innovative information-sharing mechanisms.

DOE has begun a major effort to clean up its environmental problems at

Oak Ridge facilities. But the program's goals, schedule, and results are

neither publicly understaadable nor eaforceable, cleanup proceeds at the

discretion of the current administration. Clear goals and an enforceable

schedule are needed so the public can understand what the program is to

accomplish and can be assured that it will be continued.

Public education about the _rogress of DOE's environmental cleanup is

essential. This function should be performed by the local governments.

DOE is not institutionally suited to the role nor does it have as large a

stake in the outcome as do Oak Riddle and Roane County.

An innovative approach to public envlronment,_l infor'matlon is found at

DOE's Nevada Test Site, where monitoring stations are located in sur-

rounding communities and operated by non-employee citizens. This program

affords local citizens direct access to environmental data. Such a program

should be established in communities around DOE's Oak Ridge facilities.

Offsettin_ Conditlons:

DOE should

i) Bring local facilities into compliance with state and federal

environmental regulations before NRC construction permit for MRS

can be granted,

2) Reach a binding agreement with the State of Tennessee and local

governments, as appropriate, granting to a Joint state/local board

(a) access to MRS and its compliance records, (b) authority to

monitor compliance with state and fader'al regulations,

(c) authority to enforce, those re!;ulations, and (d) authority,

with cause, to refuse additional shipments,
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3) Finance a significant preoperational public education program,

beginning immediately, conducted by the city and county to address

progress being made by DOE in resolving environmental problems and

to promote the communities' general quality of life, and

4) Reimburse the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or appropriate

state agency for a program to establish a network of monitoring

stations in the local communities and train non-employee citizens

to operate the equipment and interpret its measurements.

Preo_erational and Postoperational Impacts and Costs

Impact or Concern: The prospect of MRS could impede business and resl-

denclal growth before the facility begins operation.

Discussion: The list of local, large projects that never were built or

operated is distressingly long. The Clinch River Breeder Reactor is only

the most recent and prominent example of the uncertainty of federal commit-

ment to large nuclear projects. While MRS would be funded off-budget, by

the Nuclear Waste Fund, the project would still be subject to an annual

Congressional appropriation process and its completion is not assured.

Even with certain commitment and funding, MRS will not be operational

for a decade. During this decade, uncertainty about the ultimate impact of

bH_S on the local communities will be greatest and perceptions of their eco-

nomic and environmental future will be most subject to a negativism that

could become a self,fulfilllng prophesy.

lt is imperative that the MRS prospect be a positive force in shaping

perceptions of the local and regional economic and environmental future.

These communities cannot accept MRS today, with all the negative per-

ceptions that accompany any nuclear waste facility, solely on the basis of

future benefits. MRS must make a real contribution to the local environ-

ment and economy during the decade between authorization and operation.

Similarly, when the MRS ceases operations in the distant future, it

must not be allowed to si_ vacant for several years producing no economic

benefit for the communities. The _ will occupy a valuable site that

migb_ have been used for alternative industrial purposes.
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Offsetting Conditions:

DOE should

I) Make significant progress toward cleanup of existing environmental

problems including (a)a definite and observable schedule for

bringing all local facilities into full compliance with state and

federal regulations, and (b) a commitment to achieve compliance

before accepting an NRC construction permit,

2) Reach a binding agreement with the State of Tennessee and local

governments, as appropriate, to pay annual impact assistance

payments, in specified amounts (Roane County and Oak Ridge pay-

ments to be equal to the tax equivalency grants generated by a $i

billion MRS facility), during the period between authorization and

operation and again between cessation of operations and full de-

commissioning, for use by these entities for development purposes,

and

3) Begin immediately to take an aggressive role in support of the

communities' diversification efforts.

Tourism and Aesthetics

Impact or Concern: Conventional wisdom indicates that the MRS will most
likely produce a negative image of Oak l_Idge/Roane County and discourage

local and regional tourism.

Discussion: Present DOE facilities in Oak Ridge ape not well understood,

even in surrounding communities. The aura of mystery and secrecy unique to

Oak Ridge's origin has never been completely dispelled. Much that exists

in Oak Ridge today is of broad interest and could help to make tourism a

more important contributor to the local economy if DOE restrictions on its

facilities, including the American Museum of Science and Energy, were

relaxed.

The negative connotations of nuclear waste are likely to affect Oak

Ridge's and Roane County's image and further discourage tourism° Yet per-

ceptions of MRS can be significantly affected by the relationship between

the project and the public. If MRS becomes another mysterious project

hidden in an East Tennessee hollow, negative public perception will be

supported. An aesth_tlcally pleasing and highly visible facility can help
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to make those perceptions positive and it is imperative that DOE make MRS

accessible and visible.

Offsetting Conditions :

DOE should

I) Construct, support, and promote new exhibits in the American

Museum of Science and Energy to interpret and explain existlnK DOE

Oak Ridge facilities, beginning immediately,

2) Construct, supDort, and promote new exhibits in the _unerican

Museum of Science and Energy to e_cplaln MRS and its role in the

nuclear fuel cycle, beginning immediately, and

3) Construct, staff, operate, and promote a visitors center at the

MRS facility, and aesthetically design and landscape the entire

MRS complex.

, Site Neighbors

Impact or Concern: MRS construction, operation, and decommissionin_ may

severely inconvenience residents located near the site and the facility

might cause significant property values loss for nearby landowners.

Discussion: Noise and dust associated with the heavy construction required

by MRS will create a considerable nuisance for nearby residents, especially

if the construction workday extends beyond a s_%gle shift. Neighbors of

the CRBR site have already suffered through digging of the hole and now

must endure its refilling. Some landowners are concerned about loss of

property value during construction, operation and decommissioning.

Conventional legal remedies are costly and uncertain for the affected

parties, yet the potential value of loss is small compared to total MRS

cost. DOE can assume some of this potential cost at negligible financial

risk. InsurlnK property values against loss caused by nearby development

is an established precedent. Compensation for construction, operation and

decommissioning nuisances should be arranged.

J
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Offsetting Condltions:

DOE should

l) Reach a binding agreement with the appropriate i_nits of _overnment

(a) guaranteeing property values of site neighbors, (b) arranging

for compensation of si_e neighbors for" construction, operating,

-and decommissioning nuisances, and (c) establishing procedures

(e._., binding arbitration) for conflict resol%ttion.

Legislative Issues--Financlal Authority

Impact or Concern: The Nuclear Waste Policy Act restricts the au_horlty of
DOE to grant the conditions Roane County and Oak Ridge wish to place on

acceptance of MRS.

Discussion: The NWPA authorizes certain incentives for reposi_.ory siting

but, by omission, restricts the scope of incentives available for MKS

siting. This deficiency must be corrected in order for DOE to accede to

the conditions Roane County and Oak Ridge place on MRS acceptaoility.

Section ll6(c), Financial Assistance, applicable for repository

siting, authorizes payments under three categories: impact mlti_ation,

grants-equivalent-to-taxes, and grants "authorized by wrltnen a_reement

entered into pursuant to subsection ll7(c)." By contrast, the p._rallel

section applicable to MRS siting, Section 14l(f), Impact Assistance,

permits only narrowly defined impact mitigation. These payments are re-

stricted to "planning, construction, maintenance, and provision uf public

services related to the siting of such facility." Unless MRS a_,thorizing

legislation includes wording similar =o I16(c) in addition to =he currently

applicable wording of 141(f), DOE will have no authority to accede to the

conditions Roane County and Oak Ridge place on MIIS acceptability.

The Act neglects to mention agreements between DOE and units of local

government, yet impacts are most strongly felt at the local level. Direct

agreements with local governments are needed.
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Offsettin_ Conditlons:

(]on_['essshould, in the MRS authorizin_ ie_islation

I) Include wording similar to Section 116(c),

2) Enable negotiation of agreements with units of ,local governme_it
similar to those authorized under Section 117(c), and

3) Specify that agreements must be compl_ted before the state's right

tO issue a notice of disapproval expires (In authorizing th_ MRS,

Cont_ress should provide that the right to issue a notice of

disapproval e×pires at the end of the 60'-day period spec:Lfled by

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act o_ si× months a_ter commencement of

C&C ne_otiations with state and local governments, whichever is
later.) and,

4) Give DOE authority to make Dayments r_lative to MRS upon

Congressional authorization o_ the project.

Legislative Issues - Perm_nence

Impact or Concern: Concern that MRS will become a de facto permanent re-

pository may liinder economic Brow_h and development.

Discussion: Ti_e po_sibility that e_ended delays in sicin_ permanent

rel:,osir.orieswould de facto conv_rt MRS into a permanent stora!_e facility

i_-_a nel;afire factor influencing business and residentlal location

decisions° Oak Ridge is not suitable for permanent _eolo_ical storage,

Firm .1.e_,allimitation of the purpose of MRS could allay fears that the

eventual use of tl]e facility could dif.ter from uses Dres_nt!y proposed by

DOE.

Offsetting Conditlon_:

Congress should, in the MRS authorizing legislation

i) Impose a storable limit of 15,000 I,ITU,

2) Specify that MRS cannot operate until a permanent repository'site

has been authorized and approved by Cont,,ress,
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3) Specify that any future proposal to raise this limit or altar the

use and purposes of the facility by DOE or Cori_re_:Jwould _rant to
atate of Tennessee tin.) sam_ ril_hts arid pr:[vilely, es a_f, ord_d by

th¢l NWPA, namely the r i_{ht to issue a notic'e o_ d:Lsapprova], and
rights to oollsttlt;ation and cooperation, al_d

4) Prov:td_._ for decou_l:lissioninl*,al'td decontatl!illation of ali MRS
f:aeilities imn_ediately til)ell colnpletion of :tta tniss:ton,

Miscellaneous Issues

The Study Group understands that tileNWPA requires DOE to provide or

pay for all necessary infrastructure improvements and security services

(utilities, roadway improvemc_nts_ fire protection, police services).

Therefore thest_ items have been omitted from consideration at this stage.

Some items, particularly roadway improvements, will. require the attentiou

of local governments at the appropriate point in the biRS plannin_ process.

The Study Grotlp also understands that the tax equivalency provision of

the NWPA applties to existing and future taxes. Should the state legislate

a tmw tax at some future data applicable to a private busines,a performing

the function of the MRSj it is the Study Group's understanding that DOE

wou].d pay grants-equivalent-to-ta×es in the equivalent amount.
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llistorlca;l behavior of DOI:]in the local area has led ta a situation of

distrust. Re_aL-dless oI_ tile cause, past I)OF,policies and activities have

placed the commun:Ity in a situation of serious economic disadvantage rela-

tive to the sur'rounding a r_i. Current local dlsadvantage,,_ include ab--
i

ilorrna!l.y high ta× rates, the majority of developable land unavailable for

development because of federal ownership, and a national reptttation of tile

colniltunity as an el]virot_mentai disaster. The current economic forces con-

trolling tile community provide a hi_her than normal level of uncertainty

which inakes_ industrial recruitment and local, industrial e×pansion in-

ordinately difficult. If any further' DOE activity in the colnlntlnity is to

be a viable unclertakin_ I)O[;]must now accept an ag[_ressive leadership role

in dealing with tile economic problems of tile colulntinity that l_ave resulted

ft'ore their past and current activities, In concert with local authorities

these econoinic problems must be resolveci. Only through such cooperation can

cot_fidence in DC}7',Be restored, lt cannot wait _or the deployment of _he

MRS or that deployment will never take place.

Tlle Socioeconomic Study Group of the Clinch lt[vet MRS Task Farce

views the HRS as unilcceptable unless subjecc to the followiID_ conditions:

1) '['h'at t,lt<S authort.zin_ Le,_:Lsl, aCion wil,[

(a) Include a section similar to Nuclear Waste Policy Act Section

ll6(e) to per:mit tax equivalency l._ayments on real and personaJ

property and other financial incentives to units of local

government (payments to continue through decommissioning),

(b) Impose a storage limit of 15,000 nletric tons,

(c) Specify that bIRS cannot operate until a permanent repository site

has been authorized and approved by Congress,

(d) Specify that any future proposal to raise the 15,000 laetric ton

limit or to alter the authorized put:poses and uses of. the faciJity

will grant tc,,the State of Tennessee Lhc same r lghts ro consul-

ration and cooperation and to issue a notice of d/saoproval a._JLt

currently has under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,
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(e) Provide for decommissioning and decontamination immediatc_l.y upon

completion of blRS' mission,

(f) Provide for al_reements with units of local government similar: to

those authorized under Nuclear Waste Policy Act Section I17(c),

(g) Specify that agreements must be completed before the state's ril{ht

to issue a notice of disapproval expires (In authorizing the MRS,

Congress should provide that tlle right to issue a notice_ of

disapproval e×pires at the end of the 60-day perlod specified by

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act or six months after commencement oi:

C&C negotiations with state and local governments, whichever is

].ater.) and,

(h) Give DOE authority to make payments relative to MRS upon

Congressional authorization of the project.

2) That the Department of Fnergy will enter into binding agreements with

the .State of Tennessee and local units of government, as appropriate,

including, but [lot limited to,

(a) Specification of llow tax equivalency will be administe.red,

includin._ valuation formulas, and _,rovision for aa arbitration

board or alternative means for _et_.ling disputes,

(b) A pledge to include pro×:Imity to Oak Ridge as a decision factor in

MRS procurement so that, to tile fullest extent possible, al.l

related research, development, _.;oods, and services are acquired

within the affected c.ommunlcies, re_,.ion, or state,

(c) A pledge to make avail.able for private industrial development

either the Bear Creek site or the CRBR site, whl.ci_ever is not

chosen as the MRS site, or other comparable sites in P,oane County,

(d) A schedule for bringing all. DOE Oak Ridge facilities into

compliance with state and federal environmental regulations, and a

pledge tc) not accept an NRC construction permit for bIRS until.

compliance has been achieved,

(e) Establishment of a joint state and local board with authority to

monitor and enforce MRS compliance with all state and federal

regulations and, for cause, to refuse additional sh:Lpments,

(f) A schedule of annual impact assistance, payments to be made to

state and local governments from authorization unl;ii, operation,

and from cessation of operations untI.1 full decommis_?ioning and

decontamination , for purposes of regional development (Roane
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County and Oak Ridge payments to be equal to the tax equivalency

grants generated by a $i billion MRS facility),

(g) A pledge to construct, support, and promote, upon MRS

authorization, new exhibits in the _nerican Museum of Science and

Energ_y, for the purpose of explaining MRS and its role in the

integrated nuclear fuel cycle and for explaining and interpreting

existing DOE Oak Ridge facilities,

(h) A pledge to construct, staff, operate, and promote an MRS visitors

center for the purpose of explaining MRS and its role in the

integrated nuclear fuel cycle, and to aesthetically design and

landscape the entire MRS complex,

(i) A simple and inexpensive procedure to guarantee property values of

property owners near the MRS site and alon_ the railway spur

serving the facility,

(j_ A pledge to establish training programs at local educational

institutions to provide necessary employee training for MRS and

the transpoctation system, including programs in health and safety

monitoring, remote handling systems operation and maintenance,

communications system operation and maintenance, storage cask

manufacture and maintenance, transportation fleet service and

maintenance, tcansportation cask service and maintenance,

(k) A pledge to move management of MRS design, construction, and

operation to the Oak Ridge Operations office and to retain manage-

ment of transportation operations for t_e entire waste management

system at Oak Ridge Operations,

(i) A pledge to require, to the greatest extent possible, that all

MRS-and transportation-related activities be conducted in the

local private sector and on privately owned land,

(m) A pledge to require transportation system operators to establish

MRS-related service and operations facilities in East Tennessee,

(n) A pledge to (i) include success in assisting 0sk Ridge and Roane

= County toward their self-sufficiency goals as a factor in the

contract structure for MRS and transportation system operators,

(2) require those operators to locate other, non-DOE business in

the Oak Ridge/Roane County area, and (3) require those contractors

to encourage their employees to settle in Oak Ridge or Roane

County,

(o) A pledge to finance a significant preoperational public education

program, beginnin_ upon authorization, conducted by the city and

county to address progress being made by DOE in resolving

environmental problems and to promote the communities' general

quality of life,
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(p) A pledge to reimburse the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or

appropriate state agency for a program to establish a network of
monitoring stations in the local communities, prior to and durin_

construction, and train non-employee citizens to operate the

equipment and interpret its measurements _,and

(q) A pledge to immediately take an aggressive role in support of the

Roane County and Oak Ridge diversification efforts.

Unless these conditions are satisfied, the proposed monitored,

retrievable storage facility will be a burden to the Roane County-Oak Ridge

communities. We recommend that the Clinch River MRS Task Force disapprove

the project, unless there is a satisfactory resolution of the above

concerns.

.
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SUM_DARY 1

After several weeks of collecting information and intensive study, .......

the Transportation Study Group has defined _rea_:,_ _'of ,uajor impact that

need action to make an MRS acceptable ....

(i) Ass_uuing float a "gold star" inspection (defined as ins]?ection

for rigid adherence to standards for radiological safety, vehicle safety,

and personnel safety) '_'I.._performed on each shipment of spent reactor

fuel at the place of origin, another "gold star" inspection should be

made by a non-DOE agency at. the MRS site on each transltmrt vehicle

entering and leaving the MRS. Any violations of regu].ations or standards

should be dealt with swiftly and effectively, up to and including

suspension of shipme:its.

(2) Railroad tracks for the system to be used at either pt'o[_sed

Oak Ridge site must be upgraded to Class IV for use to and from tile MRS.

In addition, these questions need to be addressed by DOE:

,,

• How close are the tracks to high-density facilities sucI_ as

hospitals, schools, shopl?ing centers, prisons, etc.?

• (.mc"o What are the volum ....of hazardous materials the line transl:_rt._

each year?

• What is the mainline track quality from Oak Ridg.e to re[yository
sites arid to utilities with rail service?

(3) Preferred truck routes to either profx]sed MRS site in Oak Ridge

should be State Road 95 or State Road 58, but neit/_er highway is acceptable

as a route in its present condition. Another possible route is a new

exit built from 1-40 onto the southern tip of the CRBRP peninsula, a

distance of ak_ut. 1/2 mile. Routes that should be excluded e._ct._-_v"__t- for

emergency use are (a) exits from 1-75 into Lake City, Clinton, and Oak

Ridge (SR 6].) and (b) any exit onto Pellissippi Parkway (I-162).
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(4) One escort w_.I_ic].eshould accompany each shipment to provide

safety and redundant co_uunication. More than one highway escort is a

traffic, hazard, as are flashing ].ight,_ on the escort vehicle and the

enforced ma J.nta.in lng of' a highway speed li.mit less hhan the nl;__ximum

allowable under prewliling conditions. (Note: reduced speed ].imits

for dedicated trains are valid safety precautiorls.)

(5) An emergency response plan for transl)ortation should be in

pl.ace before an MRS l_zcomes ].icensed, and it should include the entire

scope C)f operations in Tennessee,

(6) A plan for emergency resl.xgnse training should be in place

before an MRS becomes licensed, and emergency responders from ac.ro._:_s

the state should be trained, funding to be from the Waste Management Fund.

(7) Carriers moving shipments to and from tlle MRS should adhere

I.._all. state and federal regulations to which any commercial carrier

is subject.

In addition to these, major issues, the Study Group also addressed

accident probabi.lity, barge transport, cask safety and cask contents,

prenotification, and safeguards. Sl.mmlaries, conclusions, aad

recormnendations are presented.
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' INTRoDucT ION

One of the as-;ects.]..., of an MIIS that concerns the public is the

transportation of spent r,aactor fuel., Of the 100 million packages

of hazardous materials shipped in the United States each year, spent

fuel. constitutes less than i%. Spent fuel of varying sizes, types,

origin[_, and ages has been safely transix)rted in the united States,

including Tennessee, for over 30 years. During that time, no

transportation accident involving a release of radioactivity causing

death or injury has ever occurred.

Nevertheless, no facility has ever been built with. the transportation

requirements of the magnitude proimosed for the MRS. And while the MRS

would reduce the overall number of cask miles to a repository for'

spent fuel, it would increase shipments of radioactive materials into

a state with an MiKS, concentrating thegn in the. area immediately surrounding

the facility

Citizens are concerned, and rightly so, with hazardous materials

shipped through their co.lmI1unities. What are the risks related to the

trans[xzrt of nuclear materials to an MRS? How do these compare with

the transport of nonnuclear hazardous materials? What are the measures

that can .be taken to prevent accidents? Who will be responsible for

making safety regulations, and how will they be enforced? What are

the chances of a major radioactive release in transit? How will

those who migh.t be hurt in an accident be. taken care of, and who will

pay for injuries and property damages?
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The Study Group attempted to answer these questions, first by

categorlzlng translx_rtation concerns as follows z

(i) Materials handled by or shipped through an MIB$ facility.

(2) Routing of trucks, trains, and barges.

(3) Infrastructure requirements.

(4) Vehicle configuration and operation , including cask safety•

(5) Znspections.

(6) Emergency response.

The group confined its study of these issues to the four counties

t]_at would be inmlediately impacted by transport of nuclear im_terials to

and from an MRS located in Oak Ridge. These are Roane (in Which the

facility would be located), Anderson, Loudon, and Knox.

Study Group memt_rs then searched the literature, including reports

opposing an M]t_; examined state and federal regulations; viewed films,

attended meetings sponsored by US-DOT and NRC_ consu3ted with authorities

in the field through personal contacts and by arranging a public workshop;

queried [/OE; accepted comments and suggestions from the public; and

visited tl_e following sites with activities germane to an MRS:

• Fuel handling and storage facilities at Morris, Illinois.

. Fuel handling and storage facilities at [XgE's Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory.

. Fuel handling and storage facilities at DOE's Nevada _c-_.t Site

. High Flux Isotope R.e_ctor and fuel storage, Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL).

• Cask testing at the Tower Shielding Facility, O1_.

• Cask testing at Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque.

. Fuel Recycle Division remote tecl_ology facilities, ORNL.

• Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site, Oak Ridge
Associated Universities.
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Complete answers to all of the group's questions are not

available• For example

. W]_ile the Prlce-Anderson Act uovers liability for accidents

involving spent fuel in tra n,_it, it is not clear what agency is

responsible for covering the costs of a prew_ntive evacuation carried

out by local first resi._onders to an accident• This concern needs to

be addressed by DOE.

• Studies by DOE contractors, such as accident analyses on

transportation casks, will continue.

0

• Detailed procedures and criteria, such as those for Inspections

and emergency response training, will be developed further by national

_uld regional organizations.

Consequently, our study is preliminary, and the group recommends

that communication be continued between tl%e appropriate federal agencies

and local govermnents as the MRS concept develops. If an M}LS is

approved by Congress, any additional recommendations from the affected

local governments concerning the transport of spent fuel _should be

given first priority by DOE.

The following sections examine the impacts of transportation of

b_igh-level wastes to and from an Oak Ridge MRS and present conclusions

and suggestions for mitigation of these impacts. Wq_ere infor_l_ation isp

not yet available, notice is given.

The statement of mission and issues adopted by the Translx]rtation

Study Group is included as Appendix B.
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THE PROBABILITY OF A TRUCK ACCIDENT RESULTING IN A

SIGNIFICANT Pal']LEASEOF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

Discussion
h

For the last l0 years or so, t.1_etruck accident rate has remained

relatively constant at about 2.5 truck accidents per mil'lion iniles.

These accidents range from fender benders to very serious. Assuming

that the average distance from the reactors to the MRS is i000 miles,

and that the MRS received five truck shipments per day for 200 working

days per year, then we would "expect" 2.5 accidents per year. (An

accident is defined by the US-DOT as causing at least $2000 damage.)

Given an accident, what is the probability of a significant release?

While the probability of a particular impact force is relatively well

known, the hard part of the question is what i_tpact force is required

to cause the cask to fail. Preliminary results from studies underway

at the ElecLr. ic POwer Research Instit.ute and at. the La_r.ence Livermore

National Laboratory indicate that the impact from tl_e 30-foot regulatory

test is more severe than at least 99.9% of all accidents. Thus, of

the 2.5 accidents per year, only one in a thousand has the opportunity

for any release, i.e., one chance in 400 per year.

From a statistical sltandpoint, this means that if the MRS operated

400 years, it can be "expected" that an accident equivalent to the

regulatory test would occur sometime during the 400-year interval. But

since an accident equivalent to the regulatory test Would not result in

a significant release, the probability of a significant radiological

accident is even smaller, probah,].y in the range of one chalice in

iO,000 years.
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If a].l tm.lcks are inspected, then the aocidcnt rats would be

expected[ to decrease lx_.c.a_/seaccidents due to faulty equipment on

the trucks tral_sporting the fuel _3uld be dzastically reduced.

Accidents that are caused by faulty e(luipmer_t on oth.er trucks and

carat however, would not be reduced.

Preliminary results indicate that the probability of a serious

release from a rail accident is less than that from a truck accident.

Serious fires are less likely than serious impact events for either

trucks or trains.

Actual experience with Type B masks (those requ'[red to pass the

30-foot drop test, etc.) indicates a very low probability of a release.

Four accidents have occurred that involved spent fuel casks (two .were

mnpty), and 46 other Type B casks have been involved in accidents.

No T_?e B casks have re.leased radioactivity in any accidentl

Conclusion

The probability of a release is difficult to quantify, but it

appears to be no more ].ikely than one chance in 400 per year and

probably is in the range of one chance in I0,000 per year, This means

that if the MRS operates 10,000 years, a significant accident would be

"expected" to occur. Studies underway at the Electric Power Research

Institute and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory will better'

quantify this probability. One hundred percent inspection of trucks

should reduce the accident rate, but it does not appear tllat the

possibility of a serious accident should be a major concern.
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D>iFINITZON OF SHIPMENTS _

'Issue

DOE projects about 5 t/:ucks a day and l0 train ears a month

carry'Ing spent fuel will ]De sent to an MRS, The contents of these

shipments have been generally described in the documents prepared[ by

DOE on the prol>osed facility. More defined information on the age and

radi.oactivitY of the Sl._ant 1!uel, the degree of fuel consolidation, and

nonfuel materials was requested of DOE,

Discus sion

Tile age of spent fuel --and consequently the themnal heat and

radioactivity which are directly related to age -- is important because

:kt affects new cask designs. Current shipping casks are designed to

hold relatively young fuel (e.g., 180 days), whereas tile MRS will receive

shipments of spent fuel five years old or older. The current intent is

for the MRS t:o accept spent fuel on an "oldest fuel first" basis.

Within i0 years, some spent fuel from utilities will. be over 30 years

of age, and there will be large amounts of 10-year-old fuel. New

shipping casks can thus have reduced, shielding and use the "saved"

. space to carry more fuel assemblies.

The following table presents a conservative estimate of typical

thermal power and radioactivity of spent fuel coming to an MI_.

Time Since Discharge Typical Them_al Power Typical Radioactivity

from Rdactor (years) (watt,s/fuel assembly) (c:uries/fuel assembly___)_

PWR BWR PWR BWR

20 420 160 120,000 45,000

i0 560 220 190,000 72 ,000

5 i000 400 320,000 130,000
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Some consolidation of fuel is anticipated at utilities (up to i0%),

and that fuel would be shipped to an MRS along with the radioactive

,,

apacers, fittings, a/ld other no.n:ffue].Ima.teria].s resu].ting from

consol idat:[o11.

It is est:Lmated that about 0..I.9shi]?ments o£ compacted structural

_]rts for every shipment of consolidated fuel will leave the MRS for a

repo sito ry.

Conc lusion

New cask designs will be licensed by NRC before use. Transportation

routes, infrastructure recDlirements, emergency res_xgnse, and inspections

will be independent of the contents of the casks shipped to an MRS.

Recol_iiel]cle OI' M1.t ,i.g a t.ion

DOE]IS FIlvirol]ltleIltalImpact Statell]ellt should address the dis]}o.sal

of low-level _stes generated on site.

E R Johnson and N. B. McLeod, t_=sessment of C_=]ntrallzed

_ " presented at the ConferenceSpent ]:ue.l Packaging and Storage Facilities,

on Solutions to Nuclear Transpc)rtation Issues, Atomic Industrial Forum,

Inc., Monterey, C.A, June 17, 1985.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REQUIREMENT THAT ONLY SPENT FUEL

THAT PLUS BEEN RE_KOVED FROM THE _/_ACTOR

AT LEAST FIVE YEARS BE TRANSPORTED

Discussion

Five-year _id fuel has a maximum heat output of about 1000 watts,

wl_ich is the equivalent of 75-watt light bulbs spaced a foot apart

on the 14-foot-long fuel assembly. This amount of heat can be accommodated

without using water as a Cask cavity coolant. Thus, current and

anticipated future fuel shipments are said to be "dry" shipments, and _

postulated scenarios involviHg a loss-of-coolant accident would not lead

to rapid heating of the fuel. Furthermore, there is no radioactive water

_o be released in an accident.

All casks have some material used specifically for neutron

shielding. Many of the currently licensed casks, and possibly new

casks to be designed s[_ecifically for five-year-old (and older) fuel,

may have an external tank of water as a neutron shield. This water

contains no radioactive material. Thus, if this shield tank water were

to be lost due to an accident, no radioactive material would be released.

Loss of the neutron shield means that the dose at a distance of i0 feet

would increase from the regulatory limit of i0 mr/hr to something in

the ranqe of 50 to I00 mr/ht --not a significant hazard!

Conclus ion

Five-year-old fuel has a heat output equivalent to _75-watt light

bulbs spaced every foot along the 14-foot length of a fuel assembly.
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Thus, no water coolant is reqT_ired for fuel shipped to or from the

MP_, and the debate about radioactive releases from acciden<s is

(i)
largely moot.

(1)
Office of Technology Assessment, Congress of the United

States, "Managing the Nation's Commercial High.Level Radioactive

Waste," OTA-0-171, March 1985
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ADEQUACY OF A TEST _{AT RESULTS IN AN IMPACT SPEED

OF 30 MPH

i

Issue

Spent fuel casks must be shown to withstand a 30-foot drop (in

the most vulnerable position) onto an tu_yielding surface without

significant leakage of the cask contents. A vertical drop from a

height of 30 feet results in an impact velocity of 30 mph.

Discussion

An important factor is that, in the test, the cask impacts an

unyielding surface. This requirement was specified because it is

completely reproducible and is not subject to any interpretation

differences which modeling of "real" or "typical" structures would

involve. Thus, while the regulations specify an unrealistically low

velocity, they also spec%fy an tmrealistically hard target. In a

ma the_mtical model, an unyield/_g surface is easily achieved. This

4" _ "_ •means _t all of the energ_/ must be absorbed by the package _,_n

unyielding surface occurring in a real accident would be an extraordinary

situation.

For cask testing purposes at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

6m essentially unyielding surface is achieved with a 1,200,000-pound

pad of reinforced concrete set on bedrock. To prevent energy absorption

by cracking of the concrete surface when the cask hits it, two 10-inch

plates of hard steel from old battles]_ips cover the concrete. A

combination of tests and analyses !_roduced ratios of effective veloc '_
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into yielding surface to the test velocity into an unyielding surface

of 7 for soft soil, 3.4 for hard soil, and 2.2 for hard rock. (I)

Thus, dropping the cask onto hard rock at 66 mph is expected to produce

the same damage to the cask as dropping it at 30 mph onto an unyielding

surface. Furthermore, if there is intervening matelial between the

cask and the hard rock, such as the tractor truck cab, the trailer

frame, etc., then the effective test velocity would have to be increased

further to produce the same energy absorption by the cask itself as in

the 30-foot drop £est.

An unyielding surface in an actual accident is very unlikely. In

a head-on crash, for example, the truck tractor would provide significant

energy absorption; thus, the effective crash velocity experienced by

the cask itself is reduced. To verify that engineering calculations

accurately predict crash results, and to demonstrate that the 30-mph

impac t into an unyielding surface encompasses many real accidents at

much higher velocities, four tests were conducted at Sandia National

Laboratory :

_]) A tractor-trailer rig carrying a cask was crashed into a

massive wall at 61 mph. The massive wall was 626 metric tons of

concrete backed by 1580 metric tons of earth.

(2) Another tractor-trailer rig carrying the same cask was

crashed into a massive wall at 84 mph.

(3) A locomotive going at 81 mph crashed into t/le side of a

truck cask on a trailer (simulating a railroad crossing accident) .

(4) A railcar carrying a rail cask was crashed into a massive

wall at 81 mph.

(i)
J. D. McClura, et al., "Relative Response of Ty[_e-B Pack_-._ges

_ ._ " Prcceedi_ngs Sixthto Regulatory and O+Jler !]n_:_],-_ Tes _'-Environments,

International S_nposium on Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive

Materials, Berlin, FRG. November 1980.

-

__
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In the first test, the tractor trailer impacted the wall at 61 mph,

completely destroying the tractor and allowing the trailer to move

forward and solidly impact the wall, crushing the front part of the

trailer also. The cask velocity just as it impacted the wall was

' t
approximately 27 mph. Thus, the 61-mph test resulted in less Impac

to the cask than did the regulatory drop test (at 30 mph) due to the

(2)
absorption of energy in the vehicle structure.

In another test, a cask was dropped from 2000 feet onto very hard,

undist[_bed desert soil. The cask impacted at 235 mph and penetrated

the soil a total of 52 inches. There was no observable damage to the

cask. (3) Later, an identical cask was dropped at the Oak Ridge cask

(4)
testing facility from a height of 30 feet, causing F_me cask deformation.

Thus, the 30-mph regulatory test produced more damage than the

235-mph test.

Conclusion

A 30-mph impact (i.e., a 30-foot drop) of a cask onto an unyielding

surface is equivalent to, or worse than, an _]npact of the cask onto hard

rock at about 66 mph or a 235-mph impact into hardpan soil. When the

effects of the intervening structural material of the transport vehicle

(2)M. Huerta, et aL, "Impact ;U_alysis of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Shippimg Casks," SAND77-0466, July 1978.

(3)I. G. Waddoups, "Air Drop 'rest of Shielded Pmdioactive Material

Containers," SAND75-0276, September 1975.

(4)L. B. Shappert, et al., "The Obsolete Cask Test Program: Test

" OR/TL-TM-1312 April 1975.Number 2,
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are considered, the crash speed of a tractor trailer or a rail.car

required to produce energy absorption by the cask equivalent to the

30-foot drop test is a.].somuch higher than 30 mph, even into unyielding

surfaces Stud]i,,,':,'_,:,:I' ) have estimated tl_at the regulatory test
• , _, ,, ,

conditions are more severe than at least 99 to 99.9% of ali. truck

and train accidents.

(5)
Larry E. Fisher, et al., "An Evaluation of Current Regulations

and Real Accident Conditions," Proceedings of Waste Management '85,

Tucson, AZ, March 1985.

u .... ,,u, ,j ,, ' ..... , _, lr _, ,, , , ,,_ ,, , _l ,111,1, ' '_ ,} ' ' ' " ..... ' ' ,q ' rlqPIk,' ' '1 r "1',1'n _1,'_ 'f 'lr
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ADEQUACY OF A FIRE TEST AT 1475°F EOR 30 MINUTES

Issue

The NRC regulations specify that a spent fuel cask must be exz_0sed

to not less than a totally engulfing thermal radiation environment of

1475°F for 30 minutes.

Discussion

The NRC regulations are criticized for t/he following reasons:

(1) The average temperature of a hydrocarbon fueled fire is 1850°F.

(2) Fires last /longer than 30 minutes.

(3) A torch fi_e test similar to that required for railroad
4

tank cars should be _equired.
i

, (4) The 1982 Caldecott _/nnel fire was more severe than tile

re cFulatory tests. ,
I

i
A key factor is t,he requirement for a totally engulfing fire

because fires tend not to heat the same place all the time. The

imFortance of this fa_t.or is that with an engulfing fire, the cask

cannot transfer heat j!wa,f. If only a portion of the cask is heated

(as in a torch situation or most real fires), then heat is conducted

along the cask in a direction away from the source of heat and then

transferred to the atmosphere or to the ground.
i

f

The presence of large cold body in a fire depresses the flame

temperature so that, i_enerally, fire temi_ratures must be at least
I

1850°F to effectively transfer heat equivalent to the regulatory

requirement. A typical 30-minute fire test requires about 10,000 gallons

of fuel, and to get _-he required ex_osure to an encpllfing high flame
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temperature, the cask must be elevated about 4 feet above the burning

fuel. It is not easy to aohieve the regulatory requirements.

Zt is true that some fuels may burn llotter than 1850°F and that

some fires burn longer tl_un 30 minutes. However, it is difficult to

identify a fuel source that can produce a large and long fire without

special burners and oxygen supplies, For exs/uple, a torch produced by

a hole in an LPG railroad tank car could result in a 4-foot-diameter

flame at 2190°F. Both analyses and tests have shown that such a fire

lasting 30 minutes results in an inner cask wall temperature rise about

one-half that of the required regulatory engulfing fire at a much lower

(1)
tempe ra tur e.

In 1982, a fire occurred in the Caldecott Tunnel in California which

burned about 8500 gallons of gasoline from a gasoline tank trailer. By

analyzing tho damage to the vehicle glass, aluminum, copper, and brass

components and the ttumel concrete and steel com9xDnents, Sandia National

Laboratory investigators (on the scene before the debris was removed)

concluded that the maximum fire temperature was about 1850°F for 23 co

40 minutes, and it was nearly un ifol-m for a distance of i00 to 200 meters.

The probability of such a fire in a tunnel is estJ]nated as about 0.045

per year, and the probability of such a fire including any radioactive

(2)
materials is about 0.000001 per year.

(1)M. G. Vigil, et al., "Measured Thermal Response of Full-Scale

Spent Fuel Cask to a Torch Environment," Nuclear Technology, Vol. 6],
June ]983.

(z)
D. W. Larson, _-t a].., "The Caldecott Tunnel Fire Thermal Environment'

Regulatory Considerations and Probabilities," }roceedings Seventh Inter-

national S_uposium on Packaging and Transl._ortation of Radioactive Materials,

New Orleans, LA, May 1983.
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If a spent fuel cask had been e_xlx]sed to the Caldecott Tunnel

fire, the extent of th.emnal energy absorbed by the cask would have

depended on the cask design. It could have ranged from less than the

(2)
'thermal test requirement to about twice the thermal test requirement.

Exceeding the cask test requirement, however, does not imply a serious

radiation release. In 1978, a cask was exI_sed to an engulfing fire

for 122 mlnutes, r_q_irlng 65,000 gallons of fuel. The cask absorbed

about six times the thermal energy as would have occurred ill the

required thermal test; however, although the cask coolant relief valve

relieved internal pressure (as it was designed to do), the aunount of

radioactivity which could have been released to the environment would

(3)
not have been severe.

It has been estimated that the combined fire temperature and

duration required by the regulatory test envelopes 99.9% of all train

fires and 99.8.3% of all truck fires. (4)

Conclusion

The required regulatory test envelope._i_,all but a few fires, about

one in a tl_usand. However, if the test theznnal requirements were

exceeded, no sig]]ificant releases would be expected, even for thermal

energy absorption several ti.mes that required by the teat.

• ,

(3) ' "
H. R. Yoshimura, "Full Scale Simulation/ of Accidervts on Spent-

Nuclear-Fuel Shipping Systems," Proceedings Fifth Inter1[ational Sy_nposium

on Packaging and Transl_ortation of R_%dioactive Mat.erials, Las Vegas, NV,
May 1978.

(4)A. W. Dennis, "Predicted Occurrence Rate of Severe Transli_ortation

Accidents Involving Large Casks," Proceedings Fifth International

S_nposium on Packaging and Transyxmrtation of Radioactive Materials,

.I_s Vegas, NV, May 1978.
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Recommended Mitigations

Taking into account the large quantities of materials normally

_ 0 nassociated wlth rail translx]rtation, cons!deri g the inherent difficulties

that would be associated with controlling and extinguishing large

fires in tunnels, and combining these with the lack of

infol-mation from experience with railroad tunnel accidents involving

fire, the recommended mitigations are as follows:

(i) Regulations governing rail shil_nents should prohibit trains

carrying spent nuclear fuel from including cars carrying other

hazardous materials, especially placarded fla_aable liquids or gases.

(2) Regulations should also prohibit trains carrying spent fuel

shipments from being in railroad tunnels with otkler trains carrying

placarded fl_uiunabie liquids or gases.
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R_',COMMENDATION FOR AN INSPECTION FACILTTY

A facility is recon_nended for inspeoting inaolning and outgoing

shipments of radioactive materials at the MRS site. The f_cility would

be old,rated by state or local officials (or possibly contractors) who

would inspect for both compliance to federal regulations for transport

of radioactive materials (e.g., external dose rate) and for compliance

to state nonradiological regulations (e.g., properly working brakes).

Thorough /]]spections would be made to assure rigid adherence to standards

for

. radiological safety (e.g., radiological readings of vehicle loads,

. vehicle safety (e.g., maintenance of vehicles), and

. personnel safety (e.g., driver training and performance].

A point system will be established which would trigger various
z

action levels. _.'or ez_m_p]e, five minor infractions would result in a

letter from the inspection facility operator (witl% copies to state and

local official_) to DOE as the shipper, to the private filnn(s) employing

the driver and/or owning the tractor trailer (railcar or barge) equipment.,

and to the utility from which tile shipment originated, infoz_ling them

that shipment privileges will be suspended if corrective action is not

take_ within 30 days. Similarly, i0 minor infractions or 1 major

tinfraction would result in Jxnmediate su_penslon for six months of

shipmcmt privileges of the utility and/or the equipment owner and/or

other res/mnsihle parties. The responsible (state) agency, in consultation

with US-DOT or NRC, would define the infraction types, the action levels,

etc.
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it is intended that the inspection 'be sufficiently rigorous and

•the action levels sufficiently severe that additional .[_r_spection by

the state at ent,ry l>oints into Tennessee and inspection by corridor

states at dleir .z'espective point_ of entry would not be considered a

useful expenditure of taxpayer funds.

Although the general routes Lo be used will be determined by state

officials following US-DOT guidelines, the s_ecific route for a particu].ar

shipment will not be provided to state officials in advancE. Rat.her, the

planned route and _onfirmation that the route was used will be provided

by DOE-to the affected state(s) afterwards. The safeguards (e.g.,

prevention of sabotage) reasons 'for not revealing the exact route in

ad_rance are [u_derstood, but once t21e shipment arrives at the inspection

facility, the reasons become moot. ThereforE, as an i_u_lediate and

independent verification, it is proposed that the planned route an__]

the route confizTaation be obrained by the inspection facility personnel.

In addition to copies of the warning and sanction letters (and

responses), the operators of the instruction facility will provide reports

to local, coz'ridor state, and state officials every ._ix months,

lt is proposed that the facility be funded by the DOE, but it

shall not be put [ruder DOE control,. Operating funds are to be provided

from the Waste Management Fund.
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INSPECTI.ONS

Issue

AI: MRS requires development and imlplementat'].on of a comprehensive

transportation system encompassing the nation's highways, rails, ai_d,

potentially, inland waterway systems and requires speelal personnel,

equipment, and procedures to transport high-level radioactive materials.

DOE intends to use private industry as :nucl: as l_assible. Quality

assurance for the long-reran transportation program requires rigorous

and clearl.y defined inspections on a regular and continuing basis.

Discussion

Inspections will be- needed at the utilities to assure that only

NRC-approved casks are used and that they are loaded pro_-_e..r].y.Inspections

will also he needed to asst_re compliance with regulations regarding the

se.urlng of casks to approved truck trailers, railcars, and barges

Compliance with transportntion regulations at a].l governm<._nt levels

will need verification.

At: present, federal and state depar_anents of •transportation and

state agencies such as pub].ic service co_mnissions provide training and

personnel for inspections of equipme_:t, vehicles, personnel, log books,

etc., while tmuck and rail shipments are en route. For waterways, the

U.S. Coast Guard ]i_)rovides inspection and monitoring services. I]]].nois

and South Carolina currently reqc:ire state inspections and escorts for

a]-i vehicles carrying h.i.gh-].evel radioactive materials, and some other

states are considering similar legi.slation. Ali states now require

[_rmits and some tyi_e of."warning escort to translx_rt unusual or potential].y

dangerous loads, such as oversize equ:[pment, mobile homes, etc.

, ,,
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Tennessee. A Pub].le, $ervJ,ce Colm_:[,sslon task statement proposes

inspection at the state ix]rder of all trucks and trains carrying high-

level radioactive materials. A TPSC motor carrier enforo_-mlent offlaer

would escor'b a h:Jghway shl])ment to tlle nt_arest fixed inspection facility

which would be marlned by federal and state IX]T alld TPSC personnel,

Safety inspections of eaah vehicle and[ hazardous material inspections

of each slzLpping cask would be conducted_ after which a TPSC vehicle

would precede and a second would follow the shipment to the MILS. At

the MRS permanent inspection site, each vehicle and shipplrlg cask would

be inspected by TPSC personnel. Trains would be met at the border by

TPSC personnel qualified in inspection of rail equipment and transportation

of high-level nuclear waste who would conduct ali extensive inspection

of shipping casks, rai.lcars, road bed, and track, using t.he latest

in._pection equipment available. An escort vehicle would follow the

train at a distance sufficient to assure that it would not be involved

in an accident, should one occur. At the MRS, an inspection of shipping

£:asks and rail.car equipment would be made,

Cone lus ion

Currently, barge shi]?ments are not anticipated. DOE has stated

' nthat it would comply with approprlat.. NRC and US-DOT regulations for

truck and rail shipments. Enforcement of regulations beyond those

proposed by NRC and US-DOT are ali unnecessalq/ expenditure of ratepayers'

money.
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RecoI_mended Mitigations

As owner of t3ne spent fuel, DOE should provide qualified

inspectors and training simlar to that currently provided for carriers

of hazardous materials. DOE should also provide and train escort

personnel to accompany each shipment from the point of origin to the

MRS.

With regard to state regulations, the Study Group endorses the

concept of highway vehicular escort. Flashing lights should be used

only for emergencies, and trucks and their highway escorts should be

allowed to travel up to the maximum posted speed limits, as safety

dictates. Trains (and escorts) should observe a 35-mph speed limit

for increased safety.

See also the section on shipment escorts.
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ROUTING : OUTG_DING RAIL

Issue

Shipments of consolidated spent fuel and other high-level wastes

will leave an MRS for permanent repository primarily, if not entirely,

by rail. DOE proposes to" use dedicated trains for this pur[_se.

D iscu ssion

See discussion of routing and infrastructure for incoming rail,

In addition, dedicated trains to a repository will need an adequate

ntunber of buffer cars and engineers, and speed limits and schedules will

need to be established. Delays should be minimal, and dedicated trains

stopped in switchyards should not be in the proximity of other placarded

cars. Special training and qualification by res[_nsible agencies will

be re<9-_ired for engineers and other train personnel.

I_m_]gact Mitigations

The study Group supports the concept of adequately equipped

dedicated trains, priority schedulin9 and speed limits not to

_xceed 35 mph for shipments from an MRS to a permanent repository.

Such trains, meeting the needs discussed above, should move at a steady

rate over qualified track toward their destiiLation by ?:outes that are

as short as possible. There should be a minimum of delay time for crew

changes, and while in switchyards, a dedicated train should not be kept

near other placarded cars. Further, trains to a repository should be

scheduled to leave the Mr<_q.at times that do not conflict wi.th local
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school bus and plant traffic schedules. The Norfolk Southern

Corporation would be an acceptable line for an Oak Ridge MRS if

conditions cited for incoming rail shipments are in effect.

The Study Group supports the concept of qualification for

engineers and other train personnel who transport high'level waste,

_nd the group supports the concept of constant communication between

train, escort, and co_ununication center.

The rail line used would be expected to meet all FRA regulations.
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ROUTING: TRUCK AND HIGHWAY INFRASTRUCTURE

Issue

Some i00 trucks per month of radioactive materials can be expected

to traverse 1-40 and 1-75 coming to an Oak Ridge MRS. There are

currently three major exits _rom 1-40 leading to the proposed sites:

State Road 58, State Road 95, and State Road 162 (Pellissippi Parkway) .

One major exit from 1-75 leads to State Road 61. DOE plans to abide

'"' ,

by the state's recommendations for pr:hnary and secondary routes to and

from the MRS sites (while keeping within US-DOT routing criteria).

With recent improvements that have been made or that are currently

under construction, 1-75 and 1-40 will meet design standards with one

possible exception. The bridge over a county road at log mile 362.27

does not meet current standards for shoulder width.

L'iscussion

The CRBRP site is about five miles and the Beak Creek site is

about nine miles from 1-40 via SR 58. SR 58 from 1-40 to the MRS sites

has several deficiencies as it now stands. It has a 1984 ADT (Average

Daily Traffic) count of 7910 vehicles. Minimum design standards for a

traffic count of more than 5000 vehicles per day in a rural section

require a four-lane highway with a depressed median (DWN No. RD-S-5,

Standard Roadway Drawings TENN.DOT). This route was originally constructed

in 1944 as a two-lane road with 8 inches of base stone and a D.B.S.T.

surface. It has been resurfaced a couple of times since then with a

total depth of asphalt of about 6 inches. In comparison, the interstate

was constructed with 8 inches of base stone and 14 to 16 inches of asphalt.
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This stretch of SR 58 includes t_-laned Gallaher Bridge and a three-

laned overpass. It has homes, businesses, and one center for

handicapped children and adults close to the roadway. Road shoulders

are narrow.

SR 95 from 1-40 to Bear Creek is about six miles, and from there

to CRBRP via Bear Creek Road is four more miles. SR 95 also is

deficient according to current standards. It has a 1984 ADT count

of 4920 vehicles. This would require only a two-lane highway at this
r

time. However, the increased traffic to the MRS could easily put it

above 5000 vehicles per day which would require four lanes. This

stretch of highway has many sharp curves and steep hills that exceed

current standards for maximum curvature and maximum grade. A portion

of this route, from 1-40 to 0.8 mile north of the Loudon County lisle,

was built in 1961 and has adeqmate base and surface. The remaining

section {to the intersection of SR 58) was built much earlier and

does not meet standal'ds for heavy loads. SR 95 includes two-laned

Va_%denBulck Bridge. Only a church and two small business-cs are near

t]_e roadway. The road traverses federal property.

SR 162 (Pe!lissippi Parkway) would meet all standards. However,

it is a much longer distance from the interstate system to the proposed

sites. SR 162 passes through a community business center backed by

housing developments on both sides. Routing onto Bethel Valley

Road to SR 95 or routing from Bethel Valley onto Bear Creek Road

via Scar_ro P_ad would put _,h!L._,_nt__' '_ -, -_ near major
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federal facilities with thousands of e_r_ployees. Scarboro Road is a

city road; Bethel Valley and Bear Creek Roads are on federal property.

These latter three roads are primarily two-laned. A city industrial

park is located along that portion of Bear Creek Road between the two

proposed sites.

Bethel V_lley and Bear Creek Roads are maintained by DOE, but they

would probably require upgrading to acco_nodate the additional truck

traffic. Other local roads that are maintained by the county or' the

city are not indicated as transport routes, but the use of the MRS could

increase thei/" traffic density. Some upgrading of certain roads might

also be needed

Conclusions

The increased truck traffic ,_ould probably cause a serious maintenance

problem if additional base stone and asphalt were not added to state

and local routes. Additional traffic could create a safety hazard

unless routes are improve<_ with new alignment and grade.

Im___r_actMi tigation

The Transportation Study Group finds routing for MRS-bound trucks

via Pellissippi Parkway and via 1-75 exits to be unacceptable as either

preferred or alternate routes; they should be used only if preferred

and alternate routes are not available.

Further, the group belfeves that both SR 58 and SR 95 should be

upgraded to TENN.DOT standards, which would be a new four-lane highway

and a twin bridge across the Clinch River for SR 58. SR 95 should be

upgraded with a new alignment and grade constructed ito current standards.
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If the traffic count is projected to increase to 5000 ADT, SR 95 should

be four-laned and a new twin bridge constructed as well. SR 95 iS the

closest portal to either site for trucks from the east, and SR 58 is the

closest for trucks from the west. Either improved road could become the

preferred route, with tile other serving as alternate.

A map on page 33 shows 1-40, 1-75, and State Roads 58 and 95

leading to both proposed MRS sites.

Local government bodies should expect and receive aid in making

the needed improvements to these routes. The Study Group recommends

that DOE cooperate to the fullest extent with the state in seeing that

funds are provided for improvement of routes as "indicated.

If the CRBRP site is chosen, an alternate route, though it seems

less desirable, could be a new road of approximately 1/2 mile from

1-40 to the southern tip of the peninsula. A cost-benefit analysis may

be indicated if this route initially looks promising. Such a road would

keep trucks on interstates for the longest time.

The Transportation Study Group believes that, as a rule, trucks

to and from the MRS should avoid major t/'affic flows of the surrounding

work population, and, to the extent possible, travel in adverse weather

conditions should be avoided.

The Study Group supports the concept of constant communication

between truck driver, escort, and communication center.

The Study Group also supports the implementation of a program for

training and qualifying drivers of transports of high-level wastes, to

be funded by DOE.
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ROUTING= BARGE AND MIXED MODE

Issue

The former CRBRP site is directly accessible by barge. Truck

service would have to be added to reach the Bear Creek site for an

Oak Ridge MRS. The possibility exists for utilities sending spent

fuel to an Oak Ridge MRS to use a combination of barge, raflroad,

and highway transport.

Discussion

Barge transport advantages are safety related: Routes do not cut

through dense populations, speeds are slow, and water is readily available

in case of fire.

Barge transport disadvantages are economic: Some of £he affected

utilities and proposed reL_ository sites do not have ready access to

waterways. Several large easks (i.e., rail-type) at one time would be

required to make barge transport cost-effective. Casks would be limited

in number and expensive to build and to lease. To commit several to slow

travel would reduce their availability and increase their use charge.

A combination of barge and rail or truck transport to an Oak Ridge

MRS seems unlikely because of the costs involved. With both rails and

roads onto both proposed sites, the use of more than one mode of transport

for shipments within the four-county area seems relnote.

DOE does not propose to ship any high-level waste by air.
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Conclusions

It does not appear that barge transport for a proposed MRS

facility in Oak Ridge would be a high priority for development, nor

does it seem likely that Anderson, Roane, Loudon, and Knox counties

would be concerned with more than one mode of transport for any given

shipment. The Transportation Study Group did not make a study of

barge systems, barge routes, or the impacts of mixed-mode transport.
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SHIPMENT ESCORTS

Issue

A proposed rule change by the Nuclear Regulatory Conm_ission would

eliminate the requirement for armed escorts to accompany shipments of

spent nuclear fuel that is more than 150 days out of a reactor.

Discussion

In the past, NRC regulations have required that shipments of spent

nuclear fuel and other materials of high radiation levels be accompanied

by armed escorts, usually in separate vehicles, when passing through
J

urban environs and other locations of high population concentrations.

The principal rationale for vehicular escort is related to the assurance

of safeguards against possible terrorist attacks or other acts of

sabotage. Notwithstanding these original bases for escort req%irements,

it is the opinion of the Transportation Study Group that the principal

benefit derived from an escort of spent fuel shipments is the ensured

' capability of early ala_qn in case of a transportation accident. Ass_uuing

that a critical element to successful mitigation of a transportation

accident is the earliest possible intervention of emergency response

resources, a requirement that escorts be provided in separate vehicles

would ensure such early intervention.

Alternative methods of tracking shipment vehicles, discussed

in concept, would rely on recent technological advances and involve

schemes such as radio communications and possibly satellite tracking.
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Recommended Mitigation

Until alternative methods of maintaining fail-safe t_racking of

shipment vehicles (e.g., satellite transponders), which are not

dependent on action by vehicle personnel, can be fully developed and

demonstrated, a [X3E-provided, adequately trained escort in a separate

vehicle should be provided for each shipment as an operational requirement

for MRS transportation. The escort will assure continuous contact with

the transportation control center and provide early emergency response.
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EMERGENCY PLANNING

Issue

The expected frequencies of spent nuclear fuel shipments into,

through, and out of Roane County/Oak Ridge will require enhanced

levels of emergency planning, preparedness, and training.

Discussion

Documents on emergency response planning indicate the need for

guidance in developing emergency response plans for accidents involving

radioactive materials is not a ,:ecent problem. While responsibility

for immediate protection for public safety rests with the local and

state governments, it is clear that theppotential need is high for

technologically sophisticated resources to effect incident mitigation

if transportation accidents occur that involve spent nuclear fuel.

As concluded by the Federal Emergency Manage/_ent Agency t_trough

C1)
analysis of response to transportation accidents:

Response to some transportation accidents has been

excellent but in other cases there have been

: problems. Some of the recurring problems include

the following :

--Inadequate coordination between organizations

with assigned responsibilities;

z --FaLlure to predesignate a single organization

for on-scene control and coordination;

. --Ineffective con_nunication betwee_n on-scene groups

and their emergency operations centers, public

officials and the public through the media; and

--Lack of active involvement of shippers and carriers

in planning and preparedness activities with state

and local governments.

(i) Federal Eknergency Managem:ent Agency, "Guidance for Developing

State and Local Radiological .Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness

" FEMA Rep-5, March 1983, p. ifor Transportation Accidents,
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_hlowledge of these problems prior to construction of an MRS facility

provides the opportunity to plan for their mitigation in a timely

manner to assure that the experiences cited by FEMA are not replicated

in Tennessee.

NRC licensing procedures require that approved e/nergency plans be

developed for reactor sites. These emergency plans must include

plans for addressing transportation accidents involving radioactive

materials. NRC procedures also require periodic drills to ensure

that personnel involved are properly trained and to provide evaluation

of emergency plans.

Recommended M;iti_atio n

NRC licensing, as proposed for the MRS facility, should include

requirements for fully coordinated emergency plans in. a fashion similar

to those required for nuclear power reactors, in addiition, because of

the higher number of spent fuel shipments in the vicinity of the MRS,

planning for transportation accidents alorlg the shipping routes should

be given special consideration. These plans should explicitly require

involvement of both the shipper (i.e., DOE) and carriers. Involvement

of the latter should be included as a clearly stated criterion irl DOE

shipping contracts.
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TRAINING FOR EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONDERS

Issue
.___._.._.._

Local first responder groups and organizations impacted by

shipments of spent fuel to an MRS should be adequately trained and

equipped to protect the public's safety and themselves in the event

of a tr._u_sportation accident.

Discussion

The increased nt_nber of shipments associated with the siting of an

MRS facility in Oak Ridge carries an increased probability for

transportation-related accidents. This increased probability creates

an increased potential for local-level fire service, rescue squad,

and law erforcement agencies to become involved as first responders.

Indications are that local-level first responder organizations along

the proposed routes through Tennessee lack adequate training and basic

equipment to address an accident in the most efficient and effective

manner.

While the obvious answer to this concern is the provision of the

necessary training and basic equipment, what is not so obvious is from

what source funding will be provided• One approach is to conduct a

simple risk _benefit analysis regarding funding. Such an analysis should

be conducted at the level of the MRS operation rather than at the

emergency response training a/ld equipment level. Appropriate questions

are:

. Who benefits from the siting of an MRS?

• Who is at risk as a result of that siting?

. Is the relative burden between benefactors and those at risk

disproportionate?
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pr_NOTIFICATION OF SHIPMENTS

Issue

Federal reg_21ations governing spent fuel shipments require

notification to states prior to shipments through those states.

Research indi_-a tes that little, if anything, is done with this

prenotification and that in only a very few instances is the prenotification

information shared with emergency service agencies at the local level.

Discussion

The original intent of prenotification seems to have been to

allow states and their involved agencies to make planning decisions

regarding resource allocations. The assumption was that prior notification

would lead to better preparation and thus result in safer shipments,

or at least enhancedaccident response. Although it is generally agreed

that focal-level emergency service units would be likely to arrive first

at the scene of a transportation accident, it is interesting .,_o note

I! ' '
that this mltlgation" type of information is not shared with the

jurisdictions most likely to benefit from it.

The question, then, is: Does prenotification of shipments coming

through a local jurisdiction enhance its capability to zespond to a

transportation accident? This question was raised at hhe emergency

plalming session of the Transportation Workshop held on Septen_ber 6, 1985 (i)

(1)Sponsored by the Transportation Study Group,of_ the Clinch

River N_RS Task Force and held at Roane State Communl_-y college,

Harr_nan, TN.
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A majority of the panelist._ agreed that passing prenotifieation

to the local level posed a time constraint problem and caused concern

over the confidentiality. Moreoever, session attendees agreed that

prenotification information should not be shared with the general

public. Ruasons ranged from security safeguards to traffic congestion

from "rubber-neckers" to "reinforcement of the false stigma that spent

fuel is more hazardous than any other hazardous material." Thus, the

answer must be that it males no different whether prenotification

e,Lhances local-level response capabilities, as such information is

not likely to be provided through current structures.

Another consensus from session panelists was that the best means

for enhanci/_g local-level response capabilities is development of

qood emergency plans, proper initial and follow-up training of the

response personnel, and provision of specialized equipment. If all

of these components are in place, response to a transportation accident

will be adequate.

Conclusions

Because the numbers of shipments est/lnated to enter an MRS are

a_ the order of five trucks per day (in addition to about i0 trains per

month), this effectively constitutes prenotification; i.e., as long as

an MRS is operating, there will be shipments. The Transportation Study

Group believes that as long as the recommended mitigations related to

emergency planning activities and training are provided, prenotification

to the local jurisdictions surrounding the biRS will not be required.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS

(i) Col,_mtu_ication should be continued between the appropriate

federal agencies and local governments as the _MRS concept develops.

If an MRS is approved by Congress, any additio_nal recommendations from

the local governments concerning the transporh of spent fuel should be

given top-priority consideration by DOE. ,

(2) A "gold star" inspection (defined as inspection for rigid

adherence to standards for radiological safety_ vehicle safety, and

personnel safety) should be made by a non-DOE agency at the MRS site

on each transport vehicle (including trains) entering and leaving the

MRS. Compliance to regulations should be strict_\y enforced. Any violations

of regulations or standards should be dealt with_iswiftly and effectively,

up to and including suspension of shi_uents. Opel._ating funds for the

inspection facility should be provided from the W_Iste Management Fund.
'I

DOE should provide qualified inspectors at the point of shipment

origin and at the MRS as well as training similar to that currently

provided for carriers of hazardous materials.

(3) The Study Group sup[_rts the implementation of programs for

training and qualifying drivers of transports of hic_h-level wastes,

such programs to be funded by DOE. The group also supports the concept

of qual_fication for engineers and other train personnel who trans_ort

high-level wastes.

(4) Railroad tracks to be used at either proposed site should be

Class IV. DOE should assure the upgrading to Class IV of current track

within the four counties where necessary to accommodate freight trains

carrying radioactive materials to and from the Lv_S, even if financial

assistance to railroads is required.

DOE should assure that strengthening or replacement of railroad

bridges, if required, will be carried out.

The Study Group supports the concept of adequately equipped dedicated

trains with priority scheduling and speed limits not to exceed 35 mph for

shipments from an MRS to a permanent repository. Such trains should move

at a steady rate over qualified track toward their destination by routes

that are as short as possible. There should be minimum delay time for

crew c_anges, and while in switchyards, a dedicated train should not be

kept near other placarded cars. Trains to a repository should be scheduled

to leave tile MRS at times that do not conflict with local school bus and

plant traffic schedules.

Regulations should prohibit trains carrying spent nuclear fuel

from including cars carrying other hazardous materials, and t_rains

carrying spent fuel should not be in railroad tunnels with other trains

transporting placarded flanamable liquids or gases.
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(5) Carriers moving shipments to axld from an MP_S should adhere

to all state and federal regulations to which any commercial carrier

is subject.

(6) The Study Group supports the concept of constant communication

between truck driver, escort, and transportation communication center.

(7) Until a method of maintaining fail-safe tracking of shipment

vehicles can be developed and demonstrated, DOE should train and provide

an esoort _n a separate vehicl_ for each shipment from the point of origin

to tkle MRS. Flashing lights on the escort should be used only for emergencies.

(8) State Road 58 should be upgraded to TENN.DOT standards, which

include four lanes and twin bridges. SR 95 should be aligned and graded

to current standards, and, if the traffic count is projected to increase

to 5000 ADT, become four-laned and have a new twin bridge. DOE should

cooperate to the fullest extent with the state in providing funds for

these improvements.

Exits from 1-75 and exits from 1-40 onto SR 162 should be used only

if preferred and alternate routes are not available.

As a rule, trucks to and from the MRS should avoid major traffic

flows of the surrounding work population and, to the extent possible,

travel during adverse weather conditions.

If the CRBRP project site is chosen, the feasibility of a new road

of approximately 1/2 mile from 1-40 to the southern tip of the peninsula

should be investigated.

i (9) NRC licensing of the _[RS should include requirements for fully
coordinated emergency plans similar to those required for nuclear power
plants° Planning for transportation accidents along the shipping routes

s_,buld b_/ given special consideration. Plans should explicitly require
ih_olvement of both the shipper and the carriers, the latter having this

equirement clearly stated in their shipping contracts.
/ (I0) DOE should establish a training program for first responders

in Tennessee similar to the Nevada program. Training should be at a site

provided by DOE Oak Ridge Operations and be for fire service, emergency

medical service, rescue squad, and law enforcement agencies from those

jurisdictions along the approved transportation routes. Basic radiological

equipment, funded through the Waste Management Fund, should be provided to

agencies trained through the DOE program.

(ii) DOE's Envirommental Impact Statement should address the

disposal of low-level wastes generated on site at the MRS.
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APPENDIX B

TRANSI'ORTATION STUDY GROUP MISSION AND ISSUES

Geographic Area of Study Group Focus

lt is assumed that statewide transportation issues will be dealt with by

the Tennessee Department of Transportation and/or the Public Service

Commission. The Study Group will focus specifically on transportation

within a four-county area consisting of Auderson, Knox, Loudon, and Roane

Counties.

Transportation Modes

The Study Group will consider truck, rail, and barge transportation modes.

Breadth and Depth of Study Efforts

The major objective of the Study Group is to ascertain how shipments in

and out of the proposed MRS facility would be transported safely through

the four-county target area. Except to the extent that such information

must be generally considered in evaluating transportation safety issues,

it will not be the Study Group's task to engage in detailed technical

analyses of shipping and storage cask design, testing, and handling prac-
tices.

Perceptions of Safety

It is recognized that, whether based on fact or mytI_, public perceptiou

regarding safe transport of radioactive wastes will be a key consideca-

tion in its acceptance of the proposed MRS facility.

Conditions of Acceptance

The Transportation Study Group's contribution to the Task Force effort

will be to eva],uate local. MRS transportation safety issues and note

(I) transportation problems t.hat would preclude local acceptance of the

proposed MRS facility or (2) suggest conditions associated with the

transportation of materials under which the proposed facility might be

accepted.

Study Group Issues

Based on the considerations stated above, the Study Group will address

the following issues:

I. Materials handled by or shipped through the proposed MRS facility

-Substances transported- what fuel and nonfuel materials would be

handled at, or shipped through, the facility?

-Age, heat, and radioactivity of fuel-what ranges might be expected?

--Degree of consolidation- would fuel or other materials be consol-

idated before delivery to the MRS?

-- Packaging -- how would materials be packaged within the shipping
c ask s?

- Licensing -- which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting legis-
lation?
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2. Routlng of trucks, trains, and barges

- Primary and alternative routes - would they be designated Jointly

by the federal, state, and local governments? Would there be only

one designated route from the interstate system to the MRS facility?

- Marshalling areas -- if used, where would they be located and how

would they be administered?

- Notification of shipments -- would state and local governments be

notified of spent fuel and other material shipments to the MRS?

- Licensing - which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing and regulation by other federal agencies? Which

would be governed through enacting legislation?

3. Infrastructure requirements

- Design and condition of roadways, rail lines, river locks- what

standards would apply?

- Infrastructure maintenance impacts- what impact would _ ship-

ments have on roadways and rail lines? Who would finance improve-

ment and maintenance costs? Has DOE provided such assistance in

the past in other locations?

- Licensing-- which, if any, of. the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting legis-

lation?

4. Vehicle configuration and operation

-Size and design of trucks and trailers, trains, and barges- who

wi!l set standards?

- Saety design of shipping casks - have safety tests been adequate

- an,.ldo they indicate satisfactory technology?

- -Position of fuel casks, cask car,% ,_arges, etc. -will "buffer

= cars" be used between fuel cars in rail shipments: Will dedicated

- trains be used to bring fuel in and out of the facility?_

-- Speed limits -will special speed limits be established and enforced?

-- Security - how will security be maintained and by whom?

-Licensing- which, if any, of the above items wou].d be subjected

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting legis-
lation?

5. Inspections

--Locations- will inspections be performed at state borders, at the

site, or both? Who will perform them?

-Types of inspections- will inspections cover condition of the
vehicle and driver as well as radioactivity levels?

- --State and local responsibilities- how will responsibilities be
divided?

-Licensing- which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting legis-

lation?

6. Emergency response

- Intergovernmental relationships_

--Manpower, training, and equipment needs- what will local respon-

- sibilities be? How will funding be provided?
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' ' Liability - will the Price-Anderson Act cover any transportation_
related accidents? What will the impact be on insurance rates in

the area due to the operation of the MRS facility?

-Lice_ising- which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting legis-
lation?
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CHRONOLOGY

Formal Meetings _of

MRS Task Force atld Study Groups

Date Time Location Group Ac tivity_

Ju_e 12 9:00am- 4:00pm Nashville Staff DOE Briefing o_I MRS

June 26 ll:OOam- 1:00pm Cookeville Staff Socioeconomic meeting
with State ancl Local

Officials

July 9-11 Nashville Staff DOE Briefing

July 12 12:00 - 3:15pm Oak Ridge Ali Study Groups Orientation

_uly 16 7 7:30am - 8:30am Harriman Executive Committee Regular Meeting

July 18 7:00pm- 9:00pm Oak Ridge Task Force Public Forum

12:00 - 2:00pm Oak Ridge Socioeconomic Regular Meeting

July 22 12:30pm- 415pm Harriman Transportation Regular Meeting

July 24 12:00pm- 2:00pm Harriman Socioeconomic Regular Meeting

July 25 5:30pm .-8:30pm Oak Ridge Transportation Regular Meeting

7'.30pm- 9:45pm Harriman Environmental Regular bleet ng
b

July 30 7:40pm - 9:10pm Oak Ridge En_ironme_tal Regular bleeting

July 31 12:00 - 2:00pm Oak Ridge Socioeconomic Regular Meeting

August I 5:30pm- 9:30pm Harrimatl Transportatiot_ Regular Meetl.ng

August 5 12:00 - 2:lSpm Harriman Environme,ital Regular Meetlng

August 6 12:00 - 2:00pm Oak Ridge Socioeconomic Regular Meeting

August 8 5:30pm- 9'00pm Oak Ridge Transportation Regular Meeting

August 13 7:30pm -lO:50pm Oak Ridge Environmental Regular' Meeting

August 14 12:00 - 2:00pm Oak Ridge Socioeconomic Regular Meetlng

August 15 6:00pm - 8:30pm Harriman Transportation Regular Meetlng

August 20 7:30am- 8;30am Oak Ridge Executive Committee Regular Meetlng

7:30pm -lO:00pm Harri.matl Er_viroumental Regular Meeting

August 21 12:00 - 2:00pm Harriman SocioeconoIllic Regular Meetlng

.,L......................................................................................
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Date Time ,, Location Group Ac tivity.

August 22 4:00pm- 6:40pm Oak Ridge 'rrat_sportation Regu[ar Meeting

August 26 7:30pm- 9:30pm Kingston ',['askForce Regular Meeting

August 27 ,_ 7:30pm- 9:30pm Oak R'l.dge Task Force Workshop

August 28 6:15pm- 9:30pm Oak Ridge Socioeconomic Regular Meet_Ing

August 29 )_ Morris, IL Socioeconomic T_'ip to fu_l

handling facility

5:00pm - 9:30pm Kingston Transportation Regular Meeting

August 30 >f 7:00am - 8:30am Oak Ridge Study Group Chai:rmen Called Meeting

September 3 5:00pm - 9',OOpm Kingston _)cioeconomie Regular Meeting &

Public Workshop on
Soc ioeconolnic Issues

7:00pm- 9:00pm Roane County Environmental. visit to property
across Clinch River
from MRS site,

NeighborI1ood Meet ing
oa Environmental

Issues, Bradbury

Community

September 4 12:00 - 2:00pm Oak Ridge Environmental Regular Meeting

September 5 5:30pm .-10:O0pm Harriman Transportation Regular Meeting

September 6 9:00am- 3:00pm Harri.lnalL Transportation Public Workshop on
Traasportation Isuues

September Idaho, Task Force Repre- DOE Western

9-13 Nevada, sentatives & Staff Facilities Trip
New Mexico

. SC Socioeconomic Trip to radioactiveSeptember I0 "_ Barnwell,

Members waste disposal
facilities

September 16 4100pm-- 9:30pm Oak Ridge Socioeconomic Regular Meeting

September 19 5:00pm -ll:OOpm Oak Ridge Transportation Regular Meeting

7:30pm -lO:O0pm l-larriman Environmental Regular Meeting

September 217 9:00am .- 6:00pm Oak Ridge Socioecoaomic Develop Draft Report
' to Task Force



Date , Time LocatiOtx Gr outp,__. Activity.

September 23 12:00 -6:O0pm Oak Ridge Task got'ce ]]rief_tlgFor Area

Cha[ mien, Staff Lt_gislators
Represetttat iv+_+
a t'xcl DOE

Represerttat ives

September 24 7:30pm +-'ll:OOpm Oak Ri.clge Fmvirotttnental Regular Meeting

Septembor 25 5:00pm ~lO:OOpm Oak Ridge Transportation R_gular Meeting

September 26 I:30pm-IO:30pm Oak Ridge Task t+orce Jo.in_ Study Group

Meeting to Revi.ew
Draft Reports

September 30 5:00pm-+ 7:15pm Oak Ridge Envirotlttlenta[ Cal_ed Meeting

7:30pm- 9:30pm Oak Ridge Task Force R.egular Meeting,

Panel of Represent:a-
rives of Groups

Opposlng the MRS

October 2-3 Washington, Study Group Trip to Brief DOE on
D.C, Chaicmen & Staff Tentative Task Force

Represe,ntat [ves Po sition

October 7 5:00pm- 8:30pm Oak Ridge Socioeconomic Called Meeting

October 8 _. 5:00pm - 8:00pm Oak Ridge Trausportatlon Cal.led Meeting

October + 10 _ 7:30pm ++ll:40pm Kingston '].'ask Force Special Publ. ic Meeting,
Fittat i)e iiberat ion ott

Executive Summary
t(e I}Or t

,,

October 21 ? 7:30pm-ll:(}Opttl Oak Ridge Task Force Present Final Report

, t;oOak Ridge City
Council

'October 22 ? 7:30pm-J.O:30pm Kingston Task Force Present Final ReporL+

to Roane County
Commission
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Task Force blemorandum No, I

ToI Peter Gross Date: August i4, 1985

ORO/I,IRS of fice _

From: Shirley llendrix, Chairperson

Transportation Study Geoup

Subject: QUESTIONS FROM THE TRANSPORTATION STUDY GROUP

Please respond at your earliest convenience to the following questions:

A, Substances Handled at the MRS

1. What fuel and non-fuel substances would be transported through

the proposed MRS facility?

2, lt l_as been suggested that in addition to repackaging, storing,

and shipping spent nuclear fuel, the proposed MRS facility might
act as a marshalling point for defense wastes and other radio-

active materials being sl_ipped to the repository, What are DOE

pl.ans :in this. regard?

3, Wit.ltl:egard to spent fuel, please provide answers to the following:
-Wha't would the minimum age of the fuel assemblies be?

- What thermal heat and radioactivity levels could be expected

of the spent fuel?
-To wllat degree would arriving fuel rod.q be consolidated?

-Would ali fuel assemblies be shipped dry?

4, How would the items noted in the above questions be regulated?

Would they ali be subject to NRC licensing? Would they be for-

really addressed in Congressional authorization of the HRS facility?

B. Shipping Casks

I, What are the general specifications for' designof shipping casks

and tle-downs?

2. What analysis has been completed of actual accidents involving

shipping casks?

C, Shipping Routes

1, What primary and secondary rail, road, and water shipp:lng routes
will be established through Anderson, Knox, Loudon, and Roane
Counties?

2, Does DOE anticipate more t.han one access to the MRS facility from
the interstate highway system?
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3, How would routing be regulated? Would routes be subject to NRC
licensing? Would they be formally addressed in Congressional

authorization of the MRS facility?

D. Public Roadways

I. What characteristics will be required of roadways used as trans-

portation routes for spent fuel trucks in terms of width, load

bearing capacity, size, and structure of shoulders, bridges, and

over/underpasses, unencumbered right of way, etc,?

2. If capital improvements are required to bring current roadways

up to higher standards, is it DOE's intention to provide finan-

cial assistance to complete them prior to operation of the pro-

posed MRS facility?

3. Would availability of adequate roadways be subject to NRC licen-

sing? Would such issues be formally addressed in Congressional

authorization of the MRS facility?
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R__esponse to Task Force Memorandum No. 1

A. Substances Handled at the MRS

I. What fuel and non-fuel substances would be transported

through the proposed MRS facility?

Answer

The MRS facility is intended for receiving spent nuclear fuel

assemblies from civilian nuclear reactors in both consolidated

and unconsolidated (intact) form. In the case of consolidated

spent fuel, the MRS facility will accept the associated
non-fuel assembly hardware (and fittings, guide tubes,

spacers, etc._. Beyond this, there are currently no specific

plans to receive non-fuel substances from civilian nuclear
reactors or any other source.

2. It has been suggested that in addition to repackaging,

storing, and shipping spent nuclear fuel, the proposed MRS

facility might act as a marshalling point for defense wastes
and other radioactive materials being shipped to the

repository. What are DOE's plans in this regard?

Answer

As stated in the response to Question No. i, DOE has no

specific plans to receive non-fuel substances, including
commercial or defense wastes, at an MRS facility. While the

possibility that commercial or defense wastes may be routed

through an MRS facility (to become part of a dedicated train

shipment of spent fuel to a repository, perhaps) has not been
ruled out, DOE has identified no compelling reasons or

incentives to date for handling or storing commercial or

defense wastes at an MRS facility.

3. With regard to spent fuel, please provide answers to the

following:

- What would the minimum age of the fuel assemblies be?

- What thermal heat and radioactivity levels could be expected

of the spent fuel?

- To what degree would arriving fuel rods be consolidated?

-Would all fuel assemblies be shipped dry?

Answer

The current intent for an MRS facility will be to accept spent

fuel on an "oldest fuel first" basis and to not accept any

: spent fuel which has not been cooled in the spent fuel pool of
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a nuclear power plant a minimum of five years (i.e.,

short-cooled fuel). This procedure is set forth in the

Standard Contract for Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and/or

High Level Waste between DOE and the owners or generators of
such fuel or waste (I0 CFR Part 961). However, the cont_.'act

also p_ovides that in emergency cases where a nuclear power
reactor has been shut down permanently, DOE may accept

short-cooled fuel The contract provides that DOE, and not
the owners or generators of such fuel, shall decide if

short-cooled fuel will be accepted by DOE. NRC regulations do
not pemnit sto[-age of spent fuel that is less than one year

old at an independent spent fuel storage facility. The['efore,

DOE may, in certain cases, knowingly accept short-cooled fuel.

It is important to bear in mind that by 1996, the projected

first year of operation of an MRS facility, there will be an

abundance of fuel well over ten yea_-s old. Some fuel will be

over thirty yeat-s old by that time. Also, considering that

the p_ojected spent fuel acceptance rate of an MRS facility at

full operational capacity is 3,000 MTU per year, there will

continue to be a large supply of oveL- ten year old fuel at
nuclear power plants for "oldest fuel first" priority shipment

to an MRS facility foL-many years after 1996.

Thermal Heat and Radioactivity_ Levels

The table below presents information on the approximate

the[_nal power and radioactivity levels of spent fuel of
different ages based on a burnup of 35,000 Mwd/MTIHM. (This

is a high buh'nup estimate. Most spent fuel is expected to be
subjected to a lower burnup and have lower- values of the_-mal

power and radioactivity than those presented in the table.)

TIME SINCE DISCHARGE THERMAL POWER RADIOACTIVITY

FROM REACTOR (w/MTIHM) (ci/MTIHM)
(YEARS)

20 900 250,000

, i0 1,200 400,000

5 2,200 700,000

W- Watts - thermal

Mwd- Megawatt - days, thermal

MTIHM- Metric Tons Initial Heavy Meta]
Ci- Curie

(Typical PWR assembly has 0.463 MTIHM, BWR assembly has 0.181
MTIHM )



Rod Consolidation

Rod consolidation at nucleaL" power plants is not expected to

occur on a widespread basis. The incentive for rod

consolidation at nuclear power plants is increased storage

capacity to permit longer plant operation before lack of

storaqe capacity forces indefinite reactor shutdown. Rod

consolidation is only one of several approaches that utilities

may take to deal with dwindling spent fuel pool storage
capacity. Reracking spent fuel pools to hold more intact fuel

assemblies, transshipment of fuel from one spent fuel pool to
another spent fuel pool owned b_ 'he utility, and storage in

dry storage casks are other opt _s that utilities may

. "The Need for" and Feasibility ofconsider In the report,

Monitored Retrievable Storage - A Preliminary Analysis",

DOE/RW-0022, ApL_il 1985, DOE projected that, with an MRS

facility in the system by 1996, there would be a need for

additional at-reactor storage capacity for 3,300 MTU of spent

fuel if no utilities transshipped any fuel and reracking spent

fuel pools (a less costly alternative than consolidation)
occurred to the maximum extent. (This estimate has a high

degree of uncertainty associated with it since it is based on
projections of future nuclear fuel consumption.) If the

storage of all of this excess spent fuel were to be

accommodated by rod consolidation in spent fuel pools, then

abot_t 6,600 MTU of spent fuel would be consolidated. (This
assumes a consolidation ratio of 2 to I, an achievable _:atio.)

This amount of spent fuel is roughly ten percent Qf the total

amount of spent fuel projected to be shipped to an MRS

facility and then on to the first geologic repository. Since

it is unlikely that all additional at-reactor storage capacity

needs will be accommodated by rod consolidation, DOE expects

that 6,600 MTU is a reasonable upper bound for the estimated

amount of consolidated spent fuel which may be shipped to an

MRS facility.

Fuel Assemblies

DOE is not pursuing and has no plans to pursue any shipping or
storage cask design studies which require a liquid coolant.

DOE intends to design and operate a completely dry MRS

transportation, receiving and handling, and storage system.

4. How would the items noted in questions i, 2, and 3 be

regulated? Would they all be subject to licensing? Would

they be formally addressed in Congressional authorization of

the MRS facility?
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Answer

For the MRS facility itself, everything inside the fence

surrounding the MRS site, is subject to an NRC licensing

requirement. NRC will consider all aspects of the operation

of the MRS facility to assure that it can perform all intended

operations in a safe manner. When NRC is satisfied that the

MRS facility meets or exceeds all of its criteria for

licensing, a license that specifically sets forth the

operations that may and may not be performed at the MRS
i

facility will be issued. NRC will then monitor the

construction and subsequent operation of the MRS facility

throughout the life of the facility.

With regard to transport of spent fuel from nuclear power

plants to an MRS facility and from an MRS facility to a

geologic repository, DOE intends to utilize a fully licensed

system including NRC certified casks. (For additional

information, see response to question B-3o) Regarding

Congressional approval of an MRS facility, the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982 (P. L. 97-425) does not set forth any

criteria which is to be addressed by Congress in considering

the MRS proposal. While DOE may suggest language, no

assurance can be given that a particular item will be

addressed by the Congress should they elect to approve this

project. The searching technical and operational issues

addressed by these questions would not normally be included in

the Congressional approval.

B. Shipping Casks

I. What are the general specifications for design of shipping
casks and tie downs.?

Answer

The regulations pertaining to the packaging and transportation
of radioactive materials are found at I0 CFR part 71. Subpart

F of I0 CFR part 71 sets forth specific transport performance

criteria for package (cask) certification. These criteria are

not transport mode specific. In other words, the same criteria

applies to a cask whether it is intended for transport by

truck rail, or barge. However, NRC does require, as part of

the criteria for certifying a shipping ask, that the applicant

specify the transport mode that the cask is intended for use

in, i.e., truck, rail or barge. The Certificate of Compliance

issued by NRC then stipulates that the cask is certified for

use in that specified transport mode only.
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SubpaL-t F sets forth criteria for both normal conditions of

transport and for hypothetical accident conditions. The

criteria for norina], conditions of transport address cask

response to heat and cold, low and high external pressure,

vibration, water spray, a sho_'t free drop, a sharp corner

drop, a compressive load and penetration by a free falling
weight. The criteria for hypothetical accident conditions are

much more stringent in the areas covered. A single specimen

(cask) must survive the following tests:

- a f_-ee d_op of the cask tht_ough a distance of nine meters

(30 feet) onto a flat, essentially unyielding horizontal
surface, striking the surface in a position for which

maximum damage is expected

- a free drop of the cask through a distance of one mete_ (40

inches) onto a vertical steel cylindrical bar 15 centimeters

(6 inches) in diameter in a position for which maximum

damage is expected

- exposu[-e of the enti_.-e cask fo_ not less than 30 minutes to
a fit-e of at least 800°C (1475 [')temperature

- immersion under 0.9 meters (3 feet>) of water for a peL-iod

of not less than eight hou1_s.

A separate, undamaged cask must be subjected to a water _

pressu_e equivalent to Jmme['sion under 15 meters (50 feet) of

water for a period of eight hou_.-s.

Subpart E of I0 CPR part 7] sets forth specific thermal and

radioactive performance criteria fo_" package (cask)

certification. With regard to the shipping asks envisioned

for use in transporting spent fuel to and from the MRS
v!

facility (i.e., exclusive use" shipping casks), the following
thermal and radioactive criteria apply:

- in still air at 38°C (100°F) and in the shade, no

accessible szrface _f a package shall be at a temperature
exceeding 82-C (180 F)

- the radiation level shall not exceed 200 millirem per hour._

on the accessible external surface of the package unless the

following conditions are me, in which case the limit is

],000 millirem per hour:
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o the shipment is made in a closed transport vehicle

o provisions are made to secu_:e the package so that its

position within the vehicle remains fixed during

transportation, and
o there aL-e no loading or unloading opeL'ations between the

beginning and end of the transportation.

- the radiation level shall not exceed 200 millirem peL< flour

at any point on the outer surface of the vehicle including

the upper and lower su_-faces_ or, in the case of an open
vehicle, at any point on the vertical plaines pL'ojected from

the outer edges of the vehic].e, on the upper surface of the

load, and on the lower exteL'nal surface of the vehicle

- the radiation level shall not exceed I0 millirem per houL " at

any point two meters (6.6 feet) from the vertical plaines

represented by the outer lateral, surfaces of the vehicle or,
in the case of an open vehicle, at any point two meters

(6.6) feet from the vertical plaines pL'ojected from the

outer edges of the conveyance. (This performance

specification is, in p#actice, almost always the limited
case for cask design, ft:ore a L-adiological standpoint. That

is, a cask designed to satisfy this perfoL'mance

specification, will usually exceed the other radiological

peL-formance specifications handily.) The radioactive

peL-formance criteria for shipping casks found under Subpart
E of I0 CFR Part 71 can also be found in Department of

Transportation "regulations peL'taining to the packaging of
radioactive materials for" tr-ansportation set lot-rh at 49 CFR

173.441.

2. What analysis has been completed of actual accidents

involving shipping casks?

Answer

There have been numerous analyses of potential accidents

from spent fuel shipments. Many of these analyses were done

to support development of the NRC and DOT regulations that

govern these shipments. In general, compliance with these

regulations assures that the risks of these shipments are well

within acceptable limits. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
is better- able to p_'ovide a comprehensive list of past and

current analyses in this regard. If after reviewing the

information provided below you desire more information, we

will be pleased to make them aware of your additional
: interests.
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The general nature and approximate magnitude of the

accident risk associated with the shipment of spent fuel from

reactors to an MRS facility and from an MRS facility to a

geologic repository is presented in "Siting of an MRS

Facility: Identification of a Geographic Region that Reduces

Transportation Requirements". , PNL-5424, April 1985. The key

findings of this prelilninary analysis are presented below.

'rile risks t'esulting from accidents associated with the

transportation of spent fuel include exposure of the public to

radioactive materials that might be released from the shipping

containeL _ in a very severe accident and fatalities and

inju_'ies produced in transportation accidents that do not

release radioactive materials (i.e., risks that are

independent., of the cargo being carried). Locating the MRS

facility to reduce shipment miles should resu].t in the

reduction of transportation related risks. This reduction is

risks occurs primarily because truck shipments coming into the
MRS are combined into a smaller numbeL _ of outgoing rail

shipments. However, the risks associated with the

transportation opet_ation are small, so the risk reduction is

pr-ol)ably not significant from a public safety standpoint.

Radiological. Risks from Accidents

The previously cited document identified several detailed

studies of _e_t3_uel transpoL_tation risks that have been
performed. ' These studies have shown that accident

conditions so seve_;e as to be hypothetical are required to

bL-each the containment integ_:'ity of spent fuel shipping

packages. Even in this case, the physical characteristics of

spent fuel make it very difficult to disperse in even a very
severe accident. Because of this, an accident tl_at did

compromise the shipping-package containment would most likely

result in the release of only small amounts of radioactive
material from the fuel. These releases could result in the

population in the vicinity of the accident receiving

relatively small radiation doses from radioactive materials

that might be inhaled following the accident. These doses are

not expected to be large enough to produce immediate health

effects, but currently accepted dose response models predict

that there would be a slight increase in the number of fatal

cancers in the exposed population. These cancers would

typically occur ].5 years or mo_:e after: the exposure.
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AveL'age _:adio].ogical L'isks ii"ore accidents per mile of

travel foL_ trLlck and L_ail shipments of spent fuel }lave been

develop in a recent study by tile T]:'ansportation Technology

Cen_,[{r. _) Rail shipment risks were estimated to be 2.7 and
i0 -_ latent canceL" fatalities]_ec cask-mile and tL'uck _'isks
wez:e estimated to be 2.4 x I0 latent canceL" fatalities per

cask-mile. Rail L-isks aloe higher because mol:'e severe accident

envi_onmerlts are possible in train accidents and because a
rail cask contains 6 to 9 times moL'e fuel than a t1._uck cask.

The latter- factor t'esults in a la_'ger pL-edict:ed L-elease ft'ore a

_._ail cask if an accident sever'e enough to bL-each the casks

occurs. However, since fewer shipments awe L:equired with the

higher capacity train casks, these values indicate that the

risks from rail shipments and t_:uck shipments a_.:e rough].y

eguivalent foL" tlle transpoL-tation of a given amount of fuel..

The higher" unit _isks associated with L'ail shipments a_:e

offset by the t-eduction in the number of shipments L'equiL-ed.

Lat'er, more pL-ecise analyses of L-all vs. truck and tL_eatment

of dedicated trains carrying ].arge1: shipments of casks will be

pL'esented in the [..iA.

NonL'adioloqical Risks ft-ore Accidents

Trucks and trains cat-L-ying spent fuel will be involved in

transportation accidents at about the same rate aL trucks and

trains carL-ying other kinds of hazat'dous material.s. These

accidents can result in fatalities and injuries to people in

other vehicles involved in the accident, even when no

L'adiatio_n8exposut-es occur._. Reference 4 contains estimates of

2.9 x I0 fatalities per shipment mi]:_ foL" accidents
involving rail shipments and 8.8 x I0 fatalities peL-

shipment mile for truck shipments. These factors indicate that

nonradiological risks from accidents involving spent fuel

shipments would be substantia].ly less for _'ail shipment than

for truck shipment of an equiva].ent amount of fuel. The modal
shift resu].ting from operation of an MRS facility would

substantially decrease the nonradiologica] risks [.tom

transportation accidents.

Consolidation of the fuel at the MRS facility would

furthe[- reduce these L-isks. Use of multiple-cask shipments

from the MRS facility to the repository would fu[-ther reduce

risks from nonradiological accidents. Nonradiological L'isks

from rail shipments depend on train miles ratheu than cask

miles. Multiple-cask shipments _._educe t_.ain miles and

therefore reduce the number" of accidents that could p_-'oc]uce

nonradiological effects.
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C. Sl_ilpPing Routes

I. What primary and s',,condat'y rail, road and water._ shipping
routes will be established th1:ough Anderson, Knox, Loudon, and
Roane Count ].es?

Answe t"

DOE has just: begun discus,"ioIls,:,with the 'I'enIles,'.i_ee.Public

,.,e_'vicc' e Comm.issio. n to idellttfy t_:'uck and l:'ail access t'outes to
the Cand].date MRS sites I.O}:,plans to abide by the state's

wishes l.'egat'ding pt'.tmat.'y and secondary routes to and f_:'om tile
candidate MRS sites while keeping within the U, ,.,e, l.]epal:tment

of T_'ansportation's criteria reqat'ding _'outin.r_;. At this time
thet'e at'e no plans ffof sh]pl'Jinr waste to oi:'ft'ore an MRS

facility by water'. '.f'he1:efot'e,no watel:'way _._outes at:'e,beinq

invest igated.

2. Does DOE anticipate more than one access to the MRS facility

ft'ore the interstate highway system?

Answ o Y

This matte_: will also be cove['ed .irltile discussions with the

Tennessee Public Set'vlce Commission. DOE has no position on
this mattel; at this time.

3. How much routing will be regulated? Would ['outes be subject

to licensing? Would they be foI:mally addressed irl

Congt'essional authorization of the MRS facility?

Answer

The Department of TiianspoL'tation's (DOT) t*egulations _iegaz'ding

l._outing requillements fo_" _'adioactive materials a_:e found at: 49

CFR 177.825. These regulations pr'oy]de that the designated

carrieL" selects the lloute from "pgeferL'ed" routes specified by

DOT or an alte_._native t'oute may be selected by a State routing

agency in consultation with affected States and local

jurisdictions in accot'dance with I)OT guidelines. Tile NRC

regulates the containers aliCI some other items related to

transportation such as physical, pl:'otection and pL'enotification

but t'.he_$e is no NRC licensin!:] k'e].ated to l:"outing.

The matte_. _ of the content of any Conqt:-es_-iona]_,_ appL_c)val, f,,,ol:

MRS is discussed in the l.*esponse to question 4.
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D. Public Roadways

I. What cha_'aete_'istics will be _::equired of roadways used as

t_tar_sportation _:outes fo_. sper_.t fuel t11ucks in terms off width,

load beat-ing capacity, size, and .-,f'tL'uctul;eoi shouldoL's,

b_'id(..'.les,and ove1:/underpasses, unomcumbered L_J.ght of way,
etc.?

A 11,:.__ We l"

'['he DO'I,' '_:egulations speci[y items 1:_lat.:[nf.l to safet:.y and
mtnimiz:lrlg l:'adiological l:isk that the ca_:'_:'iet" must consider"
when choosinq ["outc_s fol:' _._adioaet:,ive matel:ia]., They have not
estab].ished ,standa_:'ds f.o_: _:oad width, load bead:ing capacJ, ty,
etc, These chat'acteristic_' o_,' ].imits, al:e established ft.or

each _:'oad o_" type of L'oa(I and each t)_.'idge o_,' ov_-_'pass, etc, by
State and loca] officials for: application to all t:r:af!ff.t.c
including t'adl.c._actJ.ve wa_-te ca_:'_.:[et's I)..)_,, wi].], expect .the
caL'_:'.Je_i tc)obse_,'ve c,,._tnt:e and local, vest,:'ictions f!or all

sllipments off its waste.

2, If capita], impl,_ovements are required to b_ing cu_,_ent

h_oadways up to hi qhet._ standat_ds, is it DOE's intention to

provide financial assistance to complete them pt'io_: to

opet'ation of the p['oposed MRS facility?

A n s we _:

C' C_,_ect'.ion 117 of the, NWI?A aclc]L'es,.,e,_, the conc'u]tat[or_,:, and

coope_:'atic',l_ (C&C) pL'ocess, and the w_.:itt.en C&C agr(-.',elrlent that
is _'equih'ed to be negotiated between DOE and t, he State
following authoi:Jzation of the MRS. Section i].7(c)(5) states,

among ethel: things, that the wh'itten ag['eement shall specify

proceduh'es by which the Secbetary shall assist the State and

units off general local government in _"eso].ving o[fsite
I!

concerns, including, but not limited to, ...necessary road

. upg_.'ading and access tc) the site..."

Based on this language in the NWPA, financial assistance fo,:"

possible ['oadway upgl,."ading wou].d be negotiated, and if ag_:'eed

to by DOE and the SLate, would become a pt'ovision in the
w_'itten ag_._eement.
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3. Would availability of adequate L_oadways be subject to NRC
licensing? Would such issues be fot'mally addressed in
Congllessiol]al authorlzat.[on of. the MIIS ffacil[ty?

A rl L.]we ["

51RC reC'.]u;lat',t.ons t'.o assure saf[e sh_pmont, o17 rad.toact::l.vo
maLerJ, a].,,_ address paeka¢lin¢l, ,'.-_afeguardJ. ng an(1 tile
prerlotil!.JcatJon 1: ,_eLate ot."fficia].s, NRC doe,s not have

.,_ " ::_[l:)]]:l.l: I".or th ade(.l_la l: pub],tc y__,_.',;(:lt.l]aLolty L'e,:_l:,t._t] y o . c,'y C) L'oadwa

The matter.' of! t'.he c_ontent oi._ any Col_gl:'es_tiona]. approval f!'ol:
MR,..,c'.t.s discus,_ctd in the response Lo quest:ion 4
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C,eogra_h_.£ Area of Study C____o_]Focus
"lt ts assumed tl_at statewide transport:ation issues wall be dealt with by

the Tennessee Department of Transportation and/or tl_e Public Service

Commission. The Study Group will focus specifically on transportation

within a four-cotlnty area consisting of Anderson, Knox_ Loudon, and Roane
Cou_tles,

Tra,_s[_'tati0n blodes
The Study Groul)----_Til--i-cot_sidertruck, rail, ap.dbarge tr_insportation modes.

Breadth and Depth of Study Efforts

The major objective of the Study Group i_ to ascertain how shipments in

and out of the proposed HRS facility wocild be transported safely through

the four-county target area. Except to the extent that such information

must be generally considered in evaluating transportation safety issues,
lt will not be the Study Group's task to engage in detailed technical

analyses of sltipping and storage cask design, testing, and handling prac-
t ice,e,,

Perceptions of Safety

It is recogn:tzed that, whether ha,qcd on fact or myth, public perception

regarding safe t:ransport of radioactive wastes wall be a key' considera-

tion in its acceptance of the proposed MRS facility.

Conditions of Acceptance

The Transportation Study Group's contribution ,to the Task Force effort
will be to evaluate local WRS transportation safety issues and note

= (I) transportation problems which would preclude local, acceptance of the

proposed MRS faci].ity, or (2) suggest conditions associated with the

transportation of materials under which the proposed facility migl_t be

a ccep t. ed,

Study Group Issues
ase-----d---or-(-t-heconsiderations stated above, the Study Group wall address

the following issues:

i. Materials handled by or shipped through the proposed >IRS facility

--Substances transported- what fuel and non-fuel materials would be

handled at, or shipped through, the facilit:y?

li --Age, heat, and radioactiv:tty of fuel--what Fa[iges might be expected?
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--Dagree of consolidation- would fuel or other materials be consol_

idated before d_livery to tl_eMRS?

-- Packaging - how would materials be packaged within the shipping
cask_?

- Licensing -~ which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

, to NRC licensing? Which would be governed tht'ough enacting legis-
lation?

2. Routing of trucks, trains, and barges

- Primary and alternative routes - would they be designated Jointly

by the federal, state, and local governments? Would there be only

' one designated route fL'om the interstate system to the HRS facility?

- Marshalling areas- if used, where would they be located and how

would they be administered?

- Notification of shipments - would state and local governments be

riotified of spent fuel and other mat_rial shipments to thG MRS?

-Licensing -- which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing and regulation by other federal agencies? Which
would be governed through enacting legislation?

3. Infrastructure requirements

- Design and condition of roadways, rail lines, river locks--what

standards Would apply?

•- Infrastructure maintenance impacts- what would the impact of ship-

ments have on roadways and rail lines? Who would finance improve-

meat and maintenance costs? Has DOE pl:ovided such assistance in

the past :in other locations?

- Licensing -- which, if any, of the above items would be subJet'.ted ,'

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting ].egis-
la tion?

4. Vehicle configuration and operation

--Size and design of trucks and trailers, trains, aud barges- who
will set standards?

- Safety design of shipping casks - have s,afety tests been adequate

and do they indicate satisfactory technology?

-Position of fuel casks, cask cars and barges, etc, --will "buffer

cars" be used between fuel cars in rail shipments? Will dedicated

trains be used to bring fuel in and out of the facility?

-- Speed limits --will special speed limits ge established and enforced?

- Security -how will security be maintained and by whom?

Licensing -_ which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting leg l.s-
lation?

p

5, Inspections

....Locations --will inspections be performed at state borders, at: the

site, or both? Who will perform them?
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-- Types of inspections -- will inspections cover condition _ f the
vehicle and driver as well as radioactivity levels?

--State and local responsibilities -- how will responsibilities be
divided?

--Licensing -- which, if a_y, of the above items would be subjected
to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting legis-
lation?

6. Emergency response

-- Intergovernmental relationships

--Manpower, training, and equipment needs- what will local respon-
sibilities be? How will. funding be provided?

--Liability- will the Price-Anderson Act cover any transportation
related accidents? What will the impact be on insurance rates in

the area due to the operation of the MRS facility?

--Licensing -- which, if any, of the above items would be subjected

to NRC licensing? Which would be governed through enacting legis-
lation?

pb
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TASK FORCE MEMORANDUM NO: 3

TO: Mr. Ben C. Rusche, Director DATE: August 15, 1985
DOE - office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management

FROM: Mr. Robert Peelle, Chairman
Environmental Study Group

SUBJECT: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

The Environmental Study Group of the Task Force asks that you respond to

these questions in writing. If the task group already has the material that

provides the best available response, please give the specific references.
If a rational response requires that a question be rephrased, please offer

us the reworded version. We recognize that considerable effort may be

required to provide some of the requested material, so we will welcome

responses as they become available. Please take into account our desire to

be draftirlg our initial task force report by October i, by indicating a
schedule on which you expect to be able to provide responses that will. not

be available by September ].5, 1985.

i. Please summarize the environmental/ecological justification for the

MRS.

2. What additional land disturbance will be required if the preferred

Clinch River site is utiliz _ (road or train beds, enlarged disturbed

area at the site, regradin_ fter the present redress)?

3. Please provide a site plan for the Bear Creek site Indicate, for

example, the distance to populated areas, amount of freshly disturbed
acreage that would be required, irreversable commitment of scarce

resources, wind patterns, and surface and subsurface water drainage

patterns. How many more miles of new railroad bed or upgraded high-

ways would be required than if the Clinch River site were utilized?
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4. Please identify (and list in brief form) the design and construction

standards that will control MRS plant radiation (not radionuclide)

emission. Include radiation that will penetrate the stored fuel con,

tainers and loaded transportation casks as well as penetration of the

shields in the receiving and handling building, flow will adherence to

these standards be assured?

5. Please list the plant functional design and operation specifications

that will control radionuclide release from the site for (a) normal

plant operation, and (b) off-normal events, flow will adherence to
these standards be assured?

6. Which MRS design features have been specified to prevent accidental

nuclear criticality of aggregates of spent fuel rods during handling,

consolidation, and storage operations? What levels of review of these

features are provided for by existing regulations or MRS office

policies?

7. Why does capacity of a_{ integral MRS need to be as large as 15,000 MTU?

8. Several potential waterborne pollutants from the MRS facility are

discussed on Pages 4.11 to 4.15 of the "Reference-Site Environmental

Document for Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility." Likely pollu-

tants include corrosion inhibitors, biocides, and solvents. DOE

concludes that these process chemicals will be totally contained and

disposed of with no contamination of local ground or surface water.

How will I00 percent efficiency be assured in the system?

9. What would be the height of the flood crest at each site if Norris Dam

were to fail catastrophically? Melton Hill Dam alone or combined?

To what depth has the Clinch River site peninsula flooded in the past?

Could a large but "normal" flood affect rail transport into either

site?

i0. Do the DOE projections on risk from earthquakes include seismic data

from the latest usc q findings on the New Madrid Fault Zone? What is

the degree of certainty that displacement of the facility by surface

waves from a major quake (8+ on the Richter scale) in the New Madrid

zone would not cause rupturing of water pipes in the cooling system of

the RH unit and/or fractures to the structure, of the facility, thus

compromising containment capability? Also, what impact would the sur-

face waves of a large quake have upon Norris and Melton llill Dams?

11. Since the MRS _acility at the Clinch River site would rest on fill

material, has amplification of surface waves at the site been con-

sidered both in siting and design of the structure?

cc: Clinch River MRS Task Force Members

Wayne K. Sharber, Tennessee Department of Health and Environment

Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team

Senator Ward Crutchfield, Special Joint Com_nittee on MRS

Peter Gross, DOE/ORO/MRS Office

D. J. Silviera, Pacific Northwest Laboratories



Res}]onse to Task Force Memorandum No. 3

i. Please summarize the environmental/ecological justification
for the MRS.

Answer

In establishing the U. S. nuclear waste disposal program, the

Congress, in the Nuc]eat" Waste Policy Act Of 1982 found that

"radioactive wastes create potential risks and requit-e safe

and environmentally acceptable methods of disDosal" (Sec.

llla.(])). The DOE was charged with administering the Federal

program to deal with these wastes. Their management

encompasses ]) transporting waste from whe1_e it is generated

oL- stored, 2) pL-eparing it for disposal, and 3) emplacing it

in a geologic repositot-y. Careful considerations of the

options for performing these functions led to the conclusion

that an integral MRS site central to the waste generators

provides both operational and ecological advantages for

petroL-ruing the waste preparation function. Added system and

ecological benefits accL'ue because the transportation impacts,

based on cask miles, is reduced. Utilizing an MRS for- the

preparation function enhances oul- capability to L-eceive waste

at an eat'ly date, reducing t'isks at sites genet'ating the waste

where storage capacity may be under stress. The MRS must be
shown to be enviL'onmentally and ecologically acceptable.

2. What additional land disturbance will be required if the

preferred Clinch River site is utilized (road or train beds,

enlarged disturbed area at the site, regrading after the

present redress)?

Answei:

The following is foL- the Clinch River site, using the stoL-age

cask concept.

RefeL-ence: Dwg H-3-56726 Sheet 1 of 1 -

Existing contours shown are after CRBRP redress.

Dwg H-3-56725 Sheet 1 of 1 -
: Additional land disturbance:

2

-1800' x 2200' = 3,960,000 ft "2
-3000' x I000' = 3,000,000 ft.

9--
= 6,960,000 ft.

-160 acres

New road: "4000 ft. (the majority of which has already been
cleaL-ed and graded for the CRBRP.



New railroad: -4 mi. (the majo['ity of which is near existing
roadways) .

The area of CRBRP uedL'ess would have to be graded to tile MRS

plant grade but no major regrading of. the redL_ess area would
be necessary. Excavations would have to be made foL- the new
foundations.

3. Please provide a site plan for the Bear Creek site. Indicate,

for example, the distance to populated areas, amount of
freshly disturbed acreage that would be required, irreversible
commitment of scarce resources, wind patterns, and surface and

subsurface water drainage patterns. How many more miles of

new railroad bed or upgraded highways would be required than
if the Clinch River site were utilized?

Answer

Reference: Dwgs H-3-56739 Sheet I of 1 and
H-3-56740 Sheet i of 1

Site Area - 5800' x 2000' = Ii,600,000 ft.2 _ -270 Acres

The majoL-ity of the aL-ea is wooded.

New railroad: ~4 mi (the majority of which is neat" existing
roadways) . About the same as CRBR site

New road: "3500 ft. (new ungraded, uncleared)

Site a['ea is I ]/2 to 2 miles south of Oak Ridge CountL_y Club
Es tares.

Surface water drainage would be to Bear Creek.

Currently there are no subsurface water drainage data for the

site, but an effort is undeL'way to obtain this and other

geologic data for the ORO reservation.

Oak Ridge Area meteorological tower X-10 indicates a

prevailing wind direction of south to southwest. (Reference

CRBRP-PSAR Vol. 2, P. 2, 3-5) Currently there are no on-site
wind data.

There is no use of scare resources expected in the MRS.

However, resource requirements, including lumber, steel,

concrete, water and ]and, will be addressed in the EA.
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4, Please identify (and list in brief fomn) the design and
construction standards that will control MRS plant radiation

(not radionuclide) emission, Include radiation that will

penetrate the stored fuel containers and loaded transportation

casks as well as penetration of the shields in the receiving

and hand].ing building, How will adherence to these standards
be assured?

Answer

The attached list provides the design and construction

standards that are applicab].e to the MRS designs being
pL-epa_'ed for su[)mission to Congress. Many of the standards

address both ;:adiation and nuclide L-el.eases. Consequently, a

single list of standards is provided to respond to both

question 4 and 5. In addition, a list of standa['ds that have

genera], application to shipping casks (que,stion 4 t_efers to

loaded transportation casks also) has also been included;

however, no pL-ocurement actions have vet been taken on

shipping casks and the list of standaL-ds for use in this

pL-ocu_/ement has not been assembled. In the final design and

interaction with the regulatory agencies, some standaL-ds may

be deleted and otheL-s may be added.

In general, occupational and population dose will be

contL-olled to limits specified _n NRC r'egulations.

Superimposed upon these limits is the concept of ALARA _ (As Low

As is Reasonably Achievab].e) which requires the minimization

of dose L_egaL-dless of specified ].imits.

Adherence to the applicable standards wi].l be assuL'ed by the

architect engineer's project contL-ol p[_oceduLes ['equil._ing

intra- and interdisc:[pline reviews, project management reviews

and a quality assurance system that complies with the

requirements of NRC regulation I0 CFR 50r Appendix B, and

review and audit by appropriate Federal and State regulatory
agencies. Additional design review is performed by the

Project Manager, the Oak Ridge Operations Office of DOE. A

formal change control procedure involving all of these
entities assures careful consideration of design changes.

Oversight to ali. of this is provided by NRC, including an

on-site construction inspection.

Operations will. proceed under procedural contL-o].s backed up by
instrumentation with audible alarms in work areas. Sealed

storage casks in the outside sto1:age a_:ea will be routinely

monitot_ed, including sampling to assure continued containment

integL_ity.
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CODES, STANDARDS_, SPECIFICATIONS, DOE ORDERS ANl) FEDERAL
R[,GULA IONS FOR MRS DESIGN

Irl addition to the requirements for_ licensing of a spent fuel
(also assumed her-e foL_ H[,W and TRU) storage facility, as
identified in Title I0 of the Code of Federal Regulations,

Part 72 (I0 CFR 72) and other regulatory requirements, the MRS
Facility design shall corn.ply with the appropriate requirements

of the latest edition of the codes, standards, regulations,

and specifications and guides listed herein.

CODES

AEC-ERDA RDT Standards foE- F8-6T - Hoisting and Rigging of
Critical Components and Related Equipment

Air Moving and Conditioning Association, Inc. (AMCA)
American National Standa_ds Institute (ANSI)

ANSI BBI. l - Power Piping
ANSI C2 -. National Institute of Electrical and Elec%ronic

Engineers (IEEE), Motor Control Centers and Transfo_.m_et's

ANSI N2.3 - Immediate Evacuation Signal for Use in
Indust_.-ial Insta].lations Where Radiation Exposure May
Occur"

ANSI N2.19 - Guidelines for Establishing Site Related

Parameters for Site Selection and Design of an

Independent Spent [_uel Installation

ANSI/ANS 57.9 -Design criteria for an Independent Spent

Fuel Storage Installation (Dry Storage Type)

ANSI A.58,1 - Minimum Design Loads for Building and Other
Structu[-es

ANSI AN58.3 - Criticality Accident Alarm System

ANSI NI3.] - Sampling Airbor-ne Radioactive Mate_ials in
Nuclear Facilities

ANSI N,13,3 - Dosimetry for Criticality Accidents
ANSI N.13.10 - onsite Instrumentation for Continuously

Monitoring Radioactive Effluents

ANSI NI6,1 - Safety Standards for" Operations with
Fissionable Materials Outside Reactors

ANSI N16.2 - Criticality Accident Alarm
ANSI NIOI.6- Concrete Radiation Shields

ANSI/NFPA No_ 70 - National Electric Code (NEC)

ANSI/ASME NQA-I, Quality Assurance Program Requirements fol._
Nuclear- Facilities

. American Refrigeration Institute (ARI)

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air

Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) - Standa_"ds for [{eating,

Ventilatinq and Ai_r Conditioning



AmeL-.ican Socie.ty of Mechanical l.']ngineel:s (ASM[{) -" _oile_: and
Pressure Vessel Code, Sections III and VIII

National l!_ire. Codes

All as applicable
NatJ.o_lal Electrical Mant.lfactu_:e_-'s Association (NEMA)

Standards

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Standards

Unifo/"m E_ui].ding Code ([][_C)

uniform P].umbir_g Code (UPC)

S I?t<C ]. PI CA'[' I ON S

American Association of State 14:[ghway and TL'ansportation
' officia].s (AASHTO)

American Conc1:ete Institute (ACI-3].8) (ACI-349)

American Institute of Steel Consti:uction (AISC)

American Pet_:oleum Institute (API) "Recommended Rules for

Design and Cc)nstruction of Large Welded Low-Pressure Storage

Tanks" - API 620, "Welded Steel Tanks for (bi]. Storage" -
API 650

American Railway Engineebing Association (AR}',A), "Manual oi=.
" Vol I and IIReCommended Pl:"actice,

Amer'ican Society for" Testing Matet'ials (ASTM)
American Water WoL-ks Association (AWWA) Standards foL- WateL"

Pipe and Water Storage Tanks

Ame_-ican We].ding Society (AWS)

Crane Manufactul:'e_-s Association of AmeL_ica (CMAA), Spec.
No. 70

Ii].uminatinc_ EngineeL'inq c,,:,ociety (II;IS) "_]'he Stanclal:d

Lighting Guide"
C'Steel Joist Institute (,..,JI)

StL-uctura]. Clay P]:oducts Institute (SCPI)

z

DO_,_ ORD_:RS

DOE 4320.1, Site Development and Facility Utilization Planning

DOE 5480.IA_ Environmental Protection, Safety, and Health

Protection Program for DOE Operations

DOE 5630.2, Cont]=o]. and Accountability of Nuclear Materials,

Basic Principles

DOE 5632.2, Physical Protection of Special Nuclear Materials
DO1:,5700.6, Quality Assurance
DO[,.6410oi, Management of Construction Projects

DOE 6430.1, General Design Criteria



F E D E RA L RI!',GULA T I ON S

l0 CFR 20t Standards for PL'otectLon Against'. Radiat.t.on
10 CL,_R 50, Appendix B (Quality Assurance) and Appendt× l!',

( _.hne r'g e n c y .P1 a n n t n g )
10 C.F'R 5]., Licensing and Regulato_-y ]?oi_.cy and PL'ocedul:'es [oI:

Environmental Pt_otection

lO CFR 60, DispoSal off l-liqh-[,eve]. Radioactive Wastes _.n
Geologic Reposi tol?ies

l0 CFR 61, Li.censl. nq Requil:emonts f..'ot" l',and Disposal oiT
Radioactive Waste

l0 CF'R 70, Domestic Licensing off Special Nuclear Material
10 CI?R 71., Packaging of Radioactive Matel:ials for' T_anspo_'t

' { _-}]0 C[?'R 72, Licensln:] Requir_ement _' riot- the Stol=age of c,:,pe n t
Fuel in an Tr_dependent Spent Fuel Stol:age Insta].].al:ion

]0 C_'l.l73, Physical Pr_otection ori Pl.ants and Mate_:ia].s

I0 CFR ]00, Appenc]ix A, Selsm_.c and Geologic Siting cL'iteL'i.a

I0 CI?R 170, Fees foL_ Faci].i. ties and Mat.e/'Lals Licenses and

ethel: Rt_gu].atoL'y Services

].O CFR 961, Standa/_d Contract rio_:Disposal off Spent Ntlc].ea/"
Fuel and/el: High [.eve]. Rad.i.oactive Waste

40 C[;'R 19]. (latest c]_:'aft), E',nvi_'orlmenl:a].Standal:'ds for" the

Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear' Fuel, High-Level
and Ti.'ansuL'anlc Radioactive Wastes

RF]GU[,ATORY GUIDES (NRC)

]..25, Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential

Radiological. Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident i'n

the Fuel. Handling and Stol:'age Faci].ity [O1:'[3Oi].il_g and
PressuL'ized Water" Reactc)i:s

l .29 , Seismic Design C].assLfication

1.60, Desi(In Response Specti:a fo_' Sei',mic Design of Nuclear" .
Powe_ Plants

]..61, Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear PoweL"
Plants

3.32, Genera]. Design Guide for Ventilation. Systems for Fuel

Reprocessing Plants

3.48, Standard Format and Content for the Safety Analysis

Report for an Independent Spent Fuel Installation (dry

storage)

3.50, Guidance on Prepar-ing a License Application to Stot-e

Spent Fuel in an Independent Spent Fuel Stor'age
Installation

3.53, Applicability of Existing Regulatory Guides tc) the

Design and Opet-ation of an Independent Spent Fuel.

S to1:"age Installation
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5.7, _ntL_y/Exit Cont_:ol fou Ptoteeted At'eas, Vita.]. At'eas, and
Mate t:.ial Access A l:eas

5.1B, Conduct off Nucloal" Mate['ial Physical Inventovios

5.26, Select:ic) n of Mate_:iaii. i_alance At:eas and Item Contt:ol
Al/eas

5.44, Pe_'imeteL" Intll:'tlSiOn A].az'm oystems
5.45, Standa_'d L'_oL'mat and Content fo_: the Special Nuclea["

Matez:ia]. ContL-ol and Accour_tlng Section off a Special

Nuclea[' Matel:ia]. [,icense Application
8.8, Inffot _mation Re].evant to V,nsu]:t, ng that: Occupatlonal

Radiation [;;xl._osuL'esat: Nuc]eat" Powe_' Stations will be As

Low As is Reasonably Achievable

8.10, opevating Philosophy riot" Maintaining Occupational

Radiat:l.on Ex[._osu_zes As [,ew As is Reasonaloly Achievable

FEDI_RAL, STATE AND LOCAL STANDARDS

OSHA S tandaL_ds

etheL" VedeL'a]., State and ].oca]. standat'ds, petm_ts and licenses

CODt_]S AND STANDARDS FOR SPENT I?Ut?,I-, SHIPI)ING CASKS

ASME I3OILt.]R ANl] I?I_I!',SSUR[.] VESSE;L CODE

Section II s Part A-Fert'Ous Mate_:ials

Section II, Pa1:t B-NonfeL'_:'ous MateL_ials

Section II, PaL_t C-We].ding Rods, Elect_-odes, Fi].le_: Netals

Section iii, Div. ]., Subsection NB-Class ] Componer_ts

Section III, Div. i, Subsection NCA-Gene_:al Requit'ements

,.,ection III, Dlv. ], Appendices
Section V--Nondest£ucti. ve Examination

Section IX-Welding and Brazing Qualification

ANSI

N5.12 Protective Coating for the Nuclear Industry

N14.5 Leakage Tests on Packages for Shipment of Radioactive
MateL-ials

N14.6 Special Lifting Devices for Shipping Containe[_s

Weighing I0,000 Pounds o[' Mo_e for Nuclear MateL_ials

ANSI/ASME

NQA-]., Basic and Supplementary Requirements [o_: Quality
Assut'ance Recoz:ds

NQA-2, PaL't 2.1 C].eaning of F].uid Systems an<] Associated



i

Cc)lul.'._or_ent'_ fo_; Nuclear Power PlaI1tSb . .:I

NQA-2, Pat't 2.2 Packa(].l.n(:l,,ghlppil]g, Receivirlg, Sto_:age and

Handling of Items fov Nucl.eat* ]?owol; PI.ants

L) I I'I

i

A370 Mechar_ica] ';'e.._st]nq of Steel Products
D].98 Static. []] _::? _ tS. ,:, oft Ttnlbel:"

D239 5 ']"ests lo}Z'Spec iIZIc Gi;av ity of Wood

Ii;20 [{ ._l_-,c']IÂd a I.'°d M 0 t h Od f:"c)L" C',o nd uc tsing 13roi._-We i,q}_t Te sts

AWS

Pl.1 St_"uct:.ura] Welding Co(-le-,_,C'teel

IAF]A

Safety Sev.l.es No. 6, "l_egu].at.l.ons for" the Safe ']"1_anspo_:'t... oi:.
Ra¢lloact_ve Matel:ials," 1985 Edition

N [{C RI}](] CU 1:D I,-:S

7.4 Leakage [['(_s_ItS o [] paekaqes, fol: Sh ipment, of Rad i oa" c_-,t[ ve
MateL'ia]., June, 1975

"Desfqn criteIzia for the Stl:uctural Ana].ysis of7.6,

Shipping cask Contalnment Vessels, Mat:ct ].9'78

7.8,.,.[,oad Cc)mbinations fo_" the St_uctu1:a]. Analysis of
_'hi i g s s,,_ pp n. Ca k May ].977

7.9 Standard Fermat and Content of Part 71 Applications

for' Approval of Packaging of Type B, Large Quantity,

and Fissile Radioactive Material, January 1980

7.10 Establishing QA Programs f."o[Packaging Used in the

Transport of Radioactive Matebial, January 1983

5. Please list the plant functional design and operation

specification that will control radionuclide releases from the

site for (a) nol-mal plant operation, and (b) off-norm_al
events. How will adherence to these standards be assut'ed?

Answe I"

Effluent and survey monitot'ing and alalmlJ,ng J.nst1"umentation

wl].l be provided to measure exposures to offsite personnel in

uncontrc)lled areas. The exposu_'e raLes and release limits of
i0 CPR 20 will be used in designing and se].ect:ing the
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radiat-.toll m()rl.t.t'.orIr_(j, alamn:lllg, and suYvoy:in(:_l :[nstvumerltat:iorl
t!or the l<&l.l l]t.lL'.l._till(.].

ALr-salnp].ing c:apabi].:[ty w:[].] be pt'ov:ldocl :lh each log of] I:.ho
" _' " y " b sexllau ....L s. _-,tem,q y moan of_ Lost poL-'t-,:.,, '.l'l_e oxhau-to aib

part'leu]at:,o dJst_:'tbutton w.t]], be dc, tel.'ln.tnc,,d by laboratory
- , 0 " " ° c_ana].yses ot.! those samp].es T0st pol:t,:, will, [_e ]ocated be[oro

and after tl_e pref.t]teY and f:ov each st:age oF. tile t.II!;PA
f,i],ters, '1'he f. LYst st:age ot: testab].o 1-11!',PAf:i.]:t:e, vs [!tom the
sh,ielc'tod pl;oeo,qs ee].l.s w.i.].l be (!._clui.l:_l_ed w:itl_ l:a(lt, atJ.orl
eonkinLlous area monit(._rs, L,oea].ly :[lldical:J.r_Cl d:lt!ti!ek'entia],
pressu_:e gatlges wt].] be provJdec] acl:'os,,_ eacil t:est.ab]e f:i],ter
SEa(le. AI.]. filtered exhaust air streams will be disc:l_argo(:l to
ttle erlvironment t:.ht'otlqh a 001111110I] oxh_]klE]t st:ack, '['he exhaust',
stream will be SalInp],C'd and n]ol_it-orod f.o'_; paYt[culate
radio-iodine an(-1 fJ. ssion product noble (]aso _, prJ.ruar.[].y KR-8C;
and fol., the fJ, ow t:at:e, l.tJ.<..lh].y sens.itive .qi:oss gamrna
deteotors, 3.ocated .irl t:lle stx first:.-stage oxhaust [fan input
p].@l]tJIl) l_ t 8t'e tLO mo LIFJOd ILO dot. OUlllif]e _,h(b ,qOtJi;CE, _ 0[_ 81qy

radioactiv:i.t_y d(:_t:ect(-:_]by the main stack rtlonitoY,

Al], contaminated ].i(.,]uid streams generated in t:he R&II l-}uildinc]
wi].l be routed to and treat, cd by the ].iq. utd Yadwa',, _-'t:e system.

'the.,, water result ing ffroln t.hi,.q t["eatment wi] ]. be recyc]_,d and
used, w:i t:h adc:lltJonal lllaketlp wa[:ol. _ al]d for/ l:he RSll l]Llil(::lingl

pt:oces,._. Wltc'L'e r_c,r_contamir_ated ].jqlu:id sl.:k'ealn,q at'e used to
suppobt the treatment-, process, they Wi].]. })C. _ [IIOflJ.[:OF'O(] [0_;
potential contaminat, ion caused by accident: cor_clitior_s, "['hese,
sti:eams inc].ude coo].irlg water, stoam and conder_satc: £ottli:ns

li:ore evaporators and heat exchango, l:s, and t£eat:.e(] watel: fromi

the mixed-bed ion exchan(_]eL-.

O the r ],iqu id e [fI U e I]t s o .Ui (.1i n a |,1i li.g in the R&ii B U i ].d i n g i n c ].u de

the oily sewer, process sewer, and sanitary sewer systems.

• Although normally noncontam.inated, a].l systems wi].], contain

radiation monitor'ing and alarm instruments to alert plant

operations of a release to the drainage fie].d,

Sto_:age Area Monitor. inc.]

During lqolma], operations, no gases or' ].]cju_ds wi].l be reloased

from the storage fac.tlities. [loweveb, radiation monitors wil]
be pL'ovided to ensure detect ion undc',_: acc'ident corlditions.
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Adhot'ence to the standards and rogu].ations _:'a],atirlg to
Fad ionuc ]. i dc, Fe],eases js ,_ssuFod by design contt'ols and
qua;l, t t:y assurance pt_ocedu_:es as dltscussed irl t}le response to

quest.ten 4, The principle bal:'rit:._Fs to these releases are
redundant h:l.gll efffflc:[ency paFtl, ctl.late air (Ill!IF'A) filters which
may be isolated and remotely char_(:]od, I_ackdFat;t dampel:s
pl:'event 'releases during accident conditions t:hat may
tenl[._oraFi]y pres_'tlt'j,ze,_., the R&H bui].ding. CrittcaI HEPA
[.t]t::.ot's are test;ab].e and continuously monit:.oi._td,

6. Which MIlS design features have been specffifed to prevent:
accidental nuclear criticality of aggregates of spent fiuel
rods during handling, consolidation, and storage operations?
What Levels of review off these features are provided for by
existing regulations o_: MRS office po]icles?

A nswo F

Spent f!uel i.s handled, consolidated, and stored in the MI_S

F'aci. lfty. Consequerlt].y, cFiticaltty arla].y,ses and pFeventi, vo
measures wJ.]] be considered il_ the d.esiqn, IVithi. n the P,&l-I
["acilJty, spent fuel will. be han(t].ed andl stiored in ti_e process
ce].] la:tj stot.:age al:'e._l_;, eitl_el:" as [uel assr, mb].ies oi: as sea].ed
cani. stel.:s conta].ning file], assemb].ies o_:: consolidated [uel
rods, Within the storage facility (sealed storage .c'asks oi:
dt_:'ywe. 1].), t-he spent fr.le], is stored as fuel asserublies or
conso].J.dated it.le] i.:'ods i.n sea].ed canisters.

'I'}le design Eeattit'es J.ncot:po'_:ated into the R&II l:{uJ.]_ding t:.o
prevent ct'.i tics] J.ty included the Foil, owing:

(].) Except foi: decon connections, l:}lere abe no liquid lines
w_thin the proc.ess ce].].s and no ].iquid system connection
to the cells.

(2) Decon piping connections to the cel]. have removable

spools located exterior to the cells.

(3) Liquids are introduced into the cell only dut'ing

decontamination operations. This operation is pe_'formed

under administrative control and only when all stored

spent fuel has been removed from the cell.

(4) The ].ag st,ol/af.je pits a_:e pI:'ovided with 6-i.n.,-h:[gh cut-hs,
drains, and ].iqutd monito_.s,
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(5) C,onsolidated [uel _'ods o_: [uel assemblies a2:e conta.t, nod
in welded, sta.{nless steel can:[steus with. all ille_,'t
atmospheL _e devold of moistu_:'e,

(6) Gas sampling connections a_'e p_._ovided fo_ _ the casks and
dt'ywells, which will a].e_:t ope_'atot's to the pt'esence of
i nterio_:' moistul:'e.

(7) Al]. spent-flue1 racks, canisteL's, and pt:otective
stuuctul"es were designed foi:' all accident conditions

(natu_/a]. phenomena, drops, etc.) .

The MRS Facility design uses tTavoL'able geomet_.y am the
pt'eferL'ed method of criticality' p_:'evention, An altei._nate

method, pel:'manently ffixed external absol:beL"s, may be
considet-ed ifr the preffer_:e(] method p_._ove(] to be imp_:acticable,
The method of administ['ative contl:ol .is consi('.]et"ed oll].y Jf the

p['efeh-t'e(] o[" ai.tea:hate method prove to be impractlca]..

The ana].ysis is based on t)le fo].lowing:

(].) The basis fob" the c'["iticallty p1:evention assessment Is

f['esh fuel. No c["edit was taken for btlr'nup.

(2) The SCALE compute L" code with a 27-gt'oup, c[-oss-section

set, was used.

(3) The K-eI!'f +2 shall be less than 0.95, and a 2% bias

(caused by the bias off the computei: code an(]
ci:'oss-section set used) is assumed.

(4) The sto['age al:'eas a_:e a dry envii:'onment (n]axl.mum ]% watel:'

by volume).

= Based on the design featu_:'es, the c_Itica].ity analysis of the

spent-fuel assembly lag storage a1._eas is based upon storage i.n

a dry (maximum I% water by volume) environment. The

pF.eliminary criticality analysis indicates ti_at the canistered

spent-fuel, rods o_: fue]. assemblies can be safe].y stored in the

lag storage, cask storage, or d1:'ywell stol;'age design..

configurat I3ns

The fuel. assemblies in canisters are handled and tl:ansfet're(]

by computerized, _._emotely conti:ol].ed ove_:llead cl._anes.

The_:efo['e, operating procedures and subsequent p[ogtamming can

be incorporated to maintain a safe geometry during these

opera t ions.
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L

During the consolidation operation, the fuel assemblies are
first fixed in a safe geometry to the consolidation equipment

bed. During consolidation, the rods are reconfigured from an

open-square pitch to a close-packed triangular pitch. There
is a chang_ in the K-eff of the array. Because moderation is
minimized or nonexistent, however, criticality is not possible

during this operation.

7. Why does capacity of an integral MRS need to be as large
as 15,000 MTU?

Answer
I

The 15,000 MTU MRS storage capability is a design criterion.

It provides the necessary flexibility to the nuclear waste
management system which has many variables such as waste

generation rates, acceptance schedules and the repository
construction schedule and emplacement capability. A 1,000 MT[.]

in process vault storage capability designed into the MRS is

expected to handle normal short-teL-m variations providing

smooth system operation. The largeL " stoLage capability is to
be used to the extent necessary to accommodate schedule

differences between startup of MRS and reposito['y facilities

(see acceptance schedule provided in response to Memorandum
#4) and to allow for interruptions to repository operations

without interrupting receipts from utilities.

8. Several potential waterborne pollutants from the MRS facility
" are discussed on Pages 4.11 to 4.15 of the "Reference-Site

Environmental Document for Monitored Retrievable Storage

Facility. _ Likely pollutants include corrosion inhibitors,
biocides, and solvents. DOE concludes that these process

chemicals will be totally contained and disposed of with no

: contamination of local ground or surface water. How will i00

percent efficiency be assured in the system?

Answer

Waterborne pollutants such as biocides and corrosion
inhibitors are used in limited quantities in the cooling water

system. Chemicals are also used in the steam system for
corrosion and pH control. Blowdowns from both systems go to

the process sewer system. After neutralization, standard
sewer treatment technology (flocculation, clarification and

filtration) is employed. Sludge is sent to commercial

facilities and filtrate is discharged to a drain field.

=.

z
_
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Solvents, primarily proprietary decontamination solutions, aloe
treated along with contaminated waste streams. Volatile

material is boiled off and contaminated sludges are

immobolized in grout to be disposed of as low-level waste.

The solvent used in the welding operation, R-II3 or C2C13F 3,
iS' recycled in a closed system. Any effluents are val)or

escaping through the alL" exhaust system.

Irl addition, there is an oily drain system to collect waste

primarily from fuel oil spills and tank overflows. This
material goes to collection drums that are periodically pumped

into commercial disposal trucks.
J

9. What would be the height of the f]_ood crest at each site if

Norris Dam were to fail catastrophically? Melton Hill Dam

alone or combined? To what depth has the Clinch River site

peninsula flooded in the past? Could a large but "normal"

flood affect rail transport into either site?

Answer

The MRS Facility at the Clinch River Site is located well

above the I00 year flood plain. It is also located above the
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) level and the Flood Surge Level.

The Flood Surge Level is t|ie maximum flood produced by the
failure of the Norris Dam and the attendant failure of Melton

Hill Dam, including wind, wave and runup. The I00 year flood

level is at app_-oximately EL 750 MSL, the PMF is EL 782.6 MSL,

an(] the Flood SuL-ge Level is EL 809.2 MSL.

The finished floor elevation of the R&H building is at EL 820

MSL, and the support buildings are all above EL 813 MSL.

In the primary storage concept, the storage area is at EL 870
MSL and above.

The interceptor ditch, located at the northern end of the

i facility, will divert any run-off from the higher ground to
the north.

In the alternate storage concept, the storage area is at EL

827 MSL and above. The interceptor ditch, located on the

weste_'n side of the facility, will diveL't any run-off from the

higher ground to the west. The drainage system in ali areas

is designed to preclude flooding from on-site pL-ecipitation
run-off.
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March 1886, greatest flood known oll the Clinch Rive_:, rAeached
about EL 764 at Clinch River mile 18.

The rail access would be above the i00 year flood level of EL
750 MSL.

I0 '. Do the DOE projections on risk from earthquakes include
, seismic data from the latest USGS findings on the New Madrid

Fault Zone? What is the degree of certainty that displacement

of the facility by surface waves from a major quake (8+ on the

Richter scale) in the New Madrid zone would not cause

rupturing of water pipes in the cooling system of the RH unit
and/or fractures to the structure of the facility, thus

compromising containment capability? Also, what impact would
the surface waves of a large quake have upon Norris and Melton

Hill Dams?

Answeu

The .25g is used for the MRS conceptual design which agrees
with the latest USGS findings on the New Mad[-id Fault Zone foL-
the CRBR site. This value was determined in acco[-dance with

the most [-est_:ictive nuclear power evaluation process of ]0

CFR I00. The cooling system for" the low level liquid rad

waste system cools hot liquids and condenses steam. T_is

system is located within the seismic category I a[-ea of the
R&H [{ui]ding, but isolated from the hot ceils containing spent

fuel so that containment is assul-ed fo__ the most severe of the

: natural phenomena. Refer- to question #9 for the flood effect

of the catastrophic failure of Norris and Melton Hill Dams.

ii. Since the MRS facility at the Clinch River site would rest on

fill material, has amplification of surface waves at the site
been considered both in siting and design of the structure?

Answer

Seismic conditions have been considered in the siting and

design of the MRS structures. The Receiving and Handling

building and the cask storage yard are not in an area of fill.

Support facilities which are placed on fill will be designed

appropriately.

s
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TASK FORCE MEMORANDUbl NO: 4

TO: bir. Ben C. Rusche, Director DATE: August 15,......1.985

DOE ' office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management

FROM: Mr. Robert Peelle, Chairman

Environmental Study Group

SUBJECT: HEALTI! AND SAFETY CONCERNS

The Environmental Stuty Group of the Task Force asks that you respond to

these questions in writing. If the task group already has the material that

provides the best available response, please give the specific references.
If a rational response requires that a question be rephrased, please offer
us the reworded version. We recognize that considerable effort may be

required to provide some of the requested material, so we will welcome

responses as they become available. Please take into account our desire to

be drafting our initial task force report by October l, by indicating a

schedule on which you expect to be able to provide responses that will not

be available by September 15, 1985.

i. Please provide increments of popu ation size at progressive distances

: from the MRS facility that DOE considers would be exposed to different
: levels of risk. (Exclude here any 'potential off-site transportation

effects.)

: 2. Please list the expected releases of gases, liquids, and particulates

from the plant site that will be of the most significance to public

and environmental safety. Indicate the substances and the amounts.

expected to be released during normal plant operation as well as

reasonably expected off-normal events. Indicate the most important

pathways to man.

3. Should all protection features in the plant design fail, how serious
could an accident be in terms of released radioactivity and worker

safety?

4. Please provide data on the actual hazard and environmental cost of

rupture of a transport cask or storage cask. We need a study corn-

parable to that by NRC (for a metropolitan area) for an accident at
" the Clinch River and Bear Creek MRS sites or on local roads or rivers

that uses :

r_
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a. dry casks actually planned for the MRS;

b. EPA's recommended residual contamination levels after the accident,

c. realistic times and manpower required for the cleanup including

cleaning of insides o.f buildings contaminated through ventilation,

d. a variety of weather scenarios using local meterological data,

e. deposition on vegetation and soils typical of the local rural
environment,

f. food chain accumulation and transfer of residual radioactivity.

5. What would be the effects of floods, earthquakes, wildfires, or other

natural disasters on the MRS facility?

6. What are the prevailing wind and weather patterns at the proposed
Clinch River and Bear Creek sites? What residential areas would be

impacted in the general site areas? Are air monitors to be installed

by DOE at nearby neighborhoods, and, if so, when, relative to the

start-up date?

7. What is the form and amount of any high-level waste proposed for

possible shipment to Oak Ridge sites other than civilian colrmlercial

, power plants? Will it be processed and stored with the spent fuel
rods or will there be another dedicated area on site for storage?

How long will it be "stored" at the MRg facility?

8. Characterize gaseous radionuclides to be released, describe the

planned control systems, and indicate residual hazards to workers and

to the public.

9. Airborne particulate materials could be released through off-normal

circumstances. The hot cells contain air filtering systems designed

to remove radioactive materials, particularly built-up reactor corro-

sion products. In the event of power failure, filtering system

failure, or incineration of the filters, would significant quantities

of airborne wastes be released? What emergency procedures are plan-

ned? And, what level of exposure would employees and the public face?

i0. The environmental assessment PNL-5476 (Page 4.13) states that no

radioactive waterborne effluents originating from processing will

occur. With large amounts of water for cooling being Pumped through
the RH facility would leaks or off-normal eon_Jitions that might rup-

- ture water pipes produce contamination and emergency conditions?

Do other possible sources of waterborne radioactivity exist, such as
precipitation on the exteriors of contaminated casks?

iio What type of activities would be suitable for lands next to the MRS

facility?

cc: Clinch River MRS Task Force Members

= Wayne K. Sharber, Tennessee Department of Health and Environment

= Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team

Senator Ward Crutcl_field, Special Joint Committee on MRS

Peter Gross, DOE/ORO/MRS Office

D. J. Silviera, Pacific Northwest Laboratories



Response to Task Force Memorandum No. 4

].. P_lease provide increments of population size at progressive

distances from 'the MRS facility that DOE considers would be

exposed to different ].evels of risk. (Exclude here any
potential off-site transportation effects.)

Answer

Levels of 'l:isk to the population will be discussed mostly in
terms of population dose which at'e expected to be a ver-y slnal].

f_-action of natural backgt:ound even at the fenceline of the

facility. This info_mation will be p_-ovided in the EA.

2. Please list the expected releases of gases, liquids, and

particulates from the pliant site that will. be of the most
significance to public and environmental safety. Indicate the

substances and the amounts expected to be released during

normal plant operation as well as reasonably expected

off-no_-mal events. Indicate the most important pathways to
man.

Answer

P_'eliminal_y estimates indicate that ali. pathways _'esu].t in
impacts much less than t'egu].ato_'y limits. Based on a

preliminary analysis of nor'ma]. MRS oper'ations, the largest
: potential calculated exposut-e to a pe_:son living 2.5 miles

ft'orethe bot._de_- of the MRS facility site would be about one

thi_d of a mi].lirem of radiation pe_- yea_ of operation. A
mi].].it-ern J.,_a measu_rement of the effects of radiation on human

tissue. Typical backg_-ound radiation levels from natural

sout'ces at-e between ]00 and 200 mt'era per' yea[ -. This

info[-mation will be pl:'ovided in the EA.

3. Should all protection features in the pi,ant design fail, how
serious could an accident be in terms of released

radioactivity and worker safety?

Answer

-- Analysis of the failul.-e of a].l protection features has not

been done. The analyses in progress are trying to identify

the consequences of credible events. At this stage of design,
this approach is believed to be sufficient and consistent with

previous studies. More detailed analyses will be performed

duL-ing definitive design and licensing, if Congress approves

the MRS proposal.
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Similar" analysis has been perfomned for the pL-eviously

des].gned "backup" MRS, and is descl:ibed in the "Reference-Site

Environmental Document for a Monitored Retrievable Storage

Facility: 1]ackup Waste Management Option fo_t Handling ].800
MTU Per Year'" PNL-5476. Ten copies off this document are
enclosed.

4. Please provide data on the actual hazard and environmental

cost of rupture of a transport cask or storage cask. We need

a study comparable to that by NRC (for a mett'opolitan area)
for an accident at the Clinch River and Bear Creek MRS sires
or on local roads or rive_s that uses:

a. dry casks _ctual!y planned for the MRS,
b. EPA's recommended residual contamination levels after the

accident,

c. realistic times and manpower required for the cleanup

including cleaning of insides of buildings contaminated

through ventilation,

d. A variety of weather scenarios using local meteorological
data,

e. deposition on vegetation and soils typical of the local
rural environment, and

f. food chain accumulation and transfer of residual

radioactivity.

Answer

' The transportation ana].ysis now being conducted includes an

analysis of population dose fL'om potential tL-ansportatioa

accidents. Analysis of dry stoL'age cask accidents is also

being perfoL'med. Results of these analyses will be pl;esented

in the Envi_'°onmental ASSessment. Contributions to popu].ation

dose from food chain pathways is also included in this

analysis. While analysis results aL'e not available at this

time, the results must be within _regu]atory limits or the

facility will. be unacceptable. Detailed analysis to the level

required to answer all of these questions thoroughly will be

perfo[-med during definitive design, if Congress approves the
MRS.

5. What would be the effects of floods, earthquakes, wi].d-fires,

or other" natural disasters on the MRS facility?

Answer

The preliminary accident analysis determined seismic activity

(earthquakes) to be the pL-imary cause of two postu].ated
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accidents: storage cask d_:op and d_'yw(,ll shearing dur'ing
placement. The design c_'ite_:ia ffor the MIIS are such that

natural []henomena cannot pose a sez'ious threat to safe
operation. The EA will address natut'al phenomena, and J.ff

Congress approves the MRS proposal, the Safety Analysis Report

will contain analysis to show the .facility complies with all

regulatory requl]zements in this regal:-d.

6. What are the prevailing wind and weather patterns at the

proposed Clinch River and Bear Creek sites? What residential

areas would be impacted in the general site areas? Are air

monitors to be installed by DOE at nearby neighborhoods, and,
if so, when, relative to the start-up date?

Answer

Wind fflrequency distlt'ibu[ion data are being used to calculate

impacts• The requested infoL'mation will be addressed in tile

EA. Air monitors in populated areas are not contemplated for"
facility or regulatory purposes. MonitoL'ing instruments will

be instal, led on all effluent stL'eams, in the field, and at the

site boundary Dispet'sion of any radio• . ]a<.tive gases would make

the detection extremely difffictl].t due to natural. 10ackg_'ound

except perhaps at the closest point of release.

7. What is the formq and amount of any high-level waste proposed
' efor possible shlpm nt to Oak Ridge from sites other than

civilian commercial power" plants? Will it be processed and

stored with the spent fuel rods or will there be another"

dedicated area on site for storage? How long will it be

"stored" at the MRS facility?

Answe]f

The predominate material to be hand].ed at an MRS would be

spent fuel from commeL'cial nuclea1" powew plants. There is

approximately 650 MTU equivalent off commercial high-level

waste from West Valley which may come to MRS prior to shipment

to the repository in the form of vitrofied solid glass logs

packaged in steel containers. If this HLW material were to

come to MRS, it would be for temporary storage in the same

genera] area used for storage of spent fuel. However, we do

- not currently see a need for this material to come to the MRS.

The defense HLW at Savannah RiveL" is p].anned to be shipped

directly to the repositoL'y. However, there may be some

advantage to shipping this mateL-ia], to the MRS to go to the
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repository wftll the same dedicated train. That has not been
sturm:lied or determined yet. No plans exist to do anything at.
Mils with defense HLW. No HLW wou].d be shipped from its
originating site until ft had t)een solidffl.ied in glass and
place(] into a steel container.

Attached is '],'able 2-3 fronl tt_e Mission Plan which shows the
planned receipt off spent fuel at:. MRS and shipment on to a
repository. Notice that: current plans call flor t ILW to go
direct to the repository.

8. Characte.rfze gaseous ra(]ionuclides to be released, describe
the planned control systems, and indicate residual hazards to
workers and to the public.

A n s we £

Dul:'in(] normal oper'ationsr small amount.s off gaseous releases
are anticipated and include krypton, tritiUm and iodi. ne0
Airborne particulate material flrom ].ase£ cutting off. flue].
assembly structural material, will, be retained on H_]PA filters,

Krypton, tritium and iodine are assume to [)ass through the

HEPA filters. The amount of these tel.eases to the purl. lc wi].]

be presented in the Envir'onmenta]. Assessment and are expecte<9

to represent a very small fraction of natural backqround dose.

With regard to occupational exposures, the facility is
required to be designed to meet NRC regulations, including the

"as low as £easonab].y achievabl(-;" requirements (ALARA). To

meet ALARA requires frequent [aci].ity and system operation and
maintenance reviews during the course of design to detez-mine

the number of workers required in any given area_ the

radiation level they might be exposed to, and the length of

time it takes to perform the given work function. _This is an

activity which will be done during defirvi, tive design.

9. Airborne particulate materials could be released through
off-normal, circumstances. The hot cells contain air filtering

systems designed to remove radioactive raaterials, particularly

built-up reactor corrosion products. Irt the event of power

failure, filtering system failure, or incineration of the

filters, would significant quantities of airborne wastes be

released? What emergency procedures are planned? And, what

level of exposure would employees and tile public face?



Answe _?

The hot cells a_._e ope_'ated with a negative p_'essuL'o

differential to p_'event ['el.ease to l;he atmosphe/-e excepf:

t:h["otlgh the filt_'ation system. In the event of powe[" failu'I/e

to the ff].ite_" fian ,__-ystern, the negative., pt-e_uL_e.,,:, differential

woulcl be _:'eduoed telnpoL-at'i].y until emergency poweL- comes on
].ine. This results in the lack of a driving focce to move

mateL'ia], fz"om the hot cell atmosphere beyonc] containment.
Tho_:'e aloe no cl/edib].e mechanisms that cotllc] cause inclne_"ation

of the filteL's oi" that result in fa].iLl_"e off the designed

containment system.

I0. The environmental assessment PNL-5476 (Page 4.13) states that

no radioactive waterborne effluents originating from
processing will occur. With large amounts of water for

cooling being pumped through the RH facility, would leaks or
off-normal conditions that might rupture water pipes produce

contamination and emergency conditions? Do other possible

sources of waterborne radioactivity exist, such as
precipitation on the exteriors of contaminated casks?

A nsw e L_

No c2:'edible accident scenarios were postulated that result in
,,_

release of L_adioactive material to suL'face wate['s, Shipping

casks with external cotltamination will. be inspected and

(cleaned in a cask inspection area upon a_'rival. The

decontamination solutions will be processed in the R & H

facility and will not be r'e].eased to sul;face wate_:s.

II. What type of activities would be suitable for ].ands next to

the MRS famility?

Answe I:'

Based on the analysis performed for the Environmental

Assessment, almost any activity could safely be placed near

the MRS facility.
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TASK FORCE HI!;t,IOI{ANI.}Ub{bi{)', 5

TO', fit:/., Ben C, Rusche, Director I)ATE: Augusk 15, 1985
DOI. - Office of Civil. tan

Rad ioacti, ve Waste t,tandgetlu?rll

FRObI: fir, Robert Pee ll. e, Chairman

Envit+ot'mmntal Study Group

SUBJEC'I' : EXPEt{IlE_ICI_/TRACK RECOtlD

The Envirorunent:al Study Group of tt_e Task Force asks that you respond to

these questions in wrltin_., If the task group a].ready has the material that
provides the best available response, please give the specific references.

If a rational, response requires that a question be rephrased, please offer
us t:l_e reworded version, We rec.ognize that considerable effort may br
required to provide some o[ tl_e requested makerial, so we will welcome

responses as they become available, Please take into account our desire to
be drafting our initial ta,.;k force report by October 1, by indicating a

schedule on which you expect to be able to provide responses that will not
be available by September 15, 1985,

I, What basis in experience does DOE pos,_ess on off-site releases of

radiottuclides initiated by hot--cell consolidation of spent fuel, COtlr-

parable t'o tl_at t:o be handled at t/_e proposed Mt{S? Show how this
experience is eotnpatibl.e with present estimates of releases to ,be

expected frora the MRS,,

Questions 2 through 12 apply to botl_ the relevant Idaho Falls and Law Vegas

facilities to be visited by Task Force members in September.

2, What is the collective annual radiation dose' to workers at the spent

fuel, handling facilities in Idaho Falls? How much spent fuel do they
: h a nd ie ?

3. What is the distribution of doses to individual workers? What: are the

major activities which give rise to radiation exposures? What are the

"typical" maximum exposures during any singJLe work shift?

4+ Are there any significar_t sources of internal exposure to workers?

5, What are the typical, beta-gamma exposure rate levels in tl_e. various
work areas? What are the levels of pollutants in work area air
(monitored levels)?
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6, What arc*.the volume_J and nature of lfquid effluents? Are spent fuel
elem(]L1t_Jhalldled in air or ul_dc_rwater?

7, What'.are tl_e at'.tnot+pher[crelease rate:+ fo[+ r_tdioactivity? What

_peclflc r.adiot_ucLides are typically relearned (if any)? Wi_at [s tile

perc_nta'__.,, of filter _lff[c[eucy achieved?
,i

8, What are the beta-gamma radiation levels in the surrounding area?

9, Wllat are the apeclfi.e rad[onucl{de levels in air atld biota,

i0, What handling operations present special, problems?

ii, What la tl_e industrial _a_eL:y record? Are. tllet'eany particularly

ha_.ardotls operations with respect to frequeucy or severity?

12, tlave t:l_o,re been any serious incidents with r_spect to transfer of
cannisters during unl, oadlng of casks or duri.n[., other operation_?

1.3, What is the collective ar_nual radiation dose to the nearby population

groups? What are the highest individual, committed doses?

14, If the above questions indicated any t)robleln,_, what remedial actions
t_ave been deterulined to be fea,_i.ble for impletl_entation at the bIRS?

ct: Cl. inch River MRS Task Force Hembers

Wayne K, Sharber, Tennessee Department o[ lleal, th aad Enviroumeat
Ben L, Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth 'ream

Senator Ward Crutel_field, Special Joint CommitLee on MRS

Peter Crosier,DOE/ORO/MRS Office

D. J, Silviera, Pacific Nortl_we,,;tLabo1:ator[es



Response t:o Task Force Memorandunl No, 5 .-r

]., What basis in experience does DOE possess on off-slte
releases of radionuclides initiated by hot-cell con,-_olidation
of spent fuel comparable to that to be handled at the proposed
MRS? Show how this experience fs compatible with present

estimates of releases to bo expected from tile MRS.

A n s w e r'

The answer to question #13, below, is representative of the
off-site release experience which. DOI__',posses'sa._,_ to g tve us
con['idence that the Mf4S cr_nso].Jdatfon work will not resu].t in
exposur:e to the public in excess r.)[:, the regulatot:y
regtlit._ements. Estimates o[: tel.oa _*,.,es to the environment at.'e
cu/'rently being prepar.'ed and wi],] be reported in the
Environmental Assessment,

2. What is the collective annual radiation dose to workers at

the spent, fuel handling facilities in Idaho Falls? How much

fuel do they handle?

Answof
.....

The collective facility annual dose fo_: ].984 was ].0.125 RRN.
_-' flowever, s_pent-fuel handlino const:i, tutes only a small part of

[-IFEF's work with irradiated materials. Most of our efforts

are in handling and examination of experimental irradiations,

and support for EBR-II reactc)_ operations. Spent-fuel
hand].ing probably accounts for about 10% of the total dose, or

about: one REM. T.he IIFI_' facility hand].es aboLlt I00 spent-fuel.

subas,'-_emblies pe_ year,. tota].ir_g about 300 kg fissi].e
matet:ia ],

3, What is the distribution of doses to i_divldua], workers? What
are the major activities which give rise to radiation
exposures? What are the "typical" maximum exposures during
any single work shift?

Answer

The distribution of doses in Rem for all HFEF workers is shown

below.

=

Exposure .00]. .i00 .250 .500 .750 1.0

Range 0 .099 .249 .499 .749 ,999 Total

People 48 35 . ].8 9 3 1 0 1 [4
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The major groups receiving 57% of the exposure (5.735 Rem)
were as follows:

Highest

Group Number Exposure Individual

Cask Handling 6 2.885 Rem 0.790

Slave Repair 7 1.766 Rem 0.466

Experimental 6 1.085 Rem 0.305

A "typical" maximum exposure for- an individual during a
cask-handling operation would be around I0 toRero.

4. Are there any significant sources of internal exposure to

workers?

Answer"

N(,r_e, Whenever" there is a potential, workers are supplied

wi{-.h appropriate protective equipment.
i

5. What are the typical beta-gamma exposure rate levels in the
various work areas? What are the levels of pollutants in work

area air (monitored levels)?

Answer

Typical work area dose rate levels arel_ess than 0.I mR/ht and
than ixl0- }_Ci/cc for _ andair concentrations_are less

less than 0.1xl0-Ib_ci/cc for 0_.

6. What are the volumes and nature of liquid effluents? Are

: spent fuel elements handled in air or under water?

Answer

The nature of liquid effluents are from laboratory and
decontamination operations. The volume produced from

laboratory operations is 7.5 E +03 gallons per year and from
decontamination operations is 8.8 E +03 gallons per year.

: Spent fuel elements are handled in air and inert atmospher _';.

i

I

=
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7. What are the atmospheric release rates for radioactivity?

What specific radionuclides are typically released (if an}p)?

What is the percentage of filter efficiency achieved?

Answer

The atmospheric release rates for radioactivity are as follows

for HFEF operations:

Nuclide Annual (Ci)

a. Xe-133 2.4 E- 01

b. Xe-135 I.I E - 01

c. Unidentified J_ 2.6 E - 06

d. Unidentified O( i_8 E - 01

e. Kt-85 ,, , 2.0 E- 01

The specific radionuclides that are typically released are
stated above. The percentage of filter efficiency achieved

for particulates is 99.97%.

8. What are the beta-gamma radiation levels in the surrounding
area?

Answer

In tile surrounding area, background levels are less than 0.02
mR/hr.

9. What are the specific radionuclide levels in air and biota?

Answer

The specific radionuclide levels in air and biota are

background levels.

I0. What handling operations present special problems?

Answer

Maintenance and repair of equipment associated with cask

transfers and master/slave manipulators contribute the highest

radiation exposures to HFEF operation personnel.
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ii. What is the industrial safety record? Are there any

particularly hazardous operations with respect to frequency or

severity?

AT__we r

No lost workday injuries. Two recordable injuries; one

injured elbow slipping on ice, one injured back slipping on

staih-s. There aloe no particular hazardous operations with

respect to f_.-equency or sevet-ity.

12. Have there been any serious incidents with respect to

transfer of canisters during unloading of casks or during

other operations?

Answer _

HFEF has had no serious incidents while unloading casks oh-

during operations since the HFEF/North facility entered

service I] yeah-s ago.

13. What is the co!l=ctive_,. annual radiation dose to the nearby

population groups? What are the highest individual committed
doses?

Answer"

The collective annual radiation dose to the nearby population

g1_oups is 3.000 E -06 mRem/y_. There are no measuh'able

individual committed doses to nea_:by populations li-ore HFE[ _

opeh-at ions.

14. If the above questions indicated any problems, what remedial
actions have been determined to be feasible for implementation
at the MRS?

Answer

The above do not indicate any problems that are not already

accommodated through prudent design of a hot cell facility.
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TASK FORCE HEMORANDUM NO: 6

TO: Mr. Ben C. Rusche, Director DATE: August 15, 1985
DOE- office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management

FROM: Mr. Robert Peelle, Chairman

Environmental Study Group

SUBJECT: LOW-LEVEL GENEIiA'rEDWASTE

The Environmental Study Group of the Task Force asks that you respond to

these questions in writing. If the task group already has the material that

provides the best available response, please give the specific references.
If a rational response requires that a question be rephrased, please offer

us the reworded version. We recognize that considerable effort may be

required to provide some of the requested material, so we will welcome

responses as they become available. Please take into account our desire to
be drafting our initial task force report by October i, by indicating a

schedule on which you expect to be able to provide responses that will not

be available by September 15, 1985.

i. Please characterize the flow of packaged low-level radioactive waste

from the plant in terms of volume, content of radioactive nuclides,

and hazard potential. Include low-level waste from both normal opera-

tion and from clean-up of expected off-normal events.

2. Under the Low Level Waste Policy Act, which state or interstate com-

pact will be responsible for the low-level waste of Question i? (That

is, must it be stored by the state or interstate compact corresponding
to the utility that used the fuel, the state where the final reposi-

tory is located, or the MRS location, Tennessee?) Assuming the last,
what are the project plans if no interstate'oompact including
Tennessee should be approved? If this waste is to be disposed of in

Tennessee, it is our opinion+ that releases via this source must be
= included in the environmental assessment of the MRS. How would they

compare to the amount of low-level waste generated by a nuclear power

plant or a large research hospital?

ce: Clinch River MRS Task Force Members

Wayne K. Sharber, Tennessee Department of Health and Environment

Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team
Senator Ward Crutchfield, Special Joint Conm_ittee on MRS

Peter Gross, DOE/ORO/MRS office

_ D.J. Silviera, Pacific Northwest Laboratories



Response to Task Force Memorandum No. 6, -

I. Please characterize the flow of packaged low-level

radioactive waste from the plant in ternns of volume, content
or radioactive nuclides, and hazard potential. Include

low-level waste from both normal operation and from clean-up

of expected off-nomnal events.

Answer

Two types of wastes are generated at the MRS. They are low

level waste (LLW), defined in i0 CFR 61 in terms of its

maximum content of specific radionuclides such that the

hazards potential from near surface burial is acceptable; and
Contact Handled Transuranic Waste (CHTRU), defined as having

less than 200 millirem per hou_ surface dose-rate and
containing mo_e than I00 x i0- cuL-ies of transuranic elements

per gL-am of material. The CHTRU has a hazards potential such

that it cannot be accepted for surface burial by Federal

Regulation i0 CFR 61 and will be shipped to a Jfepository.

At this stage of conceptual design of the MRS, the quantities

of the above wastes that will be generated is estimated from

available data, such as the quantity of contamination on the

surface of spent fuel rods that ma__ be scraped off in
disassembling the fuel bundles. It is estimated that the MRS

will produce on the order of 500 drums per year of the wastes
desc_ibed above, arising from both normal and abnormal

operations. The 55 gallon drums will contain metallic
materials alone: or combustible material and contaminated

resins or sludges f_:om the cleanup system mixed with cement.

The drums will be stored at the MRS facility until disposal. A

study of options and costs for disposal must be performed (see
answer to Question 2) before a decision can be made on the

necessity of segregating drums of LLW from those of CHTRU.

2. Under the Low Level Policy Act, which state or interstate
compact will be responsible for the low-level waste of

Question I? (That is, must it be stored by the state or

interstate compact corresponding to the utility that used the

fuel, the state where the final repository is located, or the

MRS location, Tennessee?) Assuming the last, what are the

project plans if no interstate compact including Tennessee

should be approved? If this waste is to be disposed of in
Tennessee, it is our opinion that releases via this source
must be included in the environmental assessment of the MRS.

How would they compare to the amount of low-level waste

generated by a nuclear power plant or a large research

hospital?
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Ari swe r

At this time, no decision has been made relative to the

disposition of tl]e waste9 r_}t_fer,red to in Question i. The

r. MRS a n_.:_._.ySes, tha was e

assumption in ou i_/],t/'ry_'_'._Is t this t would bedisposed of in the rep<] This assumption is based on
t[_e following: I) it is an .a<cceptab].e disposition niethod, 2)
the cost and time requirements to. sort the wastes to verify

that they meet the requirements for disposal as low-level

waste (not all low activity wastes meet the requirements for

disposal in LL,W burial grounds) are uncertain, and 3) the
low-level waste disposal costs themselves are uncertain.

Operationally, it may be preferable to send these wastes to

the repository for underground disposal. Since it is at least

ten years before an MRS facility would be operational, we feel

that we have time to gather further information 'on disposa

options and costs for these wastes before making the decis:Lon.

There is a variance of at least a factor of four in the

quantity of low-level waste produced annually by nuclear power

plants. The low-level waste from an MRS is expected to be

less than i0 times that from a nuclear power plant.
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TASK. FORCE MEHORANI)UM NO: 7..... ._.._.--

TO: Mr.' Ben C. Ruscl]e, Director DATE: August 15, 1985
-. CivilianDOE Office of "

Radloactive Wa'_te Management

FROM: Mr. Robert Peelle, Chairman
Environmental Study Group

SUBJECT: FUEl, IIANI)LING

Tile Environmental Study Group of the Task Force asks that you respond to

these questions in writing. If the task group already has the material tliat

provides the best available response, please give the specific references.
If a rational response requircilsthat a question be repl]rased, please offer

' us the reworded version. We recognize that considerable effort may be

required to provide some of the reqaested material, so we will welcome

responses as they become available. Please take into account our desire to
be drafting our initial task florce report by October l, by indicating a

schedule on which you expect to be able to provide responaes that will not

be available by September 15, 1985.

i. Please outline how increased risks associated with rod consolidation

will be outweighed by other benefits.

2. Please list t:he provisions in the.contracts between the utility com--

panics and DOE that control the condition of the fuel at the point and
time of DOE acceptance (relative to cladding integrity and surface

cont aminat ion) .

3. What are the physical quality criteria for DOE's acceptance of fuel

for the MRS? _'_ ",
]

4. Please briefly summariz@ data available to MRS management that defines
the condition of the sp_i_ntfuel now stored at utility sites withIs this
respect t:o surface contiemiuation and cladding integrity.
condition expected to be degraded by handling of the spent fuel
elements between now and 1996?

5. For the aged commercial spent fuel of interest, please chacacterize in

summary or by reference the expected mechanical con.dition of the' fuel
and cladding when it will arrive at the MRS site and following the

mechanical operations required for fuel consolidation. What fraction
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of pins are expected to rupture during hot-cell ha_dling, al_dhow
severe are these ruptures expected to be? Just what will be released

to the hot-cell environment when a pin ruptures, and how will this

material be contained, cleaned up, and packaged for shipment to the

repository with the fuel?

cc: Clinch River MRS Task Force Members .

Wayne K. Sharber, Tennessee Department of Health and E_ivironment
Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team
Senator Ward Crutchfield, Special Joint Committee on MRS

Peter Gross, DOE/ORO/MRS office

D. J. Silviera, Pacific Nort:l_westLaboratories



Re_zs_]_(_3n_nseto Task Force Memorandum No. 7

I. Please outline how increased risks associated with rod

consolidation will be outweighed by other benefits.

A n swe r

Tile increased risk associated with L'od consolidation is not

great based on engineering estimates backed up by limited

testing in the U. S. and abroad. In addition, the crucial

disassembly opel-ation has been tested by repairing partially

irracliated rue] assemblies by removing and replacing failed

fuel i:ods p_:ior to reactor l:e-insertion. Benefits of
consolidation accrue f_:'om tile reduction of the volume of fuel

stol:ed at the MRS and shipped to, and emplaced in, a

Tepository. Reduced volume translates into economic benefits
from fewe[' waste packages stored, shipped and emplaced,

2. Please list the provisions in the contracts between the

']utl. ity companies and DOE that control the condition of the
fuel at the point and time of DOE acceptance (relative to

cladding integrity and surface contamination).

Answer

Contl:-actual p_;ovisions that relate to the descL-iption or
control of the condition of fuel at the time of shipment ar_e

listed and paraphrased below:

StanL_a_c] Contract for Disposal of Spent Nuclear' Fuel and/or

High-Level Radioactive Waste, i0 CFR 9(ii.I].

A r t i c ] e I V

A.2.b. requires a complete desc_"iption of the fuel being
delivered (as set forth in Appendix F).

B.I requires DOE to accept all SN[" of domestic origin

generated by the utility without regard to
condition.

B.2.a. requires DOE to provide, loading and handling

procedures and specifications for" failed fuel
canisters.

Article VI

A.].b. requires the utility to accur'ately c]assify spent

fuel as specified in Appendix E.
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,, A.2.a.t.:equiz-es utt],ity to pL-ovide a detailed descz'iption
of the spent fuel being delivet_ed (as set foL'th in
Apperldix F) and to notify DOL'I 0ff changes as soon
as they become known°

A.2.b. t'equil:es ut.t.l.i, ty to obtain coFlfiz'mation ii:ore l)Ot _]
plcio_ _ to delivo_'y of non-standa_'d fuel.

13.2. authoi:izes I)OE yet'iii cation d li-ing cask loading.

B.3.a DOE may L'efuse to accept impL'opei:ly descL-ibec] fuel
until coi__l;ections made.

Appendix }!',
.,

A.I. _equiL_es i=easonable effol:t by utility to pL-opeL-ly

classify spent fuel:

a. s tandaL_d fuel

b. non-standat'd fuel. (5 categoL'ies)

c. failed fuel (3 categories)

[_.6.a. <equiL-es visual inspection [oL-evidence of

stL-uctu_al defoL-mity ot_ damage necessitating

special handling (failed fuel class F-I),

B.6.b. previously encapsulated assemblies (class F-3),

B.6.c. specifies packaging in compliance with [-egulatoi:y

L'equ i L'eme II tS, ,,

3. What ar'e the physical quality criteria fol: DOE's acceptance
of fuel for the MRS?

An swe _:

DOE is cont_actually obligated to accept all utility spent
fuel of domestic origin. Aeceptahce criteria relate to propeL"

packaging, description and notification as discussed in

question 2 above.
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4. Please briefly summa[_ize data available to MRS management

that defines the condition of the spent fuel now stored at

utility sites with respect to surface contamination and

cladding integl_ity. Is this condition exp,,cted to be degraded

by handling of the spent fuel elements between now and 1996?

Arl ,.sWe_L"

In addition to the info_:mation supplied to DOE under the
a- C,_tandard ontl;act, the utilities at'e required to submit an

annual l:epot't on past an<] p_'ojected fuel discha["ges to the DOE

Energy Infol.'mation Adminlst['ation (EIA) (Fobnl RW 859-Nuclear
Fuel. Data Form) undel:" EIA <]ata collection authouity. This

['epot't desc_-ibes non-standard fuel in gbeateu detail than is

i:equil:ed by the Standard Cont[:act, including the following

cate(loh -:[es:

].. visual defects

2. Encapsulated

3. Requit'es special, handling
4. Cannot be consolidated
5. De fo f-reed

6. Vails to fit: storage rack
7. Othe I_

i

These categot-ies a<'e ,:,,'ubjecttd) _eview as thei[ _ usefulness Is
eva ]uated.

Evidence to dat.,J indicates that there is no observable

degi:adation ovei: time lot: spent fuel. in pool storage,

inc].uding failed fuel.

Spent fuel sui:faces are contaminated with c_:'ud built up duh-ing

i_:_:adJ.ation and may have some fission product contaminations
from failed fuel. Known failed fuel assemblies are

encaps_lated to minimize this contamination source. Shipping

and handling facilities are designed for contamination
c,)ntr'ol. No quantitative fuel contamination data are

collected or considered necessary.

, r ,, ,, ,
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5. ["or the aged comme.vcial spent fuel of interest, please

cha[-acterize in summary oi:'by reference the expected
mechanical condition of the fuel and c].adding when it will

art'ive at the MRS .site and following [he mechanical operations

L_equir'ed for fuel consolidation. What fr'action off pins are

expected to rupture during hot-cell, handling, and how severe
are these ruptur'es expected to be? Just what will bo released

to the hot-cell envi_onment whe,.l a pin ['uptures, and how will

this material be contained, c].eaned up, and packaged fo_."

shipmer._t, to the repository with the fuel?

Answe I."

Po_._ ptl):DOSeS 0t:'.' developing a consel:vatJ.ve design, it has been
assumed tllat as much as 10% (1% is expected) of the spent fue.l.
received ai:.the MRS will have been canisteL-c.d at react:o_is

wit'hout hav_ng been consolidated because of some defect ot"
non-stand'aL'd cond:[tion Openinq of tt]e _-_. ...,e packages is not
contemp].ated. Tlle historic fuel failuue 1:ate at corltmercial
_:'eacto_s is 0.2% of the fuel rods.

The l.-adiological _impacts of MRS oper'ations will be discussed
in the Envi_'onrnenta], Asses _",.._ment cuL'bent].y un(le/" p.vepabation.

AO assesslnent of t.I1eold backup MRS concept is contained in

documerlt PNL-5476, "Reference-Site Environmental Document for

a Monito].:ed Ret):.-ievab].e Sto_:"age Faci].ity: Backup Waste

_lanagement Option fo._:" Tlandling 1800 NTU Pe_: Yea_', D. V.
Si].vte_:a, ot. al, ,Tune 1985. Based on j. nfo_m_at:.ion in that
doct_ment, only about 0.01% oF.'spent [uel shipped [:_-om t;eactot's

is expected to s}_ow evi(]ence oi failu_;e du]=ing shipment
+ C(gaseous nuc].l.]es evident duL+ing shippitlq cask unloading) It

is fu+:theL- assumed for design purposes that up to 0.3% of fuel

t"ods wi].], stick during conso].idation operations at the MRS and

that the cladding may be breached in 50% oi these rods during
removal. That is one failed rod for each thh-ee PWR assemblies

or eleven BWR assemblies consolidated. [+'aJ.led rods will be

removed using remote manipulators designed for this purpose.

They will be accumulated and packaged separately.

85 3

It i_2._xpected that up to 30% of the Kr and 10% of the H
and I will be released from failed fuel rods. These

l:'adioactive gases wi].l be diluted by the large volume of

p2._ocess ce].], ai]: and exhausted through filter's to the stack.
Stack monitor's assure that releases L-emain below regulatory

st:anda]._ds. High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) fill.:e]:'s
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(redundant and testab].e) wLll .t_emove 99.97% of p aL'tiaulate
mattel: c t:'eatc_d in the pL_ocess coli. duo to se.aling of cL'ud
depost, ts on the rue]., cutting opeL'ations and fuel
pa_'t:[cu].ates, ii" any. The ItI[IPA fi.].toL_s al:e designed to be
changed l:'emotely as _ocessaL'y and aL_e compac,,tod and placed in
C.]/'tll_l,<: W],[th g/'OU[ t for [LItUL_O di.sposal. The }_ot coli. and ce].].
equipment a_._e per.:l.odica].].y c]eco_ltaminated as pa_'t off t:outine
o pe _:a t_i.o ns.
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Tile. Envi. ronment:al Study Gr. OUl_ of the Task Force a,uks tl_at you re uond to

these que,_tion.; in writing, l.f the task group already h.as the material that

provlde'_ tl_e be'sl: available re_;ponse, pl.ease give the specific references,
I.f a ratiortal r(,.spor_,i:e requi, re,':_ that a question be rephrased, please oft!er
us tl_e reworded ver,,_ion. We recognize ttt_at considerable e_t]ort tnay be

required to provide .some of, the requested maceri.al, so we will welcome

responses as tt_ey become avai'lable, Ptease cake into account our desire to
be drafting our initial task force report by October 1, by indicating a

schedule on which you e:,:pec:t to be able to provide responses rt_at will no)t"

be avai. l. able by September 15 1985

1. What are the plans to dispose of the equipment aud to decontaminat:e

tt_e [!acil. it:y at: tl_e end of it:s useful. 1.ire?

ct.: Cl. inch River MRS Task Force Members

Wayne K. Sharber, Tenne_.'_ee Departumnt of Itealth and Environment:

Ben L. Stair:h, State of Te.nnessee Safe Growth Team

Setlato_: Ward Crutchfiel.d, Special Joint Couluiittee oil MRS

Peter Gross, DOE/ORO/MRS office

D. J, Silviera, Pacific Nort.'hwe:_t Laboratories]



Response to Task Force Memorandum No. 8
,

,

i

I. What are the plans to dispose of the equipment and to
decontaminate the facility at the end of its useful life?

Answer

Tlle MRS facilities will be designed and operated to facilitate

decontamination/decommissioning operations with minim dm

contamination sp_-ead within the facility, radiation exposure

to the public and decommissioning personnel, and radioactive
waste volumes. Equipment and facility components whose

decontamination levels remain higher than acceptable levels

e_;tablished by the NRC will be dismantled and removed offsite.
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TASK FORCE MEMOItANDUM NO: 9

TO: Mr. Ben C. Rusche, Director DATE: August 15, 1985
DOE - Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management

FROM: Mr. Robert Peelle, Chairman

Environmental Study Group

SUBJECT: GENERAL OPEI_ATIONS

The Environmental Study Group of the Task Force asks that you respond to

these questions in writing. If the task group already has the material that

provides the best available response, please give the specific references.

If a rational response requires that a question be rephrased, please offer

us the reworded version. We recognize that considerable effort may be

required to provide some of the requested material, so we will welcome

responses as they become available. Please take into account our desire to

be drafting our initial task force report by October l, by indicating a

schedule on which you expect to be able to provide responses that will not

be available by September 15, 1985.

i. Will the transporter casks' (incoming and outgoing) external surface

ever be in contact with hot cell atmosphere? (Page 2.4 of PNL 5476,

UC-85).

2. What chain of authority will be responsible for dealing with a major

accident involving hazardous waste at the facility (federal, state,

local)?

3. What type of security control and safeguards" 'will be a part of the

plant operation?

cc: Clinch River MRS Task. Force Members

Wayne K. Slfarber, Tennessee Department of Health and Environment

Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team

Senator Ward Crutchfield, Special Joint Committee on MRS

Peter Gross, DOE/ORO/MRS office

D. J. Silviera, Pacific Northwest Laboratories



Response to Task Force Memorandum No. 9

i. Will the transporter casks' (incoming and outgoing) external

surface ever be in contact with hot cell atmosphere? (Page

2.4 of PNL 5476, UC-85)?

Answer

No. The exterior surfaces of casks (both the shipping casks
for transport and the sealed storage casks used for storage at

the MRS facility) will never be in contact with the hot cell
atmosphere.

2. What chagn of authority will be responsible for dealing with
a major accident involving hazardous waste at the facility

(federal, state, local)?

Answer

DOE, NRC, State and local governments will implement an

agreed-upon course of action. If MRS is approved, details of

this plan will be addressed in the C and C agreement, and the

licensing interactions with the NRC. The approach taken by

DOE would be to prepare the equivalent of this plan. The plan

would be a coordinated effort developed by DOE, NRC, the State

and local governments. It would designate the various areas

of responsibility (including physical and financial). In

general, an accident would be reported by the operating

contractor to DOE who would notify the NRC, State and local

governments and the Emergency Response Plan would be

implemented. Onsite response would be the responsibility of

the operating contractor. The operating contractor/DOE would

provide assistance to local authorities if off-site

consequences were expected. Details would be developed and
included in mutual aid agreements/emergency plans.

3. What type of security control and safeguards will be a part

of the plant operation?

Answer

While the MRS design at this stage is only conceptual,
attention has been given to safeguards and security

provisions. Site security provides physical protection and

access controls to deter, assess, and respond to potential

theft of special nuclear material or radioactive maerial and

to potential threat of sabotage. 'the site security fence

provides the boundary to the "Limited Area" as described in

DOE Order 5632, Chapter III (draft) for DOE Facilities. Al]

MRS facilities including such buildings as the Administration,

Site Services, Warehouse, Security, Fire Station, and similar-

buildings are located in the limited area.
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A "Protected Area" per DOE Order 5632.2 (see also NRC

regulation I0 CFR 73.2.g) is established. This area contains

R&}_ _ui]ding, the Storage Facilities, the radioactive shipment

lag storage, and any other- support facilities considered vital

to safe operation of these facilities.

The protected area is enclosed within two physical barL-iers
(fences) as described in DOE 5632.2.g (and NRC regulation i0
CFR 73.2.f). The area between the fences is called an ala[-m

zone. The alarm zone is monitored by two independent and

dissimilar int_'usion ala_-m systems (20 CFR 73.2.1) that

complement each other. The protected area perimeter is

equipped with closed circuit television (CCTV) to provide
suL-veillance of the alarm zone. Protected area, including

alarm zone, lighting is p[-ovided to assu['e visual/CCTV
surveillance. A patrol road is located to facilitate routine

surveillance and alarm response. An "Isolation Zone" (I0 CFR

73.2.k) is established a[-ound the buiidings or facilities

within the protected area.

Access to both the Limited Area and the Protected Area is

controlled by manned security checkpoints. Access to the R&H

Building and material stor-age areas is contl-olled by an access

control system. Ali exte_ior doo<-s and c_:itical interior
doors are locked and monitored by an ala_nn system during

unoccupied periods.

Ali secur'ity alarms, fire ala[m_s, evacuation alarms, or any
other alarm that would requi2_e a security force response are

annunciated at the Pt-otectec] At-ea Gatehouse as the pt-imary

location and at the Security Building as the backup or

redundant location. These ala[ml stations are hardened (per

criteria in UL 752), controlled access buildings with

capabilities to communicate to all security personnel and
off-site law enforcemez_t agencies.

Provisions are made for identifying, quantifying, labeling,

and recording all radioactive waste materials and for

periodically perfo_-ming physical inventories to confirm the

presence of accountable materials regardless of location
within the facility.
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TASK FORCE'.MEMOIKANDUH NO. I0
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To: Mr. Peter Gross Date: August 19, 1985

DOE/ORO/t-tRS Office

From: bir. LarL'y Dickens, Chairman

Socioeconomic Study Group
,,

Subject: PERIP}IERAL INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER OPEIkATIONS OF
POSSIBLE BENEFIT TO OAK RIDG}'.,-I'.OAN_COUNTY

Several items are of interest to the Socioeco[1omic Study Group for theiL"

possible positive benefit to the community. Couid you provide the best

available information on the following questions.

I. A barge handling facility will have to be constructed at the MRS site.

Could this facility be designed and operated such that the City and

northeastern Roane County could make use of tl_e port as a regional

transpoL-ation resource? i'

2. What spinoff manufacturing enterprises are viewed as possible (or

likely) in connection with the operation of the MRS? What would be

the approximate gross sales of a plant which would manufacture Stor-

age and/or shipping casks?

3. Are specific plans being made to have public access (viewing, touring,

etc.) of the MRS as a possible tourist attraction? What budget
allocation would b_:'made available to operate the "tourist °' aspect

: oi the _aci].ity?

4. Would electric power (all. utilities) be purchased from the City as

opposed to purchase directly from TVA?

5. Would this facility exacerbate the fly-over restrictions whicl_ already

exist in Oak Ridge, making potential airport operations even more

difficult for the City?

Please provide us with the answers to these items by September 3, 1985_
so that this information can be utilized in our analysis. If this date

is not feasible, please let us know when the Informatio_ will be avail-

able.

Larry _I. Dickeno, Chairman

p b

,,, cc: Clinch River MRS Task Force Members

Wayne K. Scharber, Tennessee Department of Health and Environmet_t

Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team

Senator Ward Crutc'hfield, Special Joint Committee on MRS

-- D.J. Silvera, Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Ben C. Rusche, Office of Civilian Waste Management

.. .'. .....



Response to Task Force Memorandum No. 10

i. A barge handling facility will have to be constructed at the

MRS site. Could this facility be designed and operated such

that the City and northeastern Roane County cou].d make use of

the port as a regional transportation resource?

Answer

There are currently no plans in the MRS facility de_!'igns for

barge handling capabilities. Water t_ansport of spent nuclear
fuel into the Oak Ridge area is not currently contemplated.

However, if future transportation analysis or changes in

requirements indicated that water transport would be desirable
and a barge handling facility were to be built, it could be

designed and operated to allow the City and northeastern Roane

County to make use of the facility as a r-egional

transportation resource.

2. What spinoff manufacturing enterprises are viewed as possible

(or likely) in connection with the operation of the MRS? What

would be the approximate gross sales of a plant which would

manufacture storage and/or shipping casks?

Answer

One of the largest direct spinoffs identified to date would

probably be the concrete storage cask manufacturing, which

could be done " in house" or purchased from a private vendor on

land adjacent to the site. For 15,000 MTU licensed storage,

approximately 1830 casks would be required at approximately
$160,000 each (1985 dollars) or an approximate total of $293

million (].985 dollars). In addition, canister manufacturing

locally is possible with projected total sales in the $560
million range. Depending upon the geologic media eventually

selected for the repository, additional substantial packaging

costs, for materials or labor, could be incurred at the MRS

site. As a focal point fc.r transportation activities, a

substantial portion of the $i billion to $3 billion expected

to be spent on transportation could be spent in the MRS area.

For example, transport casks could also be manufactur<;d in the

region, which would also be a large revenue producer.

Specialized service requirements, maintenance, quality
assurance, material handling, data systems management, and

telecommunications would be revenue producers. Process

consumables should generate an additional total of $126
million. Possible new wol-k Jn areas such as metals

technology, waste packaging, laser cutting, and robotics would

generate additional, and as yet unmeasureable, spinoff
indust ties.
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3. Are specific plans being made to have public access (viewing,

touring, etc.) of the MRS as a possible tourist attraction?

What budget allocation would be made available to operate the
"tourist" aspect of the f_cility?

Answe r

There are currently no plans to make the MRS a tourist

attraction. However, your question has given us reason to
factor this into our proposal. If the facility is approved by

Congress, we will provide a visitor's center and proceed with

plans, considering public input, to make the facility into a
national, as well as international, center of display and

prominence that demonstrates U. S. spent fuel handling

capabilities. In essence, the MRS could become a tourist
attract ion, both nationally and internationally.

4. Would electric power (all utilities) be purchased from the

City as opposed to purchase directly from TVA?

Answer

Current plans indicate that all power would come from the 230
kv line that runs adjacent to the site. Ali power would thus

be purchased from TVA.

5. Would this facility exacerbate the fly-over restrictions

which already exist in Oak Ridge, making potential airport

operations even more difficult for the City?

Answe r

The MRS facility would probably have fly-over restrictions

similar to the ones which currently exist in Oak Ridge.

However, the extent to which such additional restrictions

would really exacerbate the current restricted geographic area
is difficult to determine at this time.
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TASK FORCE MEHORANDUbi NO. Ii

To: Mr. Peter Gross Date: August 19, 1985
DOE/ORO/MRS Office

From: Mr. Larry Dickens, Chairman
Socioeconomic S'tudy Group

Subject: EMPLOYMENT ISSUES

Members of the Socioeconomic Study Group would like to have employment

payroll projections for the operational phase of the MRS facility. In

particular it is of interest to the Group to know what fraction of

employees are expected to llve in Oak Ridge and Roane County as opposed
to surrounding jurisdictions _hich are not as directly impacted by the

facility. On this issue it should not go unnoticed that an ever decreas-

ing fraction of DOE contractor employees have chosen to live in Oak Ridge
ov--_rthe past fifteen years, and it is felt by many that the failure of
DOE to shoulder its fair share of the local tax burden (in lieu-of tax)

has strongly contributed to this trend.

i. How many workers will be employed at the MRS facility?

2. How many are projected to live in Oak Ridge? In Roane County?

3. If this number is different from the present fraction of about 25%

and 16.3%, respectlvely, what incentives are envisioned as contribu-

tory toward revising their long-term trend of employee outflow from
the local community?

4. On the basis of DOE experience in the monitoring of local facilities

for environmental protection, what cost is anticipated for monitoring

activities associated with the facility and surrounding environs?

Will this cost be directly supported by the facility?

5. What will be the employment skill mix of the MRS?

Please provide us with the answers to these items by September 3, 1985,
so that this information can be utilized in our analysis. If tl_is date

is not feasible, please let us know when the information will be avail-

able.

_//, A___L/_ *-

Larry'1 Dickens, Chairman

pb

cc: Clinch River MKS Task Force Members

Wayne K. ScIla'cber, Tennessee Department of Health and Environment
Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growtl_ Team

Senator Ward Crutchfield, Special Joint Committee on >iRS

D. J. Silvera, Pacific Nortl_west Laboratories

Ben C. Rusche, Office of Civilian Waste Management

• .. , .



Response to Task Force Memorandum No. ii

1. How many workers will be employed at the MRS facility?
Answer

It is currently anticipated that there will be 600 operat, ing

contractor personnel at the MRS site, 20-30 Federal employees,

and approximately I00 employees engaged in storage cask

manufacturing (See attachment for specific breakout).

2. How many are projected to live in Oak Ridge? In Roane

County?

Answer

Rough estimates indicate that between i00 and 150 may live in

Oak Ridge, and apprcximately 200 within Roane County. Since

part of Oak Ridge City limits are in Roane County, there may

be some double counting in these estimates. Also, the

estimates do not consider how many workers will be new

residents. More detailed analysis of the worker distribution

patterns would be undertaken in the Environmental Impact

Statement, which will be prepared if Congress approves the MRS

proposal.

3. If this number is different from the present fraction of

about 25% and 16.3%, respectively, what incentives are

envisioned as contributory toward revising their long-term

trend of employee outflow from the local community?

Answer

According to Martin Marietta Energy Systems (MMES), 25% of

their employees live in Oak Ridge and 14.1% live in Roane

County, outside of Oak Ridge. The current worker distribution

pattern has resulted from the _interaction of many
community-specific factors over a number of years and

represents an average of both short-term and long-term

employees. Since the MRS facility operating contractor will

be hiring new employees, their distribution pattern would not

necessarily be the same as the average pattern of current MMES

employees.

Any incentive that could potentially reverse the long-term

trend of employee outflow from Oak Ridge would depend, at
least to a certain extent, upon what programs the operating

contractor could develop and effectively implement. One

possible way to encourage workers to locate in Oak Ridge and

Roane County would be to ask the operating contractor to

voluntarily develop a "relocation/housing" program that would

directly encourage their employees to locate in the area. This

could be done in the competitive procurement process,
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prior to contractor selection. Then such requirements could

possibly be made an explicit part of the contract with the

operating contractor. In addition, it is expected that
revenues to the City and County from the "tax equivalency"

concept would substantially reduce the property tax, making
the areas even more attractive.

4. On the basis of DOE experience in the monitoring of local

facilities for environmental protection, what cost is

ar_ticipated for monitoring activities associated with the

facility and surrounding environs? Will this cost be directly

supported by the facility?

Answer

The costs of the monitoring of local facilities for

environmental protection will be directly supported by the

facility. Specific cost estimates for such monitoring are

currently being developed, but is expected to be a small
fraction of the annual operating costs. The operating

contractor will have responsibility for the monitoring itself,

but this could be supplemented by other arrangements also

supported by the facility.

5. What will be the employment skill mix of the MRS?

Answer

The current skill mix estimates indicate that there will be all

approximately even mix of professional white collar and
skilled blue collar and craft employees. White collar

employees would be primarily engineers, with some

administrators, and the skilled blue collar workers would be

primarily welders, operators, and technicians (See attached
Table) .



Shift

ist 2nd 3"td' 4th Total

Onsite Storage Facility 6 6_

Receiving and Handling Building

Administration II 6 6 23

Transfer/discharge 6 5 5 16

Shielded process cell 23 22 22 67

Building maintenance and service 18 9 9 5 41

Analytical laboratory 5 3 3 ii

Health physics 13 13 13 3 42
Manipu ].ator maintenance 2 2 2 6
HVAC maintenance 7 5 5 2 19

Subtotal 85 65 65 i0 225

Receiving, Decontamination Sampling
and Washdown 30 28 28 4 90

Total R&H Building 115 93 93 14 315

Support Facilities

Administrat ion 52 52

Fire Station .7 5 5 5 22

Security and gatehouses 20 13 13 13 59

Maintenance and garage 95 19 13 127

Development shop 13 13

Warehouse and s'torage 5 1 1 7

Total Support Facilities 192 38 32 18 280

MRS Staffing Total 313 131 125 32 601

*Excludes DOE/NRC/State of Tennessee officials (total of 26).

Site related cask manufacturing = 117 craftsmen°



__ Department of Energy

__._.>_j_ _ Oak Ridge Operations

P, O, Box E

Oak Ridge,Tennessee37831
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October 21, 1985

[.ar_'y M. Dickens, ChaiL'man, Socioeconomic Study Group, Clinch
River MRS Task Force

DETAILED WORKER ASSIGNMENTS [_'OR THE MRS

Additional detail has become available with regard to worker

assignments for the MRS. This information can be used to gain a

better understanding of the skill mix which may be present at the

facility.
J

The assignnLent numbers are based on tile 3600 ton/yr design basis

MRS, which would operate 24 houL-s per day, 7 days per week. The

first page shows tile relationship of tota ' numbers fo_ the 3000

ton/yr (5 days per week, 24 hours/day) operation.

It should be emphasized that these are preliminary estimates based

on a conceptual design and hence are subject to change.

I hope this information is helpful to you. If I can answer any

questions, please give me a call.

Peter _].--uross, Manager
Monitored Retrievable Storage office

Attachment

cc w/attachment:

Wayne Scharber, TDHE
B. Smith, Safe Growth Council

Sen. W. Crutchfield, Tennessee Senate

Joe King, City of Oak Ridge

Leroy Hansen, U. T.



MRS Assiqnments

3600 MTU/yr 3000 MTU/yr

R&H Building
Administration Area 28 23

Health Physics 56 42

Receiving & Inspection 118 90

Remote Handling ' 89 67

Equipment Maintenance 5 5

Discharge Area* 27 22
Radwaste Treatment 21 17

.Analytical Lab 14 II
Control Room 20 20

Support A_eas 36 24
415 321

Administ_'ation Building

Operating Personnel 52 52
Government Representatives 26 26

78 78

Security 59 59

Site Services Building
office Area 70 67

Shop Area 41 33

Support Areas 29 27
140 127

Warehouse 8 7

Vehicle Maintenance 13 13

Fire Station 22 22

Cask Manufactur_ing Facility 117 , 103.
..

852 730

*includes storage facility personnel for sealed storage cask concept
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o Receiving and Handling Building

Office Area - The office area accommodates the following
functions:

Number of Personnel by Shift

Assignment Day 2nd 3td 4th Total

Management 3 2 2 2 9
Staff 2 2 2 2 8

Ope t_ations 3 2 2 2 9
Secretarial 3 - - - 3

Total iI 6 6 6 29

Health Physics Area - A Health Physics (I{P) area is located

near the personnel exit from the Category I portion of the R&H

Building. Ali personnel are monitored and, if necessary,
receive decontamination treatment in the Health Physics area°

Space is provided for HP technicians, a supervisor's office,
decontamination facilities, and storage.

Number of Personnel by Shift

Assignment Day 2nd 3td 4th Total

Supervisor 1 - - - 1
Lead Technician - 1 1 ] 3

Technic lans 13 13 13 13 52

Total 14 14 14 14 56

Receiving, Inspection, and Shipping Areas - The twin receiving,

inspection, and shipping areas flanking each site of the R&H

Building are designed to receive shipments of spent fuel from

commer'cial generators of nuclear waste by both rail and truck.

They a_-e also designed to handle casks for t_ansfo_ to the

Femote handling area.



Number of Personnel by Shifft

AsSignment Day 2nd 3td 4th Total

Foreman 2 2 2 2 8

Crane Operators 3 2 2 2 9

Riggers 8 6 6 6 26

Millwrights 5 3 3 3 14
R&H Technicians 16 15 15 15 61

Total 34 28 28 28 118

Remote Handling Area - The remote handling, area is designed for

remote unloading of casks _nto the shielded process cells.

OtheL- related functions (such as equipment maintenance, crane

maintenance, and decontamination) a_e also p_-ovided.

Number of Personnel by Shift

Assignment Day 2nd 3rd 4 th Total

Foreman 5 4 4 4 17

Unloading Techs 4 4 4 4 16
Consolidation 8 8 8 8 32

Technic lans

Welding, loadout 6 6 6 6 24
& decon techs

Total 23 22 22 22 89

Equipment Maintenance Rooms- Shielding remote handled and
contact handled maintenance and transfe_ hot glove-box repair

rooms (all located directly below the cells) are designed to

permit maintenance, decontamination, dismantling, removal, and
transfer of in-cell equipment through cell floor hatches.

Maintenance personnel include the following:

Number of Personnel by Shift

Assignment Day 2tld 3 rd 4 th Total

Crane Maintenance Techs 3 - - - 3

Remote, contact, and 2 .... 2

cold radwaste maintenance
technic ians

Totai 5 5
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Transfer/Disclia_ge Area- The transfer/discharge areas each are

designed to accommodate the discha_.ge of consolidated spent
fuel, HLW, and IIAW/RHTRU canisters and drums into a cask

(Primary Storage Concept - Sealed Sto_:,age Casks), which is

mounted oil a crawler_-type t_..'anspo_-ter-fo_ delivery to the
storage site.

Number of Per'sonne]. by Shift

A_sssi___qninen t Day 2nd 3 L-d 4th Tota 1

Foremen 2 1 1 1 5

Weld.i.ng, dL-um, and 4 4 4 4 16

canister supply techs

Transporter ope ;.-ator- ]. - - - 1
SF, I]LW, and HAW/RIITRU

storage area:
Fo r'ema n 1 - - - 1

TecI1nicians 2 - - - 2

C_ane Operator.- ] - - - 1 .

Inspector 1 - - - l

Total 12 5 5 5 2"7

Personnel requirements for- the Alternate Storage Concept a.ue:

Numbe_" of Pe_-sonnel by Shift

Assignment Day 2hd t 3td 4th Total

Vo reme n 2 1 1 1 5

Welding, drum, and 4 4 4 4 16

canister supply techs

Transporter c._:ew 2 2 2 2 8

SF, IILW, and HAW/RHTRU

storage a_:ea :
_o[eman 1 1 I 1 4

Technicians 2 2 2 2 8

Inspector,' 1 1 1 1 4

Total 12 11 I 1 11 45
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Radwaste Area - There are two separate radwaste areas: the

high-activity radwaste HAW/RHTRU area for pt'ocessing

high-activity wastes (generated in the shielded cells) and the

low-]evel radwaste area including both a low-level liquid
radwaste area and a low-level solid radwaste area. The

radwaste a,teas p_epare site-generated radioactive waste for

storage or disposal.

Number of Personnel by Shift

Ass iqnment Day. 2nd 3 rd 4 th Total

Supervisor, all 1 - - - ]
ma intenance

Fo _eme n 2 I 1 ] 5

PL.ocess cells, solid,

liquid, and high-

activity radwaste
technicians 6 3 3 3 15

Total 9 4 4 4 21

Analytical Laboratory Facility - An analytical laboratory

facility contains equipment, apparatus, and chemicals requi[,ed

for the counting and analysis or sampling of contaminated

solids, liquids, and gases.

Number of Personnel by Shift

Ass ig ninent Da_; 2nd 3 rd 4 th Tota 1

Lab Supervisor 1 - - - 1

Lab data management 1 - - - I

Lab specialist 1 ] 1 1 4
Lab technicians 2 2 2 2 8

Total 5 3 3 3 14

Control Room- Different aspects of the operations, including

certain designated maintenance activities within the building,
a_e observed and controlled from the control room. Data

acquisition equipment hand]es the monitoring of personnel,

inventory control, reco_'ds, and p1_ocedu[_es for the control of
contaminated materials and building process activities.

Operations in cask unloading rooms, p_ocess cells, and loadout
rooms a_e observed by closed-circuit television (CCTV), and a

system of communication is available for efficient operation of

the facility. Control room personnel include the following:
]
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Number of Personnel by Shift

6s s ig ninen t Day 2nd 3 rd 4th Tota 1

Ope_rators 4 4 4 4 16
Supervisors 1 1 1 1 4

Total 5 5 5 5 20

The support areas personnel are as follows:

Numbe[ of Personnel by Shift

Ass iqnment D_a.y 2nd 3 rd 4 th Total

Laund_:y Room 2 - - - 2

Materia].s receiving and 2 - - - 2

stor_age

HVAC operations and 9 5 5 5 24
maintenance technicians

Man ipula tor/crane 2 2 2 2 8

storage and maintenance
room technicians

Total 15 7 7 7 36

Number of Personnel by Shift

Assignment Da_ 2nd 3td 4th Total

R&H Building total 133 94 94 94 415

personnel.

o Administration Building

Number

of

Assignment Personnel.

Finance and Administration 6

Personnel 6

Public Relations 3

Accountabi i ity 4

Plant Management 8

Plant Operations 5

Data Acquisition (computer room) 5



o A d m_____i_ni___stEa t_i <__n,,,,B u i 1 d i n g ( c o n t ' d )

Numbe r
of

Assignment Personnel

Quality Assurance 6
Recept ion I

Heal th/Sa fety 4
Contracts 3

Se cur ity 1

Subtotal Operational PeL'sonnel 52

DOE/NRC/State Representatives 26

Totai 78

o Securit _

Numbe_-of Personnel by Shift

Assignment Day 2nd 3rd 4 th Total

Captain 1 - - - 1
Lieutenant 1 1 1 1 4

Secu_'ity/Pat_ol Office_s i0 10 I0 i0 "40 -

AMS blonitoring Guards 2 2 2 2 8
. Clerical ] - - - 1

Extra Duty 5 - - - 5.

Total 20 13 13 13 59

The Captain, Shift Lieutenant, secretar_y, clerk, and Alarm
Monitoring Station (AMS) guards occupy permanent stations or

offices in the building; the remaining personnel occupy various

work stations (such as gatehouses) throughout the site. Two

Secur'ity/Pat_ol Office_s are on moving patrol when not

temporarily occupied at the Inspection Gatehouse.

o Site Services Building

Office Area. The office area is designed to house the

following :
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NumbeL, of Personnel by Shift

Ass__9/_ninen t Day 2nd 3 rd 4 th Tota 1

Physical plant 7 2 2 2 13

operation pe_'sonnel

Shop management 7 1 1 1 I0

Eme_gency fiE'st aid ]0 1 1 1 4

Purchas ing 5 - - - 5

Eng ineering I2 - - - 12
Store 3 - - - 3

Instrument labo_-atory/ 3 - - - 3

counting room
Control room 5 5 5 5 20

Total 43 9 9 9 70

Shop AL_ea. The shop area is designed to accommodate the

following :

Number of Personnel by Shift

Ass iqnment Day 2nd 3 _'d 4 th Total

Machine 3 .... 3

Servicemen 3 - - - 3

Millwright .. 5 1 1 1 .8 -

Pipefitting 2 1 1 1 5

We ld ing 1 .... 1
Sheetmetal 1 - - - 1

Ca tpe n try 3 - - - 3
Electrical/instrument 9 2 2 2 15
Paint 1 - - - 1

Plastics, glass, and .... 0
ceramic

Steam cleaning area .... 0
Tool crib 1 - - - I

Total 29 4 4 4 41
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Support Functions.

Number of Personnel by Shift

A_ss_.nment Day 2nd .... 3_rd __ 4th Total

Ma iI Room 2 - - - 2
Wa rehouse 2 - - - 2

Reproduction 2 - - - 2
Telephone 1 - - - 1
Janito_.-ial facilities 6 6 - - 12

Mockup 10 - - - ].0

Total 23 6 - -- 29

o Warehouse

Numbe_..- of Personnel by Shift

f{ssignment Da_ 2hd 3rd 4 th Total

Supervisor 1 - - - 1
Clerks 2 - - - 2

Wa [ehouseme n 2 1 1 1 5

- Total 5 1 1 1 8

o Vehicle Maint:enance

The Vehicle Maintenance Building is normally occupied by 13

personnel on a single day shift as follows:

Assignment Number of Personnel

Shop Manager 1_

_- Service advisor 1

Clerks 3

MechaniCs 4

Electrician/mechanic 1
- Servicemen 3

- " Total 13
f-

_
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o Fi_'e Station

N_nbe_ of

N_nbe[ of Full-Thne On-Call

Person_lel by Shift PeL'sonnel _btal

ASsi!]_nent Days 2hd 3td 4rh (all shifts) Full-Time

Fi ref ighters 1 1 ] 1 - 4
(full-ti.n_)

Firefighters .... (9)

(on-call)

Officers: Chief 1 .... 1

Assistant Chief 1 1 1 1 - 4

Trainir_ Office_ 1 ..... 1

Rad io Dispatcher 1 1 1 1 - 4
Nurse 1 1 1 1 - 4

_]ne_gency medical i 1 i ! - 4
Technician (E_F)

7btal 7 5 5 5 (9), 22

o Cask Manufacturing Facilit_]!

Ntmaber of Per,sonnel

Assig_nent Da}, 2nd 3td Total

Plant Manager 1 - - 1

Supe_iso_ ' 1 - - 1
Fore]nan 3 2 1 6

Clerk 1 - - 1

F_ont-end loader operator 2 2 - 4

Reba_ tyil_g 12 12 - 24

Concrete pou_ing 6 6 - 12
Rebar fabrication 6 6 6 18

Ins tfume ntat ion/e lect rical 4 4 1 9

: Crane Operator 1 1 1 3
General laboL'er 12 12 12 36

Laboratory technician 2 - - 2

117
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TASK FOI{Ci_ t,tEt,tOt_ANDUM NO, 1.2

TD: bt['. Peter (;ross Date: August 19, 1985

DOE/O[{O/HRS Office

From' Hr. t,arry Dickens, Chail:man

Socioeconomic SLudy Group

Subject: TAXATION ISSUISS

blembel._sof rh0 Socioeconomic Study Group would like to have at_sw,zr'ed tl_e

following questions concerning those positive benefits to the Oak Ridge'-

Roane County communities that may be derived f_'om taxation or tax equiv-

alency payments foL" the MRS facility and its operation.

I. What would be the total value, upon completion, of the HRS facility

and of the land which it would occupy?

2, What is the .approximate cost (value) of each of the large storage

casks which will hold the colnpacted fuel rods prior to shipment to

and storage i_ a permanent nuclear waste facility? What is tl'_evalue,

if any, of the contents of. a cask; i.e., what w6uld the market value

be of the fissionable product contained in the spent fuel. rods?

3. There is much concern over the possibility that the storage of wastes

at the MRS facility might become very long term, with.ultimate accu-

mulation Of a ratii,':rlarge quantity of waste in the temporary storage

yard. For obvious reasons of cost versus benefit and as an incen-
tive to DOE to complete the planned underground facility, would it

be possible to cz:eate an exclusive clty/county-owned HRS storage yard
at the site in _.Jh:Lchall casks would be stored? A storage fee would

be agreed upon and charged to tl_e facility by the city/count-y gover_1-"
ments who own and control the exclusive storage area, This concept

cou_Id become a very large plus, psychologically and monetarily, to

the affected communities.

4. If construction of a permanent waste repository is delayed over the

next fifteen years, and if the proposed local. MRS were to be the only

one in existence, how many storage casks would reside at the proposed

: facility by the year 2005? By 2015?

5. How much revenue, from utilities is to be available to pay for waste

storage by the year 2000? Could we get all of it if nothing else is

bu.ilt? (Storage yard fee)

6. Is it feasible for the facility to be either built and operated by a

private contractor or. built by a private coL_tractor and leased to
DOE to insure the taxability of the property?



TASK FORCE MEMORANDUM NO. 12

Augu,_t 19, 1.985

Page 2

Please provide us wlt:h the answer:.<;to tlte_t2items by Septembe[' 3, 1985,
so that this in_formatioI_ can be utJ.liz_d in our analys.is+ If this date

is not feasible, p].ease let us ki_ow whet_ the it_foi_mation will be avai].-
able,

Lai:'i:'y bl," Dic.kei_ls , Chail.'marl

ph

tc: Clinch River ¿.iRSTask Force ht._.llbers
i

Wayne K Scharher, Tennessee Depal.'tmentof l.lealthand F,t_virot_ment
Ben L0 Stnith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team

Senator Ward Crcltchfield, Special Joint Committee on MRS

D. J+ Silvera, Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Ben C. Rusche, Office of Civilian Waste Managelnent



Response to Task Force Memorandum No. 12

1. What would be the total value, upon completion, of the MRS

facility and of the land which it would occupy?

Answe r-

Excluding casks, the estimated value off the facillty and land

is approximately $800-$I000 million, ill 1985 dollars. Capital

and operatinq costs over a 26 year perlcd are expected to

total approximately $2.7 billion.

2. What fs the approximate cost (value) of each of the large
storage casks which will hold the compacted fuel rods prior to

shipment to and storage in a permanent nuclear waste facility?

What is the value, if any, of the contents of a cask; i.e.,

what would the market value be of the fissionable product
contained in the spent fuel rods?

Answer

The current value of each cask is approximately $160,000.
There is currently no market value of the spent nuclear fuel

that will be contained in the casks. However, there is

useable fuel content, which if reclaimed, would have value.

The precise dollar value of such unclaimed fuel would require

additional analysis.

3. There is much concern over the possibility that the storage

of wastes at the MRS facility might become very long term,
with ultimate accumulation of a rather large quantity of waste

in the temporary storage yard. For obvious reasons of cost

versus benefit and as an incentive to DOE to complete the

planned underground facility, would it be possible to create

an exclusive city/county-owned MRS storaqe y_ard at the site in
which all casks would be stored? A--S-[-orage fe--e would be

agreed upon and charged to the facility by the city/county

governments who own and control the exclusive storage area.

This concept could become a very large plus, psychologically

and monetarily, to the affected communities.

Answer

Recognizing the current language of the NWPA and its

legislative history, DOE is obligated to take title to spent

nuclear fuel and/or high-level, waste at the nation's reactor

sites, and has responslbi].ity to provide for- the

transportation and petnnanent disposal of such waste in order

to protect the public health, safety, and the environment. In

essence, the MRS is, therefore, only an intermediate step in

the Federal waste management system. Associated with taking
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title to spent nuclear fuel and its permanent disposal are all

of the required safeguards and security measures that are also
a clear Federal responsibility. To create an exclusive

city/county-owned and controlled storage yard at the MRS site
in which all casks would be stored would not be consistent

with the Congress_onally mandated Federal responsibilities.

Instead, it would r'equire a transfer of authority from the

Federal government to a city/county government for control of

the spent fuel while irl transit: (or temporary storage) from
the reactor sites to the repository.

4. If construction of a permanent waste repository is delayed

over tlie next fifteen years, and if the proposed local MRS

were to be the only one in existence, how many storage casks

_ould reside at the proposed facility by the year 2005? By

2015?

Answer

The planned proposal to Congress will call for the MRS to be
authorized for- only 15,000 MTU storage capacity. This would

be 1,800 casks. Any slippages in the repository program would
have no immediate impact on MRS's NRC licensed capacity or

Congressional authorization on the facility's capacity. Any

capacity changes would require Congressional approval and NRC
licensing amendments _

5. How much revenue from utilities is to be available to pay for

waste storage by the year 2000? Could we get all of it if

nothing else is built? (Storage yard fee) \

Answer-

In 1984 dollars, the cost of the waste program is expected to

be in the range of $24 to $30 billion by the year 2000 to pay

for waste disposal. All but approximately $2.7 billion for

the MRS is to be expended for _the repository program. The

primary thrust of the NWPA and the current DOE program is
based on national policy and law, and will continue to be

based, on permanent geologic disposal--not permanent monitored
retrievable storage.



6. Is it feasible for the facility to be either built and

operated by a private contractor or built by a private

contractor and leased to DOE to insure the taxability of th'e

property?

Answer"

The Department currently expects that the facility and
property will be owned by the Federal government, but will, in

fact, be constructed and opeL_ated by a contractor. The

current planned application of "tax equivalency" addresses the

last part of this questien. Under the "tax equivalency"

concept, revenue/grant, levels will be calculated so as to

mirror amounts ta×ing jurisdictions would receive if they were

taxing a private activity. This will insure the taxability of

the property. We believe the State and local taxing

jurisdictions should determine how the "tax equivalency"

program wi].l be implemented by considering the'application of

their taxing provisions to the _RS.
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TASK FORCE HEHORANDUH NO, 13

'ro: Mr. Peter Gross Date: August 21, 1985
DOE/ORO/_fl_S office

From' Mr LarL'y Dickens, Chairman
Socioeconomic Study Group

Subject: PROPERTY VALJF.S

Please provide the Socioeconomic Study .Group with property value studies
that have been completed for the Department: of Energy in conjunction

with facility sitings. If you cannot furnish these studies, please

provide access to the documentation. We will need this information by

September 14, 1985. Let us know if this is not possible.

_y_ _, '_-_La t, Dickens, Chairman

fin

tc" Clinch River KRS Task Force Members

Wayne K. Scharber, Tennessee Department of llealth and Environment
Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Growth Team

Senator Ward Crutch[ield, Special Joint Committee on MRS

D. J. Silvera, Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Ben C. Rusche, office of Civilian Waste Management
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Response to Task [+_orce Memorandum No. 13

Please provide the Socioeconomic Study Group with property value

studies that have been completed for the Department of Energy in

conjunction with facility sitings. If you cannot furnish these

studies, please provide access to the documentation. We will need

this information by Septc_nber 14, 1985. Let us know if this is

not possible.

Answer

Property value studies are noL-mally included as a part of an

Environmental Impact Statement. The number of EIS's that have

been completed for the DOE on numerous projects is substantial. In

general, these studies were undertaken prior to constL-uction/
operation of the facilities and no follow-up was made to evaluate

the accuracy of the predictions contained in the original EIS.

However, the NRC has commissioned several post-licensing studies

to determine the socioeconomic impact that did occur around a

dozen or more reactor sites. One of the topics evaluated in the

studies was the impact on the local housing markets. The complete

_-eference for the report (several volumes) is:

NUREG/CR'2749

Division off Health, Siting and

Waste Management

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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------ Task Force Memorandum No. 14

Date: August 201 1985

'ro: Peter Gross

OEO/MRS Of [ice

From: Shirley _lendrix, Chairperson
Transportation Study Group

SubJ'ect: QUESTIONS FROH TI{E TRANSPOK"rATION STUDY GIIOUP

Please respond at your earliest convenience to the following questions:

i. What accident scenarios have you considered for a vehicle transporting

five-year-old spent reactor fuel?

2. Wq_at are the data for the Southern Railway (Norfolk and Southern)
and the L & N (Seaboard) for:

- mainline track quality from Oak Ridge (or nearby) to (other tracks

, going to) _ashington, blew Hexico, and Texas (panhandle)?
- accident rates?

-volume of hazardous materials transported per year for last five

years?

-- population of areas near tracks from Oak Ridge to where the Southern
or L & N lines end (or leave the state), or to where a switch would

be made to another rail line?

--nearness of tracks for Southern and L & N to special high-density
' facilities such as hospitals, schools, shopping centers, prisons,.

etc.?

3.. 4_ilI DOT or DOE required that spent fuel transported by rail be

shipped on Class I track?

Shirley lJ/_drix, Chair
Transportation Study Group

pb

Copies:

i

Clinch River MRS Task Force

Wayne K. Sharber, Tennessee Department of Health and Environment
Ben L. Smith, Safe Growth Team

Sen. _4ard Crutchfield, Special Joint Committee on MRS

Ben Rusche, DOE

Larry Blalock, DOE



Response to Task FoL-ce Memo_-andum No. 14

I. What accident scenarios have you considered for a vehicle

transporting five-year-old spent nuclear fuel?

Answeh"

In lieu of specific consideration of accident scenarios, the

NRC requires tests and engineering analyses that simulate the

conditions to be expected in severe th-ansportation accidents

when they are ce[-tifying a cask to be used in spent fuel

shipments. The quantity of fuel shipped and its age detetnnine
the sour-ce tec'm to be considered in accident analyses. The

existing cask fleet was designed for small pay load of fuel

less than one year old. Future cask designs will be for

far-gcr quantities of longer- cooled fuel and they will be

subjected to similar tests and analyses before winning
certification.

For shipment of spent fuel in the waste prog_-am it is

impoL-tant to consider risk. Recent risk analyses for shipment

in existing casks of five-year-old fuel from reactors to

repositories have been made and are documented in report
SAND84-1794 "A Prelimina_:y Cost and Risk Analysis for

Transpo_ting Spent Fuel and High-Level Wastes to Candidate

ReDository Sites" K. S. Neuhauser, et. al, October 1984. The

transportation risk is a summation of the product of the

consequences and the probability of occurrence for a range of

accidents grouped into six severity categories and occu[-ring

in three populatioll zones.

• The severity categories _:epresent families of accident
situations that result in different degrees of cask damage due

; to impact and fire. The most severe categories include

hypothetical accidents that compt:omise the integrity of the
cask and cause failure of fuel cladding which, along with high

temperature from attendant fires, result in release of

radioisotopes.

The report indicates that from 1 to 18 fatalities (latent

cancers) can be expected due to the radiological impact of

shipping 70,000 metric tons of spent fuel over a 26 year

_ period. The nonr-adiological consequences of these shipments
are estimated at 2 to 78 fatalities_ Other inferences derived

from this report are:

i) Radiological risk of rail shipments is about five times
that for truck shipments.*
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2) Nonl:adio]ogical _-isk of tr'uck shipments is 15 to 20 times

that the _ail shipments.

3) The rad io].ogical impact of natut-al background on the U. S.

population is 6,000 to 80,000 times that of waste

shipments including occupational and accident impacts.

*Recent analyses not yet published indicate that the

radiological risk for normal rail shipments is significantly
loweL - than the values used in SAND84-1795.

,i

2. What are the data for the Southern Railway (Norfolk and

Southern) and the L & N (Seaboard) for:

-mainline track quality from Oak Ridge (or nearby) to (other'

tracks going to (Washington, New Mexico, and Texas

(panhandle) ?
- accident rates?

- volume of hazardous materials transported per year for last

five yea_:s?

- population of areas near tracks from Oak Ridge to where the
Southern or L & N lines end (or leave the state), or to

where a switch would be made to another rail line?

- nearness of tracks for Southern and L & N to special

high-density facilities such as hospitals, Schools, shopping
centers, prisons, etc?

An swe _._

We have requested this infor'mation of the rail lines. As soon
as it comes in we will forward it to you.

3. Will DOT or DOE require that spent fuel transported by rail

be shipped on Class I track?

Answer

There is no regulation or requirement by DOT or DOE that

nuclear waste rail shipments be exclusively on Class I track.

The railroads, in the interest of safety and prudent business

practice, adjust train speed and loading to the quality and
condition of the track utilized in all shipments.

. T
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TASK FOF(CE MEMORANDUM NO. 15

TO: Mr- Peter Gross DATE: October- 16, l ?t:]_-3
DOE/ORO/MI2S Offlee

FROM: Joseph C King, Coordinator
Clinch River MRS Task Force

SUBJECT: MRS SITE CHARACTERIZATION

Title I_ Section 112(a) o{ the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

specifies that DOE will disqualify any site Tor the development

of a permanent repository that is '*located (I) in a highly

populated area; or- (2) adjacent to an area I mile by i mile

having a population of. not less than 1,000 individuals." Federal
regulations (I0 CFR_ Part 960)interpret this to mean that a

permanent repository will not be si ted in any incorporated or

census-designated place_ excluding counties_ with a population of

2_500 or more. In I0 CFR, Part 960 the stated purpose of this
restriction is "the protection of people from harmful exposure to

radiation releases from repository surface facilities." It- is
our understanding that MRS sur-Face facilities would be similar to

those originally envisioned for a permanent repository. While

Section l12(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act does not

technic, ally apply to siting o-f an MRS, has DOE taken it into

consideration in selecting Tennessee locations for the proposed
fact Iity?

z

]
tc- Clinch River MRS Task Force Members

Wayne K. Scharber', Tennessee Department of Health & Environment
Ben L. Smith, State of Tennessee Safe Gr'owth Team

Senator Ward Crutchfield, Special Joint Committee on MRS
D. J. Silvera_ Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Ben C. Rusche, Office oT Civilian Radioactive Waste Managem_,nt



__ Department of Energyo0.,,,.0o
__ ...... Oak r]iclqe,Tcmlmssoe3783 1

October- 22, ]985

M_-. Joseph C. King
mooted ina to _-

Clinch Rive_ MRS Task [;_o_ce
Post Office Box 1

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Dea_ _ M_. King:

This is in response to [['ask Force Memo1_andum no. 15, dated October

]6, 1985, concemning _epositor.y versus MRS siting considerations

related to population density and exposure to tel.eases from the
facility.

Because the safe permanent: isolation of spent nuclear fuel in

geologic repositories is a unique and unpL_ecedented technical

undertaking, reposito_'y siting inco_-po[ates conservative

requiL_ements to compensate for uncer_tainties with _egard to

geologic and hydrologic features important foF isolating wastes

over thousands of years. The sur:face facilities at the repositomy

p_ovide a direct access to the geologic formations and isolated

wastes, and so must also L-eflect this conservative app1_oach. The

qualifying conditions fo_" the repository with r,ega_d to population
density and dist_-ibution we_e specifically included fo_- this

reason in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

The radioactive materials handling operations of the p_oposed MRS,

howeve_, have been safely demonstr, ated ove_ the past 30 years, and
in this manner do not constitute unique haza_.-ds. Fo_ this r,eason,

the MRS facility can be sited consistent with existing spent fuel
sto_age facility siting requirements. The conservative

mequir,'ements of the geologic L_eposito_y do not apply to the MRS.

While the specific _equi_ements of I0 CFR 960 we_e not appropriate

fo_, MRS siting, the p_oximity to population centers both in te_ms

of actual population density and population i_m_ediately adjacent
to the site we_e in fact ca_efully considered in the MRS site

screening and identification. (See DOE/RW-0023, page 36, GoldeL"
Report, May 1985)



Joseph C. King .- 2 - Octobe_r 22, 1985

I hope this r,'espond:_t:o the conce[:'ns expL-essed J.n youtl memot:al_dum.

If you have any Eut"ther questions, pleasL, feel fL_ee to contact us

at any time.

S incet.-ely,

Peter: O",_ Gross, Manager
Monil:.o_'ed Retr. ievable StoL'age (hfrice

cc: Wayne Sohacbet.-, TDIIE

Ben Smith, Safe G_owth Council

Sen. Wa_d Ct._utchfield, Tennessee Senate

D. J. Silve_ia, PNL



./_7"_: Department of Energy

September 16, 1985

Hs. Shirley ttendrix, chairperson

Transportation Study Group
Clinch River MRS Task Force

RESPONSE TO TASK [_'ORCE MEMORANDUMS 1 AND 14

Enclosed are responses to questions from the Transportation study

Group provided in blemorandums 1 and ]4. We also received
Memorandum 2 which identified the mission for the Transportation

Study Group. We concur in the statement of mission.

[.Inclosed also, for your information, is a typical NRC Certificate

of Compliance.

If there are any questions or if I can be of further assistance,

please give me a call on 576-6694.
/i" /

..//".9 ;

Vpeter _.../Gross, Hanager
Monitored Retrievable storage Office

I_n c ].o s u r e s

cc: Joe King, City of Oak Ridge

Wayne Scharber, TDttE
Ben Smith, Saffe Growth Council

S e ial LegislativeSen. Ward Crutchfield, p_c

Study Group on MRS

Larry Blalock, AD-412
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Nuclear Assurance Corporation NL Industries, Inc. application dated
5720 Peachtree Parkway February 2'7, 1976, as supplenlented, liil

._Jl Norcross, GA 30092 _i!"
_J! 'Iri
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IH

_I 4 CONDIIIONS

_[ ]'hl._ CelllIICa{t_ I$ cor_(|lllOrIi|l LIi)OII hdt;Ihng Iho requlroml_rqs of 10 C;Ff:I |}nrl 71, a._apl._hcablo, and Ihe COrldlllOll5 _,(]/0cIhL_] [._{Ol()W ......... illii

gl (a) Packaging

_, (I) Hodel No.: NLI-IO/24 [i I
"]t :t_',
_3' (2) Description [",

, .:_.,

']: A lead, water, depleted uranium and high temperature poly_ler sh|el _, ElC.d '._

_I ;P'shipping cask, encased in stainless steel, equipped with balsa impact 'I!I
_: limiters, and mounted to a r'ailcar which is considered to be an integral l_!
_I part of the packaging for normal conditions of transport. The cask !>',

_3:, body is 204-1/2 inches long b,y 96 inches irl OD rh(: principal shieldiIlg !f_;ll_ '
_]', consists oF 6 inches of lead and 9 inches of" water. Depleted uranium '[,:
_,]! plates are encased iri the bottom end forging and cask inner closure ,IW
_]I head. lligh temperature polymer sheet is encased in the bottom end and .i,I
,_i positiorled between the inner and outer closure heacls at the top end. ,_,:
_.li '[):

_i The lead shield is bonded between a 3/4-inch stainless steel inner" :_'"'I}

_i shell and a 2-inch stainless steel outer she'll. The outer shell is ii
_]I surrounded by a 3/4-inch stainless steel water jacket shell. The iii

three (3) shells are welded to stainless steel forgings at both ends.ii P'Four (4) water expansion tanks are mounted to the railcar, and are ii

_I connected to the water jacket By a flexible metal hose. I_

i,I

,,
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prion (continued),,, (2) Descri
i Ij

lh!

_I shell and tile inner closure head. lt is 179-!/2 inches long ancl has [);i!h

-_!I a 45-irlchinside diameter. 'Tileinne_ closLlrehead is held in place by I)'

_t] sixteen (16) bolts, and is sealed witll a metallic O-ring. Secondary I_!
_I coIltaillinent is provided by the outer closure head which'is bolted; and hl
_I has a Viton or silicone O-ring seal. There is no direct penetratlon . b

_" between the containi;leilt cavity and tile ambient, The two (2) penetrations lilli
i into the containment cavity are from the space between the inner andouter closure heads, which has a single penetration through tilt cask bi

i b(xly connecting it with the aml]ient, The two (2) 'lid penetrations are _IHI sealed with l-I/2-inch quick disconnect valves and metal O-ring seals ,i_i':_

I

"The radioactive contents are positioned within the containment cavity I";'!

i! using neutron poisoned aluminum baskets and irlternal support structures, ,_i:l

l'lle PWR.and BUR fuel basket cavities are lined with neutron absorber h:_

_I 'h'

_1 An auxiliary cooling systtITI, mounted to the raiIcar, is used to '"iiii
Iliaintain the cask and fuel temperatures so as to facilitate handling
and cool dowrl. ,ii;

Tile fully loaded cask, excluding the railcar, 'is approximately 194,000 !r/,
i_l pounds, which includes a maximum gross weight of the cavity contents !_':l
'._I of 34,100 pounds (fuel, spacers, fuel basket, etc.). _._',

;I  Ii:i
(3) Drawings ,_,,L,

i_ lid

i The Hodel No. NLI-IO/24 shipping cask is constructed in accordance ii;with the NL Industries, Inc. and National Lead Company Drawing Nos. as !_:',
ill specified on page XVlll-I Rev. 9 and page XVlll-2 Rev. 8 in 'I_I

, , , IiSection XVIII of the Application. !:'i

C'
(1) Type and form of material ii!!1

'i>_1;I

Irradiated[;WRand BWR uranium oxide fuel assemblies oF the following l_i
specifications"

F.,:,,

21 I!:':1
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5. (b) Contents (I) (contlriued) '.I,:

' I!'i

Cladding lit_terlal Zr or SS Zr or SS t}:I

! _tximuin i,litial U 200 li;I,,
coril:ent:/assembl y, kg .475 ]i

i 'I

i_ _×il1iUlil average initial I_,.',

Maximum irlitial U-235 I_

conl;ent/assembly, kg 16,6 5.6 !:!i

il),l

Fuel pin array size, 14x14115x15 7x718x8 _!
,, number of pins 16xl6/17x]7 iiiI
!i
_i Maximum active fuel ,_]
!1 length, inches 144 144 Iri;
' I_i

I:H

' Maximum specific power, _;',

kw/kgtJ 40 27 _.
I

_laximuln average burnup, _"i
, t.II4D/MTU 35,500 29,700 ifr

Minimum cool ing time, i_.

days 150 150 ;[
The PWR type assemblies nvay be shipped either with or without control ,t!

'irods,

li
(2) tlaximum quantity of material per package !li

The _ximum decay heat load per package not to exceed 70 kilowatts,
and:

Ten (lO) PI_R fuel assemblies or twenty-four (24) BIdR fuel assemblies,

Above assemblies shall be contained in their respective fuel baskets
as shown on NL Industries, Inc. and National Lead Company Drawinq
Nos.: " "

70652F, Sheet I, Rev. 7 PliR Fuel Basket,
Sheet 2, Rev. 5 I0/24 Rail Cask l!J

70653F, Sheet I, Rev. 7 BWR Fuel Basket, ii

Sheet 2, Rev. 5 I0/24 Rail Cask ii
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i

,. HaXillIUlll number of packages
per sllipment for Class III One (1)

6. The _ximum gross weight of the cavity contents must not exceed 34,100 pounds
(fuel, spacers, basket, etc.).

7. The containment vessel must be dry (ilo free water) when delivered to a carrier
for transport. Residual n_)isture must be promptly removed from the containment

i_ vessel by the methods described in Section XVI of the Application. The contain-ment vessel r,mst be promptly filled w,ith helium to l.O atm pressure.

i_ 8. Known or suspected failed fuel assembl ies (rods)and fuel with cladding defects I
greater than pin holes and hairline cracks are not authorized. I

i I 9. Prior to each shipment, the package must meet the tests and criteria specifiedin Section XVII of the Application.

_! I0. The cask contents must be so li mited ur,der ,formal conditions of transpo rt t,lat '_ithe following measured dose rates be satisfied" [_.,

_I a) at one meter from the external radial midplane surface of the package: [;'I
625 times the neutron dose rate plus 2.5 times the gamma dose rate _I

_I_! will not exceed 1,000 millirems per hour; and i_i

b) at one meter from the external surface of the bottom of the package; i_.:
"_I II5 1:imes the neutron dose rate plus 2.0 times the gamma dose rate !_i
"-31 will not exceed 1,000 millircmls per hour. i_i

II The neutron shielding system and auxiliary cooling system must be filled with a I_,I' Ii'
mixture of water and ethylene glycol (53% to 58% by weight ethylene glycol). }_!!

12. The neutron shielding system n_st be equipped with two (2) pressure relief
valves (one on the cask and one on an expansion tank) set at 220 psig.

13. Any system used for cooling down the package must be provided with a pressure
_I relief device set so that the maximum pressure in the containment vessel cannot

exceed 233 psig during the cooldown process.

14. The systoms and canponents of each packaging nust meet the criteria for the
periodic tests specified in Section XVII of the Application.

15. Repair and maintenance must be as aescribed in Section XVII of the Application.
During inactive periods, the n_intenance and testing program may be disregarded
provided that the package is brought into full compliance prior to the next use

I of the package.

iii__,2ET,EE_' _2_``_Lz___.__2_r_ __E_`_,_ _L_Z_._._,_2,_2____2_E__!_L_ _,_ B_
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'[_

lb. Prior to first use, each: packaging shall meet the criteria for the acceptance _i
tests specified in Sections XIV and XV of the Application, except that the 1_!:
prototype railcar test n_eeting the stated design criteria need be performed only I)!

once. !i_"_'
, ,_

17. Packaging is authorized for rail mode of transport only. iT/.

18. Expiration date- July 31, 1986. _5):
I>

REFERENCES Ir.,,,

NL Industries, Inc. application dated February 27, 1976. ,r_',_"
,5<

I Supplements dated" June 4 1976; October I0 1978" and July 6 1979 '_f'FOR THE U.S. NUCLEARREGULATOR'{COHMISSIOtl _
,i

Charles E. :_
Transportation Certification Branch :_:
Division of Fuel Cycle and !"_i:;

I,_ Safety, _,Material NMSS

Date" _,
_',

lA'



_ _ Department of Energy
, _ Oak Ridge Operations

__ P.O. Box E
Oak Ridge Tenness_ 37831

September 18, 1985

Robert Peele, Chair1_an
Environmental Study Group

Clinch River MRS Task Force

RESPONSE TO TASK FORCE MEMORANDA #3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 v 9

The purpose of this letter is [o respond to Task Force Memoranda
from your Study Group which you sent on August 15, 1985. The

questions which you asked will be addressed in greater detail in
the Environmental Assessment which is currently under preparation.

As I'm sure you realize, all of your questions relate to
environmental and safety considerations which must be addressed

during definitive design in detail, and be shown to be acceptable

to the NRC during licensing reviews of the Safety Analysis Report.

However, at this early stage in the MRS program, such detailed

analysis is not and will not be available. Safety analysis based
on the conceptual design is currently being performed and will be

reported in the proposal package when complete later this year.

Consequently, we have attempted to address each of your questions

in more general terms at this stage. The answers are enclosed.

If you have any further questions or if I can be of any further
tate to call me on 579_-6694

assistance, please do not hesi /_z'<;__ /'/ _ "
q_eter_f. Gross, Manager

Monitored Retrievable Storage office

Enclosure

cc: W. Scharber, TDHE

- Ben Smith, Safe Growth Council
Senator Ward Crutchfield, Special

Legislative Study Group on MRS

Joe King, City of Oak Ridge



Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations

P.O. Box E
Oak Ridge, Tennesseo37831 -

September ii, 1985

Larry M. Dickens, Chairman, Socioeconomic Study Group

DOE RESPONSE TO SOCIOECONOMIC STUDY GROUP QUESTIONS

Enclosed are responses to the Socioeconomic Study Gr'oup's

questions provided in Task Force Memorandums I0, ii, 12, and 13.

If you have any questions oK if I c: be of any further

assistance, please give me a call.

, Manager

Monitored Retrievable Storage Office

Enclosure

cc: Wayne Scharber, TDHE

Ben Smith, Safe Growth Council

Joe King, City of Oak Ridge

Sen. Ward Crutchfield, Special Legislative

Study Group on MRS






